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Abstract
In light of new digital technologies, executives are challenged to rethink their companies’
business models (BM). In the realm of manufacturing, Internet of Things (IoT) solutions, i.e.,
smart, connected products enabling digital services, are altering manufacturers’ modes of value
creation and value capture. Manufacturers are being forced to shift from the mere offering of
physical products (i.e., the design, production, operation, and maintenance of complex hardware
products) to additionally offering digital services (i.e., the development, operation, and
maintenance of software and data analytics). In turn, resulting IoT solutions, consisting of
physical and digital components allow for new means of monetization. Multibusiness
manufacturers are particularly challenged to realize the business potential of IoT solutions. This
is because they usually have multiple business units, possess a diversified portfolio, and complex
IT landscapes. Hence, these companies are dependent on appropriate capabilities and theoretical
know-how to design, innovate, and implement adequate IoT business models.
Against this background, an emerging stream of research has begun investigating how companies
and their business models are affected by IoT technologies. Contributing to this growing body of
literature this thesis aims to shed light on the question of how three fundamental BM elements are
affected by the IoT. More specifically, the goal of this thesis is to advance existing knowledge as
to how IoT changes manufacturers’ ways and means of conducting business regarding (1) their
value propositions; (2) how they monetize their IoT solutions (revenue models); and (3) how they
restructure their organizations to adequately allocate required IT capabilities. These questions are
addressed building upon four studies, all applying qualitative comparative case study methods
which are well-suited to exploring ‘how’ and ‘why’ research questions, e.g., on IoT business
models. Referring to the three BM elements of interest, this thesis offers three core contributions.
The first contribution of this thesis is about how IoT solutions allow manufacturers to exploit
unprecedented amounts of new digital data streams (DDS) such as real time device usage data. In
addition to product and service innovations, IoT-based DDS offer the opportunity to advance or
even disrupt internal processes, e.g., to foster efficiency or improve process quality. To innovate
their internal processes, manufacturers can build upon two distinct types of DDS. Supply chain
DDS contain data from within the company or its suppliers. Field DDS comprise data that is
generated by IoT solutions in the field. While there is extensive evidence on how supply chain
DDS can be exploited to advance internal processes, hardly any research has been done on how
IoT field data can be used to innovate internal processes. Hence, building upon a sample of 60
industry initiatives, this thesis’ findings contain eight in-depth cases studies of DDS initiatives at
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Bosch, Heidelberger Druck, Toyota, Procter & Gamble, and Konecranes. The findings contain
fundamental IoT field data use cases along the entire product lifecycle and a conceptualization of
how these use cases evolved (evolution paths). In addition, the research provides actionable
guidelines on how manufacturing companies can benefit from DDS.
The second contribution refers to the identification and analyses of revenue model patterns in the
IoT. Based on expert interviews and extensive desk research on 40 use cases in total, six direct
IoT revenue model patterns were identified and discussed, based on B2B and B2C examples.
These direct IoT revenue model patterns could then be assigned to one of three revenue model
types. A cash flow analysis revealed that for each of the three revenue model types it is possible
to design profitable revenue models. However, in order to do so the implementation of certain
norm strategies might be required. Finally, indirect IoT revenue model patterns, which go beyond
simple consumer-provider-monetization, were investigated.
The third contribution provides insights on how multibusiness manufacturing companies allocate
and integrate different types of IT capabilities within their organizational structures. The results
build upon a multiple case study approach, with 17 pre-study conversations and 16 in-depth expert
interviews with manufacturing companies across different industries. Building upon three
different types of IT capabilities – embedded, enterprise, and consumer IT – six IoT
organizational archetypes were identified. Five of six archetypes describe the implementation of
a dedicated new IoT unit, aiming to address new customer segments with new offerings. In
addition, a set of six influential factors and how they drive archetype adoption were investigated.
Overall, this thesis aims to present a well-focused input for practitioners and scholars. On the one
hand, the findings of this thesis can serve the practitioners’ community. The research results build
upon a rich foundation of industry use cases and initiatives, allowing practitioners to reflect upon
their organizations’ IoT ambitions. On the other hand, the collected empirical evidence allows
new theoretical knowledge on IoT business models to be derived. For instance, the findings
illustrate the power of IoT field data for innovating internal processes along the entire product
lifecycle, while highlighting the importance of incremental, evolutionary development paths. In
addition, theoretical concepts, such as revenue models, are extended with reference to hybrid
value propositions and indirect revenue logics, i.e., beyond traditional customer-supplier
relationships. Finally, the analyses reveal critical design dimensions that are relevant when
implementing IoT organizational archetypes. Whereas previous studies mainly discussed the
options of centralization for realizing synergies, these findings suggest two additional design
dimensions: the separation of different IT efforts (IoT vs. non-IoT activities), and the strategic
decision for or against the introduction of a proprietary IoT platform.
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Zusammenfassung
Neue digitale Technologien fordern Entscheidungsträger, die Geschäftsmodelle ihrer
Unternehmen völlig neu zu denken. Das Internet der Dinge, vom englischen Internet of Things
(IoT), und die damit verbundene Entwicklung vom Angebot physischer Produkte hin zu digitalen
Lösungen verändern die Art und Weise, wie produzierende Unternehmen Wert erzeugen und
abschöpfen. Im Lichte dieser Veränderungen sind produzierende Unternehmen gefordert, zwei
bisher unabhängige Welten zu integrieren: Die physische Welt (d.h. das Design, die Produktion
und Wartung von komplexen physischen Produkten) und die digitale Welt (d.h. Software,
Datenanalytik und digitale Services). Die aus dieser Integration resultierenden hybriden
Wertversprechen setzen sich aus physischen und digitalen Komponenten zusammen und bieten
neue Möglichkeiten der Monetarisierung. Produzierende Mischkonzerne, d.h. Unternehmen, die
mit

mehreren

Geschäftseinheiten

unterschiedliche

Kundengruppen,

Regionen

oder

Geschäftsfelder bedienen, sehen sich mit besonderen Herausforderungen konfrontiert, um die
Potentiale des IoT zu realisieren. Diese Unternehmen besitzen in der Regel mehrere
Geschäftseinheiten, ein diversifiziertes Geschäftsmodellportfolio und komplexe IT Strukturen.
Deshalb benötigen diese Unternehmen entsprechende zusätzliche Fähigkeiten und theoretisches
Wissen, das es ihnen erst ermöglicht, adäquate IoT Geschäftsmodelle zu entwerfen und zu
implementieren.
Ein stetig wachsendes Forschungsfeld beschäftigt sich mit der Fragestellung, wie IoT
Technologien Unternehmen und ihre Geschäftsmodelle beeinflussen. Die vorliegende Disseration
möchte dazu einen Beitrag leisten und adressiert die Forschungsfrage, wie sich das IoT auf drei
spezifische Geschäftsmodellelemente auswirkt. Im Detail geht es um die Auswirkungen des IoT
auf das angebotene (1) Wertversprechen (Value Proposition), (2) die Logik, wie IoT Lösungen
monetarisiert werden (Ertragsmechanik), und (3) wie Unternehmen ihre Organisationsstrukturen
anpassen, um benötigte IT Fähigkeiten adäquat zu integrieren. Die Ergebnisse der vorliegenden
Dissertation beruhen auf vier vorderhand publizierten qualitativen Studien. Bezug nehmend auf
die drei Geschäftsmodellelemente bieten die Analysen drei Kernbeiträge.
Der erste Beitrag zeigt auf, wie produzierende Unternehmen mit Hilfe von IoT Lösungen neue
Datenströme erschliessen können. IoT Lösungen befähigen zum Sammeln diverser Echtzeitdaten
(Nutzer, technische und umweltbezogene Daten). Existierende Forschungsarbeiten fokussieren
sich auf die Nutzung von IoT Felddaten (d.h. Daten von intelligenten Produkten im Feld) zur
Innovation neuer (digitaler) Services. Die vorliegende Disseration wiederum konzentriert sich auf
die Identifikation konkreter Beispiele, wie produzierende Unternehmen derzeit IoT Felddaten
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nutzen, um interne Prozesse entlang des gesamten Produktlebenszyklus zu optimieren. Aus
60 Industrieinitiativen werden acht detaillierte Fallbeispiele von Bosch, Heidelberger Druck,
Toyota, Procter & Gamble und Konecranes beschrieben. Die Ergebnisse umfassen fundamentale
Beispiele für IoT Felddatennutzung für jede Phase des Produktlebenszyklus und die
Konzeptionalisierung, wie sich diese über die Zeit evolutionär entwickeln (Evolutionsstufen).
Ausserdem

werden

Handlungsempfehlungen

für

Entscheidungsträger

abgeleitet,

wie

produzierende Unternehmen von IoT Felddaten profitieren können.
Der zweite Beitrag bezieht sich auf die Identifikation und Analyse von IoT Ertragsmodellmustern.
Ein Untersuchungsrahmen wird vorgestellt, der die Differenzierung potentieller und tatsächlicher
Ertragsströme von IoT Lösungen ermöglicht. Über Experteninterviews und eine umfangreiche
Analyse von Sekundärmaterial wurden insgesamt 40 Fallbeispiele (B2B und B2C übergreifend)
identifiziert. Daraus abgeleitet werden sechs direkte IoT Ertragsmodellmuster identifiziert,
welche wiederum drei Ertragsmodelltypen zugewiesen werden können. In einem nächsten Schritt
zeigt eine Cashflow Analyse, dass alle drei Ertragsmodelltypen die Grundlage für profitable
Geschäftsmodelle

darstellen.

Gegebenenfalls

sind

jedoch

flankierende

Massnahmen

(Normstrategien) notwendig. Zum Schluss werden zusätzlich indirekte IoT Ertragsmodellmuster
analysiert, die über einfache Kunden-Lieferantenbeziehungen hinaus gehen.
Der dritte Beitrag konzentriert sich auf die adäquate Integration verschiedener IT Fähigkeiten in
die Organisationsstruktur von produzierenden Mischkonzernen. Die Ergebnisse basieren auf einer
Vorstudie mit 17 informellen Gesprächen und 16 Experteninterviews mit Vertretern von
produzierenden Unternehmen aus diversen Industrien. Basierend auf drei unterschiedlichen IT
Typen (‘Embedded IT’, ‘Enterprise IT’ und ‘Consumer IT’) können sechs IoT
Organisationsarchetypen identifiziert werden. In fünf der sechs Archetypen wird eine neue
Geschäftseinheit eingeführt, mit dem Auftrag, neuen Kundensegmenten neue IoT Lösungen zu
vermarkten. Darüber hinaus werden sechs Einflussfaktoren und deren Bedeutung für die Auswahl
von Archetypen analysiert.
Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, einen fokussierten und wertvollen Beitrag zur bestehenden IoT
Geschäftsmodellliteratur beizutragen. Die mit dem IoT verbundenen Möglichkeiten und
Herausforderungen sind zudem von zentraler Bedeutung für die Industrie. Einerseits bieten die
Ergebnisse wertvolle Einblicke für Praktiker, und die fundierten Praxisbeispiele ermöglichen es
Entscheidungsträgern, die Ambitionen ihrer eigenen Unternehmen kritisch zu reflektieren.
Andererseits erlauben die empirischen Analysen die Ableitung theoretischer Implikationen.
Beispielsweise illustrieren die Ergebnisse das Potential von IoT Felddaten zur Innovation interner
Prozesse entlang des gesamten Produktlebenszyklus. Gleichzeitig wird die Bedeutung
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inkrementeller Entwicklungspfade aufgezeigt. Bezug nehmend auf hybride Wertversprechen und
indirekte Ertragsmodelle erweitert die Arbeit das Verständnis theoretischer Konzepte, wie dem
Ertragsmodell. Ein weiterer Beitrag besteht in der kritischen Analyse von Designdimensionen zur
Implementierung von IoT Organisationsarchetypen. Während bestehende Studien auf die Option
eingehen, Fähigkeiten zu zentralisieren, um Synergien zu realisieren, unterstreicht diese Arbeit
zwei weitere Designdimensionen, nämlich die Trennung von IoT und nicht-IoT bezogenen IT
Aktivitäten und die strategische Entscheidung zur Umsetzung einer Unternehmenseigenen IoT
Plattform.
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Chapter 1

1 Introduction1
“Whenever you see a successful business, someone once made a courageous decision.”
Peter F. Drucker

1.1 Motivation
Executives across industries are challenged to rethink current business models (Savastano et
al, 2019; Ross et al., 2016). Innovative technologies, such as sensors and actuators, data analytics
or artificial intelligence are altering the way business is conducted (Fleisch et al., 2015; Ross et
al., 2016). This goes far beyond leveraging online media for cross-channel sales or improving
internal efficiency, as it also refers to the transition from selling physical products to digital
solutions (Fischer et al., 2012; Fitzgerald et al., 2013). Take, for instance, the German automotive
supplier Bosch, which has since its foundation in 1886 built its competitive advantage on strong
product excellence, proprietary technology, intellectual property, and efficient production
processes (Bähr & Erker, 2013). During the last decade, Bosch has heavily invested in new digital
technologies, including the acquisition of different software companies, and it is currently
implementing a broad range of digital initiatives, from smart home appliances to connected brakes
(Witmer-Goßner, 2011; Wiesend, 2015; mongoDB, 2019; Bosch, 2019a; 2019b). Similar to U.S.
industrial conglomerate General Electric (GE), Bosch is facing potential future competition from
non-traditional competitors and is well aware about the thread of becoming a supplier of

1
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for publishing in the context of the following academic publications: Bilgeri et al. (2018), Bilgeri et
al. (2019), Bilgeri (2019), Bilgeri and Wortmann (2017), Fleisch et al. (2016), Tesch et al. (2017), and
Wortmann et al. (2017).
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commodities (Iansiti & Lakhani, 2014; Crooks, 2017). In line with the large majority of
manufacturing companies, including GE, Philips, and Siemens, Bosch is restructuring its
portfolio, aiming to extend its (digital service) offerings by leveraging data collected from its
smart, connected products (Iansiti & Lakhani, 2014). This shift from offering merely physical
products to providing digital solutions, often discussed using the notion of the Internet of Things
(IoT), has recently gained considerable management and research attention (Fleisch et al., 2015;
Strålin et al., 2016).
The IoT incorporates the vision of “a world where things can automatically communicate to
computers and each other providing [new digital] services to the benefit of the human kind”
(Dunkels & Vasseur, 2008, cited in Atzori et al., 2010, p. 2789; Fleisch et al., 2015; Miorandi et
al., 2012; Fischer et al., 2012). IoT offerings require a broad array of enabling technologies, from
sensor technologies (e.g., chemical, thermal, electromagnetic sensors), connectivity and
communication technologies (e.g., RFID, NFC), to backend computing (e.g., databases, server
infrastructure) (Mattern & Floerkemeier, 2010). From a business perspective the rise of IoT
solutions implies fundamental changes in how business is conducted in terms of value creation
and value capturing (Fleisch et al., 2015; Porter & Heppelmann, 2015; Ross et al., 2016;
Hui, 2014). Manufacturers are forced to extend their value creation activities beyond the design,
production, operation, and maintenance of complex physical products. The emerging IoT requires
the integration of two traditionally distinct worlds: the physical world (i.e., the design, production,
operation, and maintenance of complex hardware products) and the digital world (i.e., the
development, operation, and maintenance of software, data analytics, and digital services)
(Fleisch et al., 2015; Porter & Heppelmann, 2014; 2015). Resulting hybrid value propositions,
consisting of a physical and a digital component, in turn allow for new means of value capture
(Fleisch et al., 2015; Leimeister & Glauner, 2008).
However, despite these new opportunities, many manufacturing companies with proven track
record in product excellence, including digital pioneers such as diversified conglomerate GE,
have been struggling to develop and sell such IoT solutions (Davenport & Westerman, 2018;
Crooks, 2017; Colvin, 2018). The majority of multibusiness manufacturing companies possesses
a diversified business model portfolio, along with complex IT landscapes (Ebert & Jones, 2009;
Haffke et al., 2016). Hence, these companies are dependent on appropriately designed and
implemented IoT business models to stay competitive and to benefit from rapidly evolving
technological means (Westerlund et al., 2014; Bucherer & Uckelmann, 2011; Dijkman et
al., 2015). The large majority of manufacturing companies have been dealing with innovation
topics around automation and servitization, i.e., the shift from offering purely physical products
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to include additional services (Neely, 2013), for years (cf. Fischer et al., 2012; Grubic &
Peppard, 2016; Gebauer et al., 2005). However, most have only recently begun to offer hybrid
IoT value propositions, i.e., physical hardware components and digital services (Baines et
al., 2017; Fleisch et al., 2015; Leimeister & Glauner, 2008). In fact, recent research indicates that
many digital transformations fail, and related initiatives do not meet management expectations
(Davenport & Westerman, 2018). This phenomenon, called ‘digital paradox’, refers to the high
investment costs and low returns observed for many digital initiatives (Gebauer et al., 2019). A
major reason for slow IoT adoption could be the difficulties in particular multibusiness
manufacturers experience when designing new business models to offer IoT solutions (Bilgeri &
Wortmann, 2017; Porter & Heppelmann, 2015).
The business model concept is fairly young (Landau et al., 2016). While the relevant research is
still in its infancy, a common higher-order agreement has emerged that business models explain
“both value creation and value capture” (Gassmann et al., 2014; Zott et al., 2011, p. 1020) and
describe “how the pieces of a business fit together” (Magretta, 2002, p. 91). More specifically,
Teece (2010, p. 173) describes business models as “the logic […] that demonstrates how a
business creates and delivers value to customers.” Furthermore, the concept of business models
“outlines the architecture of revenues, costs, and profits associated with the business enterprise
delivering that value” (Teece, 2010, p. 173). Building upon a value-based understanding, Teece’s
(2010) definition of business models combines different interrelated design elements, so-called
building blocks or parameters (Gassmann et al., 2014; Cortimiglia et al., 2016; Osterwalder &
Pineur, 2004). Three common higher-order elements include value proposition, value creation,
and value capture (Gassmann et al. 2014; Landau et al., 2016; Schneider & Spieth, 2014).
One emerging research stream has been investigating how companies and their business models
are affected by IoT technologies. Contributing to this growing body of literature this present thesis
aims to shed light on the question, how the IoT affects the three central BM elements value
propositions, value capture (revenue models) and value creation (organizational structures). The
BM element ‘value proposition’, refers to the value an offering generates (Gassmann et al., 2014;
Clauss, 2017; Balderjahn, 1995; Meffert et al., 2000). IoT solutions now allow manufacturers to
exploit unprecedented amounts of new digital data streams (DDS) including real time data of
usage and device behavior as well as environmental parameters (Piccoli & Pigni, 2013). This
enables manufacturing companies to leverage IoT field data (i.e., DDS from their connected
products in the field) to innovate their internal processes along the entire product lifecycle,
enabling fundamentally new means of offering value to their internal and external stakeholders.
In addition, the BM element ‘value capture’, defines the logic of how the different elements of a
value proposition are monetized, aiming to capture a part of the generated revenues as profits
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(Gassmann, et al., 2014; Nenonen & Storbacka, 2010). In this regard, the IoT changes the range
of potential and actual revenue streams that form the basis for the monetization of IoT offerings
(Fleisch et al., 2015; Fleisch, 2016). In fact, many companies recognize the IoT as a game changer,
to realize service-driven growth, to generate additional revenue, and to ensure healthy profit
margins in light of more demanding competitive environments (cf. Porter & Heppelmann, 2014;
Belz et al., 1997, cited in Gebauer et al., 2005). Finally, the BM element ‘value creation’ describes
the chain of processes, activities and resources required to offer the value proposition (Gassmann
et al., 2016). Current organizational firm structures are often not well suited to executing digital
strategies as well as to developing and marketing IoT solutions (Bilgeri & Wortmann, 2017; Ross
et al., 2016). The IoT requires different types of IT capabilities (i.e., embedded, enterprise, and
consumer IT), which need to be allocated and integrated within multibusiness manufacturing
companies’ various organizational units (cf. Reynolds et al., 2010; Bhatt & Grover, 2005; Haffke
et al., 2017). A particular challenge includes balancing the specific requirements of very diverse
business units (BUs) that strive for autonomy regarding their individual IT, and the realization of
cross-BU synergies (Reynolds et al., 2010; Tanriverdi, 2005).

1.2 Research Objectives
Reflecting new technological means, including sensors and actuators, connectivity, cloud
infrastructure, and data analytics, a rapidly emerging research stream is addressing the impact of
IoT technology on business models (Westerlund et al., 2014; Bucherer & Uckelmann, 2011;
Dijkman et al., 2015). However, thus far related research has applied a rather generic perspective
on how business models change in the IoT, with many previous studies building their findings on
anecdotal evidence (cf. Iansiti & Lakhani, 2014; Porter & Heppelmann, 2014; 2015). More recent
papers have started to gather empirical evidence, investigating the impact of IoT on specific BM
elements and focusing on specific industries, such as the retail or e-bike industry (Flüchter, 2014;
Nowodzinski et al., 2016; Balaji & Roy, 2017). Determined to support developments in this field
of research, this present thesis aims to shed light on the question how three central business model
elements of multibusiness manufacturing companies are affected by the IoT. More specifically,
the overall goal of this thesis is to advance existing knowledge of how IoT changes manufacturing
companies’ ways and means of leveraging hybrid value propositions; how they monetize their
IoT solutions; and how they restructure their organizations to adequately allocate the required IT
capabilities.
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This thesis aims to make two central contributions. First, its findings are to serve the practitioners’
community, generating real-world business impact. The results are based upon four different
studies, providing a rich data foundation of industry use cases and initiatives. The illustrated
examples, the derived theoretical insights and actionable guidelines shall enable practitioners to
reflect on their organizations’ IoT ambitions as well as advance their own digital initiatives.
Second, the gathered empirical evidence aims to derive new theoretical knowledge. For instance,
the findings on IoT value proposition illustrate the power of IoT field data to innovate internal
processes along the entire product lifecycle. In addition, they also highlight the importance of
incremental development (evolutionary paths) and proactive measures to be taken in order to
benefit from the potential of IoT field data. In addition, the findings on IoT revenue models extend
the existing understanding of theoretical concepts referring to revenue models and the impact of
IoT solutions, e.g., indirect revenue logics beyond traditional customer-supplier relationships.
Finally, the analyses of IoT organization reveal critical design dimensions that are relevant in
practice when implementing IoT organizational archetypes. Whereas previous studies mainly
discussed the options of centralization to realize synergies (Tanriverdi, 2006; Ravichandran et
al., 2009), the findings at hand suggest two additional design dimensions, including the separation
of different IT efforts (IoT vs. non-IoT activities) and the strategic decision for or against the
introduction of a proprietary IoT platform.

1.3 Thesis Outline
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides an overview of
background literature and related work, elaborating major concepts which are subject of
investigation in the thesis. In particular, the three theoretical notions ‘Internet of Things’,
‘business models’, and ‘multibusiness manufacturing companies’ are elaborated. Chapter 3
outlines the methodological approach applied, including the research questions and means of data
collection and analyses. Chapters 4 to 6 contain the core findings and hence main contributions,
of the thesis. Each of these three chapters is dedicated to a specific business model element (i.e.,
value proposition, revenue models, and organization) and discusses how new technological means
in the IoT affect the logics of these particular BM building blocks. Finally, Chapter 7 offers overall
reflections on the key findings, discusses them in the light of the existing literature, and offers
actionable guidelines for practitioners. The thesis concludes with an overview of limitations and
an outlook on future research.
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2 Background and Related Work2
The present thesis builds upon existing literature covering different disciplines, including
information systems (IS), innovation, and management literature. In particular, three major
research areas are suited to inform this research. The studies of interest include (1) research
regarding the Internet of Things, (2) emerging research streams on business models, and (3)
literature about IS/IT implementation in multibusiness manufacturing companies. In addition,
existing literature provides definitions of theoretical core concepts critical for this thesis.

2.1 Internet of Things
A constantly growing pool of smart and connected devices is influencing all areas of our lives
(cf. Nambisan et al., 2017). These devices include connected cars, smart factories, and smart
household appliances (Newell & Marabelli, 2015). Such devices bridge the traditional separation
of the physical and digital world and are often described as Internet of Things (IoT) solutions
(Iansiti & Lakhani, 2014; Loebbecke & Picot, 2015; Fleisch et al., 2015; Porter &
Heppelmann, 2014; 2015). In a broader sense, the IoT refers to the vision that all sorts of objects
can be made ‘smart’, capable of gathering data and communicating both with each other and with
the internet (Atzori et al., 2010; Fischer et al., 2012; Fleisch et al., 2015; Miorandi et al., 2012).
IoT solutions, spanning the digital and the physical world, are enabled through a broad array of

2
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for publishing in the context of the following academic publications: Bilgeri et al. (2018), Bilgeri et
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technologies, from sensor and actuator technologies (e.g., chemical, thermal, electromagnetic
sensors), connectivity and communication technologies (e.g., RFID, NFC, WLAN), to backend
computing (e.g., databases, server infrastructure) (Mattern & Floerkemeier, 2010). From a
business perspective the rise of IoT solutions implies changes that go far beyond the mere
improvement of internal efficiency or the implementation of new online channels to foster crosssales, as it also refers to a shift from providing physical products to offering digital solutions
(Fischer et al., 2012; Porter & Heppelmann, 2014; 2015).

2.1.1

Creating Value in the IoT

In light of the emerging IoT, multibusiness manufacturing companies such as GE, Konecranes,
Robert Bosch, or Heidelberger Druckmaschinen are being forced to extend their value creation
activities and integrate the design, production, operation, and maintenance of complex physical
products with the design, development, operation, and maintenance of digital components
(Fleisch et al., 2015; Porter & Heppelmann, 2015; Iansiti & Lakhani, 2014). The resulting
solutions span the physical and digital worlds (see Figure 2.1).

Digital
world

IoT Value creation

IoT Value capturing

Digital service
Layer 5

Digital
value proposition

Analytics
Layer 4

Connectivity
Layer 3

Physical
world

Sensor and actuator
Layer 2

Physical thing
Layer 1

Figure 2.1

Hybrid
value proposition

Physical
value proposition

IoT value stack (adapted from Fleisch et al., 2015)

Rather than physical products, smart, connected devices contain various value layers (Fleisch et
al., 2015; Porter & Heppelmann, 2015). For instance, the smart crane solutions of Konecranes, a
leading supplier of industrial lifting equipment, still entail a physical product (Layer 1), i.e., the
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crane. However, the crane is now equipped with sensors and actuators (Layer 2) and is connected
to the Internet (Layer 3), thus providing data to be analyzed by Konecranes (Layer 4). Building
upon all these layers (Layer 1 to 4), the manufacturing company is now able to operate software
and data analytics that enable new digital services (Layer 5) (Konecranes, 2017). A traditional
merely physical product has been extended with IT and connectivity, or more precisely with
layers 2 through 4, in the IoT value stack model (see Figure 2.1). The value of this upgrade is
experienced as a combination of the physical product (Layer 1) and the digital services which are
enabled through the newly introduced ‘smartness’ (Layer 5). This results in a digital solution
which is more than the sum of its single components, i.e., hybrid value propositions, building on
the original product and combining it with proprietary and external digital services (Fleisch et
al., 2015; Porter & Heppelmann, 2015; Leimeister & Glauner, 2008).
In summary, manufacturing companies’ value creation activities are fundamentally affected by
the IoT, shifting from the mere offering of physical products towards the provision of digital
solutions (Porter & Heppelmann, 2015). The findings of this thesis contribute insights regarding
the ability of manufacturers to offer IoT solutions. More precisely, in Chapter 6, IoT
organizational archetypes are identified, illustrating how different enterprises implement this
value stack.

2.1.2

Capturing Value in the IoT

Referring to the hybrid value propositions of IoT solutions described above (Fleisch et al., 2015;
Davenport, 2013), the new technological means underlying IoT solutions propose or promise
“higher value added for the firm and also benefits to customers or other firms” (Greenhalgh &
Rogers, 2015, p. 4). The question arises as to how vendors can actually benefit economically from
realizing hybrid value propositions, i.e., offering IoT solutions. The existing literature
distinguishes between two fundamental ways companies can benefit from and capture the value
of the business potential of any new technological means (cf. Christensen & van Bever 2014;
Hartmann et al., 2019). On the one hand, companies can use new technologies to innovate their
offerings, aiming to address their customers’ needs with higher quality or cheaper new products
and services (Greenhalgh & Roger, 2015). On the other hand, the same technologies might permit
internal process optimization, a reduction of costs, and hence ultimately higher profit margins
(Greenhalgh & Rogers, 2015; Jones & Bouncken, 2008). Both value capturing scenarios focus on
different types of innovation (product/service-centric and process-centric innovation), and the
changes can be either more incremental or radical in nature (see Figure 2.2) (Jones &
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Bouncken, 2008). More radical changes are usually associated with higher business risks, but at
the same time also greater potential economic impact (Lassen et al., 2006). Some researchers
distinguish a third type of ‘organizational’ innovation enabling value capturing (cf. Jones &
Bouncken, 2008). Yet, in line with Greenhalgh and Rogers (2015) this innovation aspect is
considered to be part of process innovation.
Focusing on IoT, and referring to the first type of value capturing, i.e., the monetization of
products and services offered to external customers, the five layers of IoT solutions allow
manufacturers to capture new sources of value. Additionally to selling the classical value
proposition, e.g., lifting supplies in the case of a crane (physical product), manufacturers can also
offer and monetize digital services, e.g., such as remote control (Ardolino et al, 2018; Porter &
Heppelmann, 2014; 2015; Fleisch, 2015). Analogous to the example of Konecrane mentioned
above, many manufacturing companies are increasingly being challenged to capture both types
of value of hybrid value propositions, consisting of physical and digital components (Fleisch et
al., 2015; Davenport, 2013; Leimeister & Glauner, 2008). Yet, while monetizing new products
and services is an essential strategy, many companies seem to exclusively focus on radical
product/service-centric innovations. Anecdotal evidence suggests that many executives often
underestimate or even neglect the remaining three forms of capturing value in the IoT (see

Loci of Innovation

Figure 2.2), including more incremental initiatives and process-centric innovation.

Product/ServiceCentric Innovation

Process-Centric
Innovation

Augment existing
products and services

Create new
products and services

Improve existing
processes

Disruptively transform
processes

Incremental

Radical
Degree of Change

Figure 2.2

Loci of (IoT technology) innovation (adapted from Hartmann, et al., 2019)

With reference to process-centric innovation, existing literature investigating the value capturing
potential of new technologies (Hartmann et al., 2019; Christensen & van Bever, 2014; Clemons
et al., 2017; Kagermann et al., 2013; Trantopoulos et al., 2017), discusses a second fundamental
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method via which multibusiness manufacturing companies can capture the value of new
technologies. In addition to the monetization potential associated with external customers,
multibusiness manufacturing companies in particular can benefit from IoT solutions through
internal optimization of processes and resulting increases in efficiency (Porter &
Heppelmann, 2015). Chapter 4 offers a more detailed analysis of how companies can leverage
hybrid value propositions to conduct process-centric innovation.
In summary, manufacturing companies possess essentially two ways to capture value: either
through monetizing product/service-centric innovation, or by benefiting from process-centric
innovation. The findings of this thesis contribute insights regarding both of these means of value
capturing. Chapter 4 investigates fundamental IoT field data-driven process innovation use cases,
extending the understanding of how IoT affects manufacturing companies’ ability to profit
internally from IoT value propositions. Chapter 5, in turn, focuses on the external monetization
of IoT value propositions, identifying revenue model patterns, conducting cash flow analyses, and
describing norm strategies for profitable product and service sales.

2.1.3

Digital Paradox

Smart, connected devices and related cloud infrastructures, i.e., IoT solutions, offer tremendous
new business opportunities, fundamentally altering literally every market and industry (Iansiti &
Lakhani, 2014; Porter & Heppelmann, 2014; 2015). For years research companies, consulting
firms, and technology evangelists have outbid each other in their forecasts about future IoT-driven
economic growth (cf. Columbus, 2018). While these practitioner-driven reports often lack
rigorous scientific standards regarding data collection and results validation, they provide
interesting insights on potential ways to segment the market, on overall industry outlooks, and on
trends as well as examples for cutting-edge industry initiatives. As an indicator for future
economic growth many of these reports build upon forecasts of the installed base of connected
devices worldwide (see Figure 2.3) (Manyika et al., 2015; Statista, 2019; Ericsson, 2017;
Lueth, 2018). According to the research company Statista, the number of connected IoT devices
will increase to 75.4 bn devices worldwide by 2025 (Statista, 2019). Comparable studies from
Ericsson and IoT Analytics show more conservative numbers ranging between 31.6 bn (by 2023)
and 34.2 bn (by 2025) (Ericsson, 2017; Lueth, 2018). The ongoing optimism of analysts holds
true for the IoT market itself, which is estimated to grow to some 260 bn U.S. dollars by 2020
(Hunke et al., 2017) as well as the wider economic impact of IoT applications which is estimated
to range from 3.9 to 11.1 trillion U.S. dollars by 2025 (Manyika et al., 2015). This economic
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impact will affect a diverse set of industries, ranging from home, personal, to manufacturing,
retail, and energy sectors (Manyika et al., 2015; Turck, 2018; Lueth, 2015). Section 5.2.1 presents
an overview of major IoT market segmentation approaches.

Note: Connected devices include all mobile phones, tablets, PCs, laptops, and fixed-line phones.

Figure 2.3

IoT connected devices installed base worldwide (in bn) (adapted from
Statista, 2019; Ericsson, 2017; Lueth, 2018)

Despite these impressive growth figures, many manufacturing companies are currently struggling
to benefit from IoT (Gebauer et al., 2019; Davenport & Westerman, 2018). In fact, many digital
transformation initiatives have failed, not having met management expectations as they were
unable to generate sufficient returns compared to initial expenses invested (Gebauer et al., 2019).
Analogous to the service paradox, in which manufacturing companies have struggled to benefit
from servitization ambitions (Gebauer et al., 2005), the digital paradox refers to a recently
observed phenomenon where even financially solid manufacturing companies with good
intentions and favorable conditions struggle to successfully realize IoT initiatives (Gebauer et
al., 2019; Davenport & Westerman, 2018). This holds true even for large players like GE who,
despite billion-dollar investments, the introduction of dedicated new digital business units, and
strong management board commitment, have faced severe challenges to successfully implement
their IoT initiatives (Davenport & Westerman, 2018; Crooks, 2017; Colvin 2018). According to
Gebauer et al. (2019) empirical findings suggest that the digital paradox mainly stems from
unfavorable past dependencies on previous successes and the inadequate innovation and design
of business models. Addressing this latter argument, a major hurdle for IoT adoption in
manufacturing companies might be a lack of adequate business models which allow
manufacturing companies to provide economically successful IoT solutions (Bilgeri &
Wortmann, 2017; Porter & Heppelmann, 2015).
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2.2 Business Models
2.2.1

The Business Model Concept

Business models are assumed to “operate at an intermediary level between strategy and
operational processes” (Cortimiglia et al., 2016, p. 2; Veit et al., 2014). Although, there is still
some controversy about the difference between strategy and business models, most scholars agree
that the two concepts should be regarded as distinct (Casadesus-Masanell & Ricart, 2010; Veit et
al., 2014). However, while the business model concept has recently gained popularity as an
independent research lens complementing strategy research, scholars do not yet agree on a shared
business model definition (Ritter & Lettl, 2018; Gassmann et al., 2016; O’Connor & Yamin, 2011,
cited in Schneider & Spieth, 2013). A common high-level understanding has emerged that
business models explain “both value creation and value capture” (Zott et al., 2011, p. 1020) and
describe “how the pieces of a business fit together” (Magretta, 2002, p. 91).
Hence, while “strategy is concerned with the achievement and sustainment of competitive
advantage” (Porter, 1985, cited in Cortimiglia et al., 2016, 4), business models capture the essence
of how “to create and capture […] value” (Teece, 2010 and Zott et al., 2011, cited in Cortimiglia
et al., 2016, p. 4). This way, business models might serve as means to operationalize strategic
directions (Richardson, 2008; Casadesus-Masanell & Ricart, 2010). In addition, business models
might capture the source of competitive advantage or be able themselves to become the object of
innovation (Chesbrough, 2010; Cortimiglia et al., 2016; Demil & Lecocq, 2010). Personal
computer manufacturer Dell, for example, has outperformed rivals for more than a decade because
of its innovative direct sales business model (Magretta, 2002). However, in other cases, business
models might not have any strategic relevance, e.g., implementing a franchise model in the fast
food industry today will not lead to a competitive advantage per se.

2.2.2

Business Model Research Streams

In light of the early stage of business model research, Gassmann et al. (2016) provide a profound
overview of different research streams, conceptualizing business models from different
perspectives. In addition, they identify theories to be applied to investigate the phenomenon and
describe the research activities of different schools of thought complementing each other. Two
central research streams influence the business model discussion (Landau et al., 2016). The
‘value-based perspective’ by Teece (2010) builds upon the premise that a business model depicts
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“the logic […] that demonstrates how a business creates and delivers value to customers.”
Furthermore, it “outlines the architecture of revenues, costs, and profits associated with the
business enterprise delivering that value” (Teece, 2010, p. 173). In addition to the value-based
perspective, other authors, building upon Zott and Amit (2010), provide an ‘activity system
perspective’ of business models (Gassmann et al., 2016; Landau et al., 2016). Following Zott and
Amit (2010, p. 1), a business model refers to “a system of interdependent activities that transcends
the focal firm and spans its boundaries”. Following an ‘activity system perspective’, business
models are defined as describing “the content, structure, and governance of transactions designed
so as to create value through the exploitation of business opportunities” (Amit & Zott, 2001,
p. 551; Gassmann et al., 2016). The two streams provide different, yet complementary
perspectives on business models (Landau et al., 2016). Teece (2010) takes a rather broad and
componential view on business models. Zott and Amit (2010) follow a narrower approach, which
focuses on the activities generating value, i.e., the creation and delivery of value (Landau et
al., 2016).
In addition to the two dominant research streams on the concept of business models (value-based
vs. activity-based perspective) described above, relevant literature distinguishes a further research
stream on business model innovation, i.e., a transformational perspective on how business models
are designed and further developed, describing “the search for new [business] logics of the firm
and new ways to create and capture value for its stakeholders” (Casadesus‐Masanell &
Zhu, 2013, p. 464; Casadesus-Masanell & Ricart, 2010; Cortimiglia et al., 2016; Spieth et
al., 2014). Hence, business models represent the result or output of business model innovation
processes (Clauss, 2017).
This thesis investigates the impact of IoT technologies on particular elements (parts) of business
models, focusing on the business model concept. More specifically, it follows Teece’s (2010)
value-based definition of business models. Rather than the question as to how companies need to
alter their innovation processes to design completely new – or change existing – business models,
i.e., conduct IoT business model innovation (cf. Cortimiglia et al., 2016; Clauss, 2017), this thesis
focuses on particular aspects of a business model, i.e., the dynamic, yet instantaneous, state or
“snapshot” of the logic of how business is (or should ideally be) conducted (cf. Teece, 2010;
Chesbrough, 2010; Casadesus-Masanell & Ricart, 2010).
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Business Model Elements

Building upon a value-based understanding (value-based perspective) Teece’s (2010) definition
of business models combines different interrelated design elements, so-called building blocks or
parameters (Cortimiglia et al., 2016; Fielt, 2014). This understanding of the concept also forms
the basis for popular business model ontologies (Fielt, 2014), such as the St. Galler Business
Model Navigator (Magic Triangle) (Gassmann et al., 2014) and Osterwalder’s Business Model
Canvas (Osterwalder & Pingeur, 2004). So far, no common agreement has emerged as to how
many and which elements constitute a business model (Nenonen & Storbacka, 2010; Spieth et
al., 2014; Gassmann et al., 2016). Different scholars consider deviating selections of elements,
including for instance ‘value propositions’, ‘revenue mechanics’, ‘position within valuenetwork’, ‘belief systems’, ‘distribution channels’, ‘key resources’, ‘suppliers’, and ‘customers’
to be part of a business model (Nenonen & Storbacka, 2010; Shafer et al., 2005). Across these
different boundary defintions, three common higher-order elements have emerged, namely ‘value
proposition’, ‘value creation’, and ‘value capture’ (Clauss, 2017; Landau et al., 2016; Zott et
al., 2011; Gassmann et al. 2014; Tongur & Engwall, 2014, cited in Gassmann et al., 2016;
Schneider & Spieth, 2014).
First, value proposition (what?) refers to the value an offering generates for internal and external
stakeholders (Gassmann et al., 2014; Clauss, 2017). This might be realized by relieving certain
pains or solving specific customer jobs (Osterwalder et al., 2014). The value proposition might
consist of a single function or be a sum of various functions adding value to stakeholders, e.g.,
products and maintenance services (Stähler, 2002). In addition, in practice the value proposition
is often summarized and paraphrased in a short, precise statement or slogan, to advertise the
benefits and value of an offering (BusinessDictionary, 2019).
Second, value creation (how?) describes the chain of processes, activities and resources required
to offer the value proposition (Gassmann et al., 2014; Clauss, 2017; Hedman & Kalling, 2003 and
Morris et al., 2005, cited in Gassmann et al., 2016). More specifically, value creation, including
value delivery, refers to how companies create and deliver “value along the value chain using the
resources and capabilities of intra- and interorganizational processes” (Clauss, 2017, p. 3). In
addition, this includes the orchestration of both activities within the focal firm (Gassmann et
al., 2016), closely aligned with Porter’s (1985) analyses of companies’ value chains on a firm
level, as well as a companies’ interactions with their value creation partners (Gassmann et
al., 2016; Schneider & Spieth, 2014; Amit & Zott, 2001; Fjeldstad & Snow, 2018).
Third, value capture (why?) defines the financial viability of a business model, describing
companies’ monetization of their value propositions, aiming to capture a part of the generated
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revenues as profits (Gassmann, et al., 2014; Nenonen & Storbacka, 2010; Morgan &
Finnegan, 2014). Referring to the revenue mechanics underlying a particular offering, value
capture explains why a business model is profitable and makes economic sense (Gassmann et
al., 2016; Clauss, 2017). The design of this particular BM element relates to determinants, such
as cost structure, pricing strategy, and monetized revenue streams (Gassmann et al. 2016).
The IoT fundamentally changes all three of these higher-order BM elements. Classical value
propositions, based on product functionality, transform into hybrid value propositions and are
extended by digital services (Fleisch et al., 2015). Hence, value creation activities shift from the
mere offering of physical products (i.e., the design, production, and maintenance of complex
hardware products) to additionally offering digital services (i.e., software, data analytics and
digital services), which needs to be adequately reflected in a company’s organizational structures
(Porter & Heppelmann, 2014; 2015). Finally, these hybrid value propositions in turn allow for
new means to monetize different elements of a business model (value capture) (Langkamp et
al., 2017). While these changes affect all kinds of businesses and industries, they are particularly
radical, and thus challenging, for multibusiness manufacturing companies. Multibusiness
manufacturing companies are particularly challenged to realize the potential of IoT, because they
possess various business units, a diversified business model portfolio, and complex IT landscapes.
Hence, these companies are dependent on appropriate capabilities and theoretical know-how to
design, innovate, and implement adequate IoT business models.

2.3 Multibusiness Manufacturing Companies
According to the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS), manufacturing
companies relate to organizations “engaged in the mechanical, physical, or chemical
transformation of materials, substances, or components into new products”3 (CENSUS, 2019).
Related entities typically include factories, production plants, or mills and involve the usage of
some sort of partly-automated, power-driven production systems (CENSUS, 2019). Many
companies in the manufacturing industry sector have based their competitive advantage on strong
product excellence, proprietary technological know-how and intellectual property, as well as
highly efficient production processes (cf. Iansiti & Lakhani, 2014; Nevens, 1990; Cohen et
al., 2000). In addition, these companies usually possess traditional direct supplier-customer

3

Only exception is if these activities are categorized according to Sector 23, construction (CENSUS, 2019).
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relationships, i.e., they apply direct revenue models (see Section 5.4.1). Yet at the same time,
many manufacturing companies also carry out various other activities beyond physical
transformation, to create economic value (Levinson, 2017). An increasing number of
manufacturers provides a wide range of physical and digital services (including, maintenance,
financing and consulting services), develop software for smart, connected devices (IoT solutions
and data analytics), and diversify their portfolios across different manufacturing and nonmanufacturing industries (Fleisch et al. 2015; Iansiti & Lakhani, 2014; Mathieu, 2001;
Levinson, 2017; Ensign, 1998).
Large manufacturing conglomerates are often organized as multibusiness companies, also
labelled as M-form or multi-divisional companies (Chandler, 1966; Henningsson & Yetton, 2011;
Williamson, 1983). Multibusiness companies possess various business units (BUs), often
competing in various markets, which are managed, controlled and incentivized from a central
headquarter, i.e., parent unit or company (Martin & Eisenhardt, 2010, Reynolds & Yetton, 2015;
Williamson, 1983; Chandler, 1991). Business units can offer specific products or address certain
customer groups or geographies (Martin & Eisenhardt, 2010). Depending on the applied specific
organizational design, each BU is responsible for (a subset of) operative activities along the value
chain, from development and manufacturing to the marketing of its solutions (Gupta &
Govindarajan, 1984; Tsai, 2001). The BUs report to a headquarter (corporate level), which
generally provides different central (corporate) support functions, including R&D, IT, Corporate
Marketing, Strategy, Controlling, and HR, aiming to generate cross-business unit synergies (see
Section 6.2.1) (Chandler, 1991; Martin & Eisenhardt, 2010). At the end of the 20th century, multibusiness organizations controlled around 60% of assets in the United States, with an average firm
possessing more than ten different business foci (Collis & Montgomery, 1995 and Pedersen &
Thomsen, 1997, cited in Reynolds & Yetton, 2015). According to Martin & Eisenhardt (2010,
p. 265) the organizational structure of multibusiness companies is “widely acknowledged to have
been one of the most significant organizational innovations”.
The concept of multibusiness companies has received a great deal of attention from different
research disciplines. Martin and Eisenhardt (2010, p. 265) identify three exemplary disciplines
exploring why companies adopt multibusiness organizational forms, including (1) information
processing and the idea of “better decision making”; (2) transaction cost economics, investigating
economies of scope and “superior control of opportunism”; and (3) social networks and questions
about “cross-business-unit collaboration”. In addition, multibusiness companies present a
common level of analysis and research lens, particularly in the information systems (IS) research
literature, to investigate the implementation of information systems (Tanriverdi, 2005; 2006). The
existing research focusing on multibusiness manufacturing companies as a level of analysis
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includes a broad range of topics. Interesting examples include business-IT alignment on different
firm levels (Reynolds & Yetton, 2015; Reynolds et al. 2010), IT synergies across-business units
(Tanriverdi 2006), and the implementation of effective IT governance (Weill, 2004).
First, referring to the research topic of business-IT alignment (e.g., Henderson & Venkatraman,
1993; Sabherwal & Chan, 2001), Reynolds et al. (2010) highlighted “the differences between
corporate- and SBU-level business strategies, and their integration with IT strategies at the
corporate- and SBU-levels” (Henningsson & Yetton, 2011, p. 3). Previous studies investigated
how adequate IT strategies aligned with business strategies generate value (Bharadwaj et al.,
2013). According to Reynolds and Yetton (2015) value is generated in three different ways: (1)
through functional alignment (implementing IT capabilities within BUs and at the corporate
level); (2) structural alignment (effectively governing IT decision rights); and (3) temporal
alignment (keeping IT projects flexible over an investment period) (Reynolds & Yetton, 2015).
Second, extensive research has been carried out about IT synergies in multibusiness companies
(Tanriverdi, 2005; 2006; Tanriverdi & Venkatraman, 2005; Ravichandran et al., 2009). With
respect to industry-specific environmental constraints, business units usually strive for autonomy
in terms of their individual IT resources, including “IT strategies, IT infrastructures, IT vendor
relations, and IT human resources” (Tanriverdi, 2006, p. 58). Such decentralization of
responsibilities, which is often accompanied by a lack of coordination of overall IT activities,
involves the risk of significant duplication across business units (Tanriverdi, 2005; 2006;
Reynolds & Yetton, 2015). Various studies have provided evidence that multibusiness companies
can significantly benefit from cross-business unit IT synergies (cf. Selig, 1982; Ravichandran et
al., 2009; Tanriverdi, 2005).
Third, an emerging research stream has investigated how the Internet of Things and other
technological advances (e.g., data analytics, artificial intelligence, and blockchain) affect the
organizational structures and business models of multibusiness companies (Ross et al. 2016;
Porter & Heppelmann, 2015; Westerlund et al., 2014; Bucherer & Uckelmann, 2011; Dijkman et
al., 2015). Cyber-physical production systems, combined with smart, connected products in the
field, will allow for a seamless integration and communication of machines, products and people
(Achatz et al., 2009, cited in Brettel et al., 2014). Different IT and analytics capabilities are
required to successfully leverage such technologies. Yet there are fundamental discussions
regarding the organizational implementation of capabilities (Jöhnk et al., 2017; Leonhardt et al.,
2016). For instance, there is discussion about whether manufacturing companies should separate
their non-IoT from IoT-related IT capabilities on a corporate and business unit level (cf. Haffke
et al., 2017; Vibert, 2017, Hanes et al., 2017).
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3.1 Research Questions
The goal of this thesis is to contribute to the research on the impact of IoT on business models.
Existing studies are well-suited to inform this research. Previous studies have investigated how
companies change their innovation processes, i.e., achieve new product development and business
model innovation, in light of new technological means such as the IoT (Cortimiglia et al. 2016;
Bilgeri & Wortmann, 2017). In addition, initial studies have investigated IoT business models
focusing on specific industries (Flüchter, 2014; Nowodzinski et al., 2016; Balaji & Roy, 2017).
However, this existing work does not account for the specifics of multibusiness manufacturing
companies and the challenges they face when aiming to benefit from the IoT (see Section 2.3).
Against this background, this thesis covers various aspects related to the impact of IoT on business
models explicitly focusing on multibusiness manufacturing companies. Building upon a valuebased understanding of business models described in Section 2.2.1 (cf. Gassmann et al., 2014;
Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2004), this research focuses on the effects of IoT on three specific BM
elements, namely value propositions (what?), revenue models (why?) and organizational structure
(how?). Table 3.1 provides an overview of the four papers which form the basis for this thesis.
The research was conducted in collaboration with different colleagues from academia and
industry. Summarized, the thesis focuses on the overall research question:
What is the impact of IoT on specific elements of multibusiness manufacturing companies’
business models?

4

Parts of this section, which are not further demarcated in the text, were initially published or submitted

for publishing in the context of the following academic publications: Bilgeri et al. (2018), Bilgeri et
al. (2019), Bilgeri (2019), Fleisch et al. (2016), Tesch et al. (2017), and Wortmann et al. (2017).

Table 3.1

Revenue
model
(why?)

Value
creation
(how?)

6

Paper 4:
How the IoT
Affects Multibusiness Industrial
Companies: IoT
Organizational
Archetypes

Paper 3:
Revenue models
and the Internet of
Things? A
Consumer IoTbased Investigation

Paper 2:
Ertragsmodelle im
Internet der Dinge

Paper 1:
Driving process
innovation
with IoT field data

Value
proposition
(what?)

4

5

Original
paper title

Project focus
BM Element

Thesis
chapter

• What influential factors affect
the choice of organizational
archetypes and how do these
influential factors drive
archetype adoption?

• How do multibusiness
manufacturing companies
implement the IT capabilities
that are required to provide IoT
solutions (IoT organizational
archetypes)?

• What are the cash flow
implications of the identified
revenue model patterns and
what norm strategies can be
applied to ensure profitability of
the patterns?

• What typical combinations of
IoT revenue streams do
manufacturing companies
monetize (revenue model
patterns)?

Study 4
Two-phase multiple case
study design with
informal pre-study
conversations and expert
interviews with
employees from
multibusiness
manufacturing companies
and ecosystem partners

Study 3 (B2C Focus)
Qualitative and
quantitative analyses of
case companies’ revenue
models/cash flows;
various data sources for
data triangulation
purposes

Study 2 (B2B Focus)
Multiple case study
design with
heterogeneous sampling;
semi-structured
interviews with
executives, managers and
engineers of IoT
companies

Study 1
Multiple case study
design with
heterogeneous sampling;
semi-structured
interviews with
executives of IoT
companies

• What are fundamental use cases
of IoT data-driven process
innovation along the product
lifecycle at manufacturing
companies?
• How do IoT data-driven process
innovation use cases typically
evolve (evolutionary paths)?

Research method

Main research questions

2018

2016

2017

2019

Year

Bilgeri, D.
Fleisch, E.
Wortmann, F.

Fleisch, E.
Wortmann, F.
Bilgeri, D.
Weinberger,
M.

Wortmann, F.
Bilgeri, D.
Weinberger,
M. Fleisch, E.

Bilgeri, D.
Gebauer, H.
Fleisch, E.
Wortmann, F.

Authors

International
Conference on
Information
Systems
(ICIS 2018)

Bosch IoT Lab
Whitepaper

Schmalenbachs
Zeitschrift für
betriebsw.
Forschung

submitted

Outlet

A

-

B

B

VHB
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This overall research question can be divided into two subquestions for each of the three business
model elements investigated, i.e., internal value proposition, revenue model, organizational
structure. The following subsections specify the detailed research subquestions.

3.1.1

IoT Value Proposition

The first two subquestions aim to gain a deep understanding of how manufacturing companies
can leverage IoT field data to improve internal processes. With their various value layers,
including physical product, sensors/actuators, connectivity, analytics, and service, IoT solutions
allow manufacturing companies to gather unprecedented amounts of new digital data streams
(DDS). Manufacturers can leverage this data to improve internal processes along the entire
product lifecycle – e.g., by improving product quality, decreasing costs, reducing time-to-market
or learning more about customer needs. Hence, research question one investigates:
RQ1

What are fundamental use cases of IoT data-driven process innovation along the
product lifecycle at manufacturing companies?

In addition, the study elaborates on how these use cases typically developed over time. More
specifically, congruent evolutionary paths in each of the product lifecycle stages are identified.
These evolutionary paths contain consecutive value drivers of the identified major IoT DDS use
cases and enabled manufacturing companies to advance their own IoT field data-driven process
innovation initiatives incrementally. Hence, research question two inquires:
RQ2

How do IoT data-driven process innovation use cases typically evolve (evolutionary
paths)?

3.1.2

IoT Revenue Models

The next two subquestions refer to the BM element revenue model. IoT solutions possess hybrid
value propositions, i.e., they combine physical and digital product and service components (see
Figure 2.1 in Section 2.1.1). These hybrid value propositions offer new means for manufacturing
companies to generate revenue, as they enable additional potential revenue streams beyond the
one-time sale of physical products. The question arises which combinations of revenue streams
of IoT solutions are typically monetized. Thus, research question three explores:
RQ3

What typical combinations of IoT revenue streams do manufacturing companies
monetize (revenue model patterns)?
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The IoT revenue model patterns focus on the identification of revenue streams – i.e., when and
what elements of an IoT solution are monetized. They do not provide any information about the
underlying costs of supplying an IoT solution. Yet, to judge the profitability of a revenue model,
costs have to be considered (Coenenberg et al., 2009). Hence, in a next step, also a cash flow
analysis reflecting marginal costs was conducted. In addition, to design and operate profitable
revenue models the implementation of certain norm strategies might be required. This addresses
research question four:
RQ4

What are the cash flow implications of the identified revenue model patterns and which
norm strategies can be applied to ensure profitability of the patterns?

3.1.3

IoT Organization

The final two subquestions refer to multibusiness manufacturers’ organizational structures. To
realize the economic potential of the IoT and successfully monetize IoT technologies, companies
have to ensure effective value creation, when implementing new IoT business models. This
includes IT governance, which is a fundamental prerequisite to systematically exploiting the
potential of IT (Chan et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2015). To implement effective governance,
companies rely on a set of different mechanisms, such as committees, budgeting processes,
approvals, and organizational structure (Joachim et al., 2013; Hadaya & Cassivi, 2012; Ping-Ju
et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2015). This research focuses on the last of these. More specifically, it
investigates how multibusiness manufacturing companies allocate and integrate IT capabilities
within their organization. Hence, research question five investigates:
RQ5

How do multibusiness manufacturing companies implement the IT capabilities that are
required to provide IoT solutions (IoT organizational archetypes)?

In light of deviating organizational archetypes and companies’ choices to either centralize or
decentralize, integrate or disintegrate non-IoT and IoT-related IT capabilities, the question arises
as to which influential factors drive archetype adoption. More specifically, research question six
inquires:
RQ6

What influential factors affect the choice of organizational archetypes and how do these
influential factors drive archetype adoption?
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3.2 Research Design
All underlying studies forming the basis for the core findings of this thesis apply a similar threestage qualitative methodological procedure. More specifically, the studies follow a comparative
multiple case study research approach, including a consultation of the related academic and
practitioner-oriented literature, in line with Eisenhardt and Yin (Eisenhardt, 1989; Miles &
Huberman, 1994; Yin, 2013). The research process can be split into three stages of analysis, as
displayed in Figure 3.1.
Stage 1: Study preparation
(Section 3.3.1)

Stage 2: Data collection and analysis
(Section 3.3.2)

Definition of
research
question

Consultation
of literature

Identifying
and selecting
cases

Informal
conversations

Expert
interviews &
workshops

Consultation
with subset of
participants

Consolidation
of case studies

Confirmation
of findings

‘Within-case’
analysis

Consolidation
of results

Crafting
instruments

no
‘Cross-case’
analysis

Figure 3.1

Stage 3: Data validation and closure
(Section 3.3.3)

Data
saturation?

yes

Reaching
closure

Research process (adapted from Yin, 2013; Eisenhardt, 1989)

Such a qualitative multiple-case study method is well-suited to explore ‘how’ and ‘why’ research
questions, e.g., regarding IoT business models (Slaughter et al., 2006; Yin, 2013). In addition, it
enables to investigate specific, complex real-world phenomena and facilitates the collection of
data which is challenging to quantify at an early stage of industry adoption (Eisenhardt &
Graebner, 2007; Günzel & Holm, 2013). Targeting a broad range of manufacturing companies
from various industries, in a multiple-case study approach, allowed for the improvement of the
generalizability of the results across different organizations and their approaches to designing
their business models in the IoT (Benbasat et al., 1987; Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007). A typical
research process of the multiple case studies, which form the basis of the core findings of this
thesis, contained the three steps ‘study preparation’, ‘data collection and analysis’, and ‘data
validation and closure’ (see Figure 3.1) (cf. Yin 2013; Eisenhardt 1989). The individual steps are
described in detail in the following section.
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3.3.1

Study Preparation

In a first stage, a research question was formulated to focus the research efforts and define the
scope of the study (Eisenhardt, 1989). Then, a thorough understanding and overview of the
theoretical knowledge base and practitioner-driven interests related to the specific study focus
were gained. Existing literature was consulted to focus on the current state of research. The most
important academic journals from different streams of literature, identified as most relevant for
the respective studies, were considered. The disciplines included were information systems (IS),
innovation management, service management, organizational science, and marketing. To achieve
a holistic overview, the data set included A-ranked journals, international conferences and highquality journals with a specific focus on practical relevance (Harvard Business Review, MIT
Sloan Management Review, MIS Quarterly Executive, etc.). Often existing literature provided
fruitful impulses to enrich the research. Complementary to the literature review, informal prestudy meetings (usually around 15 to 20 conversations) were conducted with executives and
innovation managers from various companies across the IoT ecosystem (e.g., OEMs, suppliers,
software companies, consultancies, researchers, service providers, merchants). The goals of the
first-stage of the research process were (1) to identify and select interesting cases; (2) to select
particularly relevant themes to be discussed in the expert interviews; and (3) to craft research
instruments. More specifically, referring to the latter, in alignment with the latest insights from
related research, the insights from the pre-study discussions built the foundation for the interview
guidelines to be used in the comparative case study.
The case companies approached for the multiple case studies were theoretically sampled, in line
with their IoT innovation ambitions (Yin, 2013; Patton, 2002; cf. Wright & Nyberg, 2017). The
standard set of criteria contained: 1) the organizations were manufacturing companies; 2) all
manufacturing companies were at that point in time offering or close to launching IoT solutions
(i.e., consisting of physical product and digital service components); 3) the interviewed company
representatives were experienced experts with varying responsibilities and functions, and hence
capable of providing deep insights into existing efforts to innovate new business models and
design the structures of their respective organizations. Of particular interest for the samples were
manufacturing companies with strong software track records as well as software-driven
companies entering manufacturing industries and expanding their portfolios towards IoT
solutions. In light of the research context at the Bosch IoT Lab, this thesis builds upon a strong
network of companies which have demonstrated their trust in participating in ETH and HSG
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research activities, and which have granted deep insights into their processes and strategic
reasoning. In addition, the author’s stay at Harvard University as a Visiting Fellow, and the close
collaboration with inviting Harvard Business School faculty member Prof. Stefan H. Thomke
permitted the present author to gain access to further interesting U.S.- and Europe-based case
companies. Innovation-related topics are usually perceived as critical information to gain
competitive advantages (cf. Ross et al., 2016). This posed a constant risk with regards to the
ability to collect valuable and informative data. Therefore, all participating organizations as well
as their representatives were assured full anonymity and discretion regarding their contributions
(cf. Ross et al., 2016).

3.3.2

Data Collection and Analysis

Data was collected by conducting expert interviews, hosting workshops, and gathering casesupporting secondary data. Referring to the last, often study participants provided additional
company materials to be analyzed, and they granted deep insights and provided rich stories
regarding their cases. In addition, case-supporting documentation included news reports, annual
reports, public presentations, marketing material, and internal company minutes. The interviews
were held face-to-face or via phone, for accessibility reasons. All interviews were conducted in
English or German, and the authors created field notes and/or audio recorded them. Whenever
possible, at least two representatives per case were interviewed, to perform data triangulation.
Furthermore, additional sources of secondary information were analyzed (see Figure 3.1). Each
case was consolidated and summarized in a case report. At least two researchers continuously
analyzed the data. Table 3.2 illustrates an overview of all data samples and data collection
methods applied to derive the presented results. To attain common cases (i.e., IoT field data
initiatives, revenue model patterns, and IoT organizational archetypes), in line with the research
question of the respective study, the authors identified the cases using a common coding scheme
(e.g., the revenue model framework as depicted in Figure 5.1 or the existing IoT organizational
units as depicted in Figure 6.2). In a first step each case was investigated individually; in a second
step the participating companies were compared applying a cross-case analysis (Blaikie, 1991;
Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2013). In a final step, the authors compared the cases.
As indicated in Figure 3.1 and the decision point at the end of stage two this process of data
collection and analysis was iterative in nature and, hence, was repeated until data saturation could
be achieved. Finally, if at the end of this iterative process there were still any misalignments,
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existing interview documentation was conjointly reviewed and an agreement regarding any
controversial case was reached.
Study

Data sample

Data collection

Study 1: IoT Field
Data-Driven
Process Innovation

•

60 IoT Field
data initiatives
Eight in-depth
use cases

•

Study 2: IoT
Revenue Models
B2B Market

•

Eight in-depth
B2B use cases

•
•

Interviews with ten industry representatives
Complementary secondary data (including internal
documents)

Study 3: IoT
Revenue Models
B2C Market

•

32 B2C use
cases

•

Desk research (news reports, online magazines,
company material, e-commerce, brochures, annual
reports, etc.)

Study 4: IoT
Organizational
Archetypes

•

Ten IoT case
companies

•
•
•

17 informal pre-study conversations
Interviews with 16 industry representatives
Complementary secondary data (including internal
company documents; investor relations; reports, etc.)

•

Table 3.2
3.3.3

•

Desk research (news and annual reports, magazines,
internal company material, brochures, meetings, etc.)
Interviews and workshops with 46 industry
representatives

List of data samples

Data Validation and Closure

Aiming to increase the overall validity of the findings, the expert interviews were conducted with
experienced representatives of various manufacturing companies, holding different functions.
These experts were capable of providing deep insights into their organizations’ current IoT
initiatives, including IoT field data use cases, revenue models and organizational structures.
Reflecting on the insights from the multiple case studies with the initially conducted informal
conversations in stage one allowed to further validate and complement the findings.
In addition, in a third and final stage at the end of the research process, the identified results, i.e.,
use cases, patterns or archetypes, were discussed and verified with a subset of the interviewees
(Bhattacherjee, 2012). If a study relied on secondary data only, these findings were validated
based on additional secondary material, including marketing brochures, websites, as well as news
and industry reports. In addition, to provide and confirm quotes, provide explicit examples and
emphasize important aspects within the results section, some individual interviewees were
contacted again to validate the cases they contributed to or the results of the research as a whole.
Finally, the results of the respective studies were consolidated and elaborated (Eisenhardt, 1989).
Having extended the existing body of knowledge through the formulation of theoretical and
practical implications, the studies were completed.
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4 IoT Value Proposition – Field DataDriven Process Innovation5
4.1 Introduction
From connected cars, smart home appliances, smart fitness-trackers, to connected drilling
machines – across all industries smart, connected products are altering the way manufacturing
companies interact with their customers, and ultimately how they conduct business (Iansiti &
Lakhani, 2014; Porter & Heppelmann, 2015). This new generation of offerings has resulted from
the ongoing digitization of the physical world, often discussed using the notion of the Internet of
Things (IoT). IoT solutions, rather than merely physical objects additionally contain sensors and
actuators, connectivity, and data analytics layers to provide complementary digital services (see
Section 2.1) (Wortmann & Flüchter, 2015; Fleisch et al., 2015). Resulting hybrid value
propositions of IoT solutions (Fleisch et al., 2015; Davenport, 2013), propose or promise “higher
value added for the firm and also benefits to customers or other firms” (Greenhalgh & Rogers,
2015, p. 4). The question arises as to how vendors can actually benefit economically from
realizing hybrid value propositions, i.e., offering IoT solutions. The existing literature
distinguishes between two fundamental ways companies can benefit from and capture the value
of the business potential of any new technological means (see Section 2.1.2) (cf. Christensen &
van Bever 2014; Hartmann et al., 2019). On the one hand, companies can use new technologies
to innovate their offerings, aiming to address their customers’ needs with higher quality or cheaper
new products and services (Greenhalgh & Roger, 2015). On the other hand, the same technologies

5
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might permit internal process optimization, a reduction of costs, and hence ultimately higher profit
margins (Greenhalgh & Rogers, 2015; Jones & Bouncken, 2008).
Referring to the latter, IoT solutions allow to exploit unprecedented amounts of new digital data
streams (DDS) from the consumers of physical products (Piccoli & Pigni, 2013), including real
time data of usage and device behavior as well as environmental parameters. These DDS enable
manufacturers to innovate their processes along the entire product lifecycle (Masson, 2018). Take
for example Tesla, the electric car company being able to gather fast amounts of data of drivers’
behavior via its connected cars, leveraging this information to improve its development processes
(McKinney, 2018) (Development); or airplane producer Boeing utilizing the connected sensors
embedded in its airplanes to increase efficiency in its factories and supply chains (Buntz, 2017)
(Production & Logistics). Another example refers to printing equipment producer Heidelberger
Druckmaschinen AG gathering data on print jobs and machine utilization to optimize market
intelligence and identify lead customers (see Case 5 in this chapter) (Marketing & Sales). Finally,
the connected wind turbines of GE allow the industrial company to gather real time insights into
each turbine’s condition and improve its service efficiency (GE, 2019) (Support & Service).
Unfortunately, these examples are often presented on websites and blogs without any details or
critical reflection, e.g., in the context of the promotion of dedicated software solutions. In
addition, while existing literature often revolves around the possibility of using IoT field data for
improving internal processes, it mainly focuses on how IoT field data allows manufacturing
companies to innovate their products and services (see Figure 4.1) or their description remains
anecdotal (Iansiti & Lakhani, 2014; Hoske, 2019). Hence, the focus of this present research lies
on the identification of and reflection on concrete cases in which manufacturing companies are
currently leveraging IoT field data, i.e., DDS from their connected products in the field, to
innovate their internal processes along four product lifecycle stages. In addition, this chapter
offers scholars and practitioners insights on how these use cases have developed over time and
evolved incrementally. Finally, actionable guidelines are derived to point out how manufacturing
companies at different maturity levels of digital transformation can benefit internally from the
advantages of data gathered through connected products. The research in this chapter addresses
two critical questions executives of manufacturing companies currently face as part of their
companies’ digital transformation journey:
RQ1

What are fundamental use cases of IoT data-driven process innovation along the
product lifecycle at manufacturing companies?

RQ2

How do IoT data-driven process innovation use cases typically evolve (evolutionary
paths)?
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To answer these questions, 60 industry initiatives were identified, illustrating how manufacturing
companies utilize IoT field data to improve internal processes. The IoT field data-driven process
innovation initiatives identified in this chapter span various industries, in different maturity
phases, ranging from early stage to completed. All initiatives were identified based on the
interviews conducted or on secondary data, including online reports, industry magazines, and
internal company documents. A product lifecycle framework consisting of four stages
(see Figure 4.2) was used to theoretically sample two case studies per stage from four companies:
Bosch, Heidelberger Druckmaschinen, Toyota, Procter & Gamble, and Konecranes. These
companies are well-respected IoT pioneers, who have successfully launched various initiatives to
gather, analyze and use digital data streams (DDS) for internal (process innovation) as well as
external (new service business) purposes.
These research questions were explored by applying a qualitative multi-case study approach. In
total, 46 experienced industry representatives of manufacturers representing well-known
international conglomerates and hidden champions participated in this research. The study builds
upon interviews and two (a two-day and a one day) workshops. In addition, secondary data was
gathered, including annual reports, magazine and news articles, and company documentation.

4.2 Background and Related Work
4.2.1

Leveraging IoT Field Data Beyond New Products and Services

Aiming to structure existing IS research and position this study, Figure 4.1 differentiates between
two major sources of digital data streams. Manufacturing companies can rely on two types of
DDS: data from the supply chain, i.e., the manufacturing company and its supply chain partners,
and data from the field, i.e., connected products used by customers (Marjani et al., 2017; Piccoli
& Pigni, 2013). Also, there are two major loci of innovation to be realized with these DDS:
improving products and services as well as processes (Hartmann et al., 2019).
More specifically, referring to two major sources of digital data streams, manufacturers can
arguably utilize (1) DDS derived from the supply chain, including data from cyber-physical
production and logistics systems, companies’ sales teams and other company departments as well
as suppliers, OEMs, and third parties; in addition, new technological advances allow
manufacturers recently to utilize (2) DDS derived from customers of their products in the field,
such as data on customers’ behavior and technical and environmental data collected by a
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company’s own smart, connected products (Marjani et al., 2017; Jesse, 2016; Piccoli &
Pigni, 2013; Herterich et al., 2016; Ives et al., 2016). On the other hand, referring to the focus of
DDS-enabled innovation, manufacturers can benefit from DDS (1) by using the data to innovate
and optimize internal processes (process-centric innovation); or (2) by exploiting the data to
innovate new products and services (product/service-centric innovation) (Christensen & van

Locus of Innovation

Bever 2014; Hartmann et al., 2019; Greenhalgh & Roger, 2015; Jones & Bouncken, 2008).

Product/ServiceCentric Innovation

Process-Centric
Innovation

Research Domain 1

Research Domain 2

Gerrikagoitia et al. 2016;
Tao & Qi, 2017

Porter & Heppelmann, 2015
Herterich et al., 2016;
Ives et al., 2016

Research Domain 3

Research Domain 4

Lasi et al., 2014;
Gölzer et al., 2015;
Thoben et al., 2017

Supply Chain Data

Focus of this research

Field Data

Source of Digital Data Streams

Figure 4.1

IS research domains by sources of DDS and loci of innovation

In an initial implementation wave, many manufacturing companies have successfully launched
first initiatives to benefit from DDS. Previous literature investigated these industry ambitions,
using different labels, including ‘Industry 4.0’, ‘Smart Manufacturing’, ‘Internet of Things’ or
‘Digital Data Streams’ (cf. Lee et al., 2014; Tao et al., 2018; Fleisch et al., 2015; Piccoli &
Pigni, 2013). More specifically, there exist early studies on how supply chain data from smart
manufacturing drives service-oriented business models (Gerrikagoitia et al., 2016; Tao &
Qi, 2017) (research domain 1). Referring to research domain 2, previous papers discuss how IoT
field data allows manufacturing companies to innovate their service business and to offer new
digital services (Herterich et al, 2016; Ives et al., 2016; Porter & Heppelmann, 2015). For
instance, Porter and Heppelmann (2014; 2015) in their seminal HBR articles offer various
examples of new IoT-enabled service offerings. In addition, a broad IS research stream focuses
on internal process innovation based on connected supply chain data (Lasi et al., 2014; Gölzer et
al., 2015; Thoben et al., 2017) (research domain 3). However, so far hardly any research has
focused on the specific context and challenges related to IoT field data-driven internal process
innovation. As a result, despite being regularly mentioned in recent IS literature, there are still no
empirical studies discussing and comparing different use cases of respective industry
implementations. At the same time, it seems that executives of many manufacturing companies
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acknowledge and actively leverage the potential of IoT field data to innovate internal processes,
beyond their activities in capturing new sources of revenue. Against this background, this present
research has focused on research domain 4, i.e., IoT field data-driven process innovation at
manufacturers (see Figure 4.1).

4.2.2

IoT Field Data-Driven Process Innovation Along the Product Lifecycle

The concept of the product lifecycle refers to different stages of an offering from its
conceptualization to its disposal (Saaksvuori & Immonen, 2008). The innovation management
and information systems (IS) literature lack a uniform definition of a product lifecycle framework
and there are various conceptualizations of its stages. More common models discussed in the
literature follow a revenue perspective (e.g., introduction, growth, maturity, decline)
(cf. Cox, 1967), product centric perspectives (e.g., develop, realize, use, conceive)
(cf. Stark, 2015), and value creation process perspectives (e.g., activities performed by
manufacturing companies) (cf. Porter, 1985).
Offering with user

Offering with manufacturing company
Development

Production
& Logistics

Marketing
& Sales

Support &
Service

Digital Data Streams

IoT products in the field

Figure 4.2

Product lifecycle (adapted from Terzi et al., 2007; Singh & Kavanaugh, 2018)

This research focuses on the latter, applying a process perspective and centering on the actions
manufacturing companies perform, when managing a specific offering from its conceptualization
to its disposal. More specifically, each product lifecycle stage contains different activities
performed by manufacturers, from a product’s development (Stage 1: Development), production
and shipment (Stage 2: Production & Logistics), its marketing and sales (Stage 3: Marketing &
Sales), to providing support and aiming to sell additional (digital) service components after the
product’s sale (Stage 4: Support & Service) (cf. Terzi et al., 2007; Singh & Kavanaugh, 2018).
These categories of manufacturing companies’ processes organized as four stages along the
product lifecycle are illustrated in Figure 4.2.
Applying a manufacturer’s process perspective, the research in this chapter includes both
processes performed while the IoT solution still remains with the manufacturing company
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(Stages 1-3) and processes performed while the offering is with and used by the end-user
(Stage 4). Once IoT devices are in the field generating digital data streams (DDS), they provide
the opportunity to innovate processes in each of the product lifecycle stages.

4.3 Methodology
To address the identified research gap, 60 IoT data-driven process innovation initiatives were
identified and eight of them described in in-depth case studies, using the product lifecycle
displayed in Figure 4.2 as a framework to theoretically sample two cases per stage. This research
applies a qualitative case study method, using data gathered through interviews, workshops, and
case-supporting documentation, e.g., from news reports, annual reports, public presentations,
marketing material, and internal company minutes. Such a qualitative approach permits an
investigation into ‘how’ and ‘why’ research questions, similar to those addressed in this study
(Klein & Myers, 1999).
A three-step procedure formed the basis for deriving the results presented in this paper. In a first
step, over a period of five months (January to May 2018), a pilot study was conducted, exploring
potentially interesting companies, use cases and study participants. This first round of ten prestudy interviews allowed to gain a deep understanding regarding the status quo of IoT field datadriven process innovation initiatives and to identify particularly important themes to be targeted
within case study interviews. In a second step, a two-day workshop with 13 participants from
various units of a large manufacturing company promoted a discussion of IoT field data use cases.
The workshop participants provided additional company materials to be analyzed, and offered
deep insights and rich stories regarding their current IoT field data initiatives. In a third and final
step, over a period of eight months (July 2018 to February 2019), another round of 30 expert
interviews and a second workshop with three participants to collect case data were conducted.
Selected study participants were contacted again to validate the results and confirm case
descriptions and quotes. Figure 4.3 and Table 4.1 illustrate the study design and list the industry
representatives who participated in the different interview and workshop activities.
The companies Robert Bosch GmbH, Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG, Toyota Motors Inc.,
The Procter & Gamble Company, and Konecranes AG, each providing a major DDS use cases,
were selected by applying the following criteria: a) all these companies are at the forefront of
digital transformation and have already included IoT solutions in their portfolios; b) they are IoT
pioneers, who have already launched various initiatives to leverage DDS for internal (process
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innovation) as well as external (new service business) purposes; c) the companies’ track-record
of leveraging IoT field data allowed for in-depth analyses of evolutionary paths for the selected
DDS use cases. In addition, conversations with representatives of various other manufacturers
allowed the findings to be validated and complemented. Regarding all interviews, the study
participants are experienced experts with different company functions, capable of providing deep
insights into their organizations’ current IoT field data initiatives. Many participating companies
and a large majority of interviewees requested that they stay anonymous, as they perceived their
organizations’ IoT DDS ambitions as mission-critical.
Pilot study
Timeline

Jan 18 to May 18

In-depth case studies

Expert interviews

June 18

July 18 to Feb 19

Focus

− Exploring projects
and stakeholders
− Current state

− Identifying use cases along
the product life cycle
− Identifying pathways

− Gaining a deep
understanding of cases
− Lessons learnt

Respondents /
participants

− Ten pre-study
interviews
− Management level,
product managers
and/or engineers

− Two-day workshop
− 13 participants from eleven
units/projects
− Project leaders, product
managers and/or engineers

− 30 expert interviews
at least two per casea)
− One-day workshop
to validate results, incl.
actionable guidelines

Archival
sources

− Company documents
incl. webinar slides,
internal reports, etc.

− Company presentations,
incl. future roadmaps for
IoT field data usage

− Case-supporting
documentation and
data, incl. meeting notes

a)

Exception are Case 3 (Toyota Motors Corp.) and Case 6 (Procter&Gamble), which are both solely based on secondary data and contain
interview quotes cited based on a video interview and an online report respectively. Please see the related footnotes for more details.

Figure 4.3

Design of the study on IoT field data use cases

The interviews were held face-to-face or via phone, for accessibility reasons. All interviews were
conducted in English or German and the authors created field notes. Data triangulation was
performed by interviewing at least two representatives per case (for six out of eight cases) and by
analyzing additional sources of secondary information (cf. Figure 4.3). Exceptions are Case 3
(Toyota) and Case 6 (Procter & Gamble), which are both solely based on secondary data and
contain interview quotes cited based on a video interview and an online report. Please see the
related footnotes for more details. In addition, executives were contacted to discuss the actionable
guidelines derived from the results. Three researchers examined the data independently. Firstly,
each use case was investigated individually, to understand its essence and how it developed over
time. Secondly, the major IoT field data use cases were compared with the 60 initiatives identified
from interviews and complementary material to abstract the specific examples and define a more
generic use case label. A qualitative content analysis method was applied to analyze the data
gained through the interviews and define the major IoT field data-driven process innovation use
cases, utilizing a systematic, rule-and-theory-based procedure (Mayring, 2002).
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Role (anonymized)

Type

Date

VP, Digital Operations
Key Account Manager
Senior Data Analyst
Smart Manuf. Manager
Sr. IoT Account Manager

Telco(s)
Telco(s)
Telco(s)
Telco(s)
Telco(s); WS 1
Telco(s); WS 1

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Field Data Exploration
Manager
Smart Home, Digital Mgr.
Smart Home, Engineer
Team Leader
Lead Architect Software
Software Developer
Software Developer
Sr. Manager, Strategy
Engineer
Head of Engineering
Engineering Manager
Managing Director I4.0
Autom. Electronics Engineer

19

Director IoT Lab

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Sr. Software Developer
Project IoT Manager
Sales Digital Solutions
UX Consultant / Coach
Quality Data Manager
IoT Insights Manager
Prod. System Manager
UX Consultant / Coach
Head of Digital Acceler.
IoT Insights Engineer
Project Manager
VP Logistics
Former Exec, Harvard ALI
GP, Conn. Communities
Product Mgt. Executive

WS 1 & 2,
Meeting
WS 1; Telco(s)
WS 1; Telco(s)
WS 1; Telco(s)
Telco(s)
Telco(s)
Telco(s); WS 2
Telco(s)
Telco(s)
Telco(s)
WS 2
Telco(s)
Telco(s)
Meeting
Meeting
Telco(s)

Dec. 18, 2018
Jan. 9, 2019
Feb. 21, 2018
April 16, 2018
March 14/July 24;
June 28-29, 2018
March 26, 2018;
June 28-29, 2018
April 18, 2018
April 24, 2018
April 24, 2018
April 27, 2018
April 27, 2018
June 28-29, 2018
June 28-29, 2018
June 28-29, 2018
June 28-29, 2018
June 28-29, 2018
June 28-29, 2018
June 28-29, 2018;
Jan. 31, 2019
June 28-29, 2018
Feb. 7 & 11, 2019
June 28-29/Oct. 10, ‘18
June 28-29/Oct. 16, ‘18
June 28-29/Oct. 18, ‘18
Sept. 27/Oct. 10, 2018
Nov. 14, 2018
Nov. 22, ‘18; Feb. 7, ‘19
Nov. 28, 2018
Jan. 16, 2019
Jan. 16, 2019
Feb. 7, 2019
Feb. 12, 2019
Feb. 28, 2019
Oct. 1, 2018
Oct. 1, 2018
Nov. 16, 2018

Chief Digital Officer
Head of Innovation
Data Scientist
Director, Prod. Lifecycle
Engineer
Researcher
Head of Digital Unit

Telco(s)
Telco(s)
Telco(s)
Telco(s)
Meeting
Telco(s)
Telco(s)

Oct. 31, 2018
Nov. 9, 2018
Dec. 7, 2018
Jan. 23, 2019
Oct. 5, 2018
Nov. 8, 2018
March 23, 2018

Chief Strategy Officer
Dev. Strategy & Digital
Sr. BI Consultant
Exec. Board Member R&D
Business Engineer

Meeting
Telco(s)
Telco(s)
Telco(s)
Telco(s)

Oct. 5, 2018
Nov. 7, 2018
Nov. 30, 2018
Oct. 5, 2018
Nov. 8, 2018

1
2
3
4
5

Anonymous
(Manufacturer)
Div. Business
Units of Robert
Bosch GmbH

6

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Anonymous
(Telecom.)
Anonymous
(Manufacturer)
Heidelberger
Druck
Konecranes
Anonymous
(Software)
Anonymous
(Manufacturer)
Anonymous
(Manufacturer)
Anonymous
(Manufacturer)

Telco(s)
Telco(s)
Telco(s)
Telco(s)
Telco(s)
WS 1
WS 1
WS 1
WS 1
WS 1
WS 1
WS 1; Telco(s)

Pre- Exp.Valid.
study int.
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Legend: WS = Workshop, Valid. = Validation, Telco = Phone call, G/VP = Global/Vice President, Exp.-int. = Expert interviews

Table 4.1

IoT field data study: participants of workshops, pre-study, and expert interviews

x
x
x
x

x

x
x
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4.4 Analysis and Results
Table 4.2 summarizes the selection of major IoT field data-driven use cases identified along the
four lifecycle stages and the evolutionary paths as how they developed within each stage.
Lifecycle
stages

Major DDS
use case

Description

Data to
specification
(Data2Spec)

Operational IoT field
data, such as device
state, usage or failure
information, is used to
define or refine
(technical) product
specifications.

Accelerated
validation

IoT field data in
combination with the
ability to remotely
update software and
configurations in
prototypes and field
devices is used to
accelerate and enhance
product validation.

Development

IoT root
cause
identification

DDS from IoT field
devices are leveraged
to identify fundamental
challenges in the
production process of
products.

Production
& Logistics

Customize
and calibrate

Table 4.2

IoT field data enables
the optimization or
even customization of
production processes,
such as quality control,
as well as of products,
e.g., configuration and
calibration of products

Evolutionary path
• Automated data collection
From selected, manually
collected data to automated
data collection
• From test labs to field devices
Extending data from prototypes
in test labs to larger ‘fleets’
• Update over the air
Wireless deployment of new
software or configurations to
devices
• Virtual development
Physical engineering
(hardware-centric) can partly
be substituted with digital
(simulation-based) engineering
• Product-focused
production insights
Ad hoc generated, problemdriven product insights
• Field-aware production
Systematic utilization of
product-based insights for
production procedures (e.g.,
quality control)
• Customer-specific
production insights
Customer specific, ad hoc
generated production
optimizations based on usage
behavior (e.g., configurations)
• Customer-aware production
Customer (segment) specific,
automated customization of
production processes

DDS use cases and development paths along the product lifecycle
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Lifecycle
stage

Major DDS
use case

Description

Evolutionary path

IoT datadriven
market
research

Digital data streams
from smart, connected
products enable
manufacturing
companies to conduct
their own
complementary market
research and to learn
more about their
customers’ preferences.

• Trend and market insights
DDS-driven decision making
for fundamental strategic
investments

Digital
targeting

Identification of
• Customized marketing
customer segments
Customization of sales
who use the solution
channels and marketing
for different purposes
campaigns; train distributors
or at significantly
and marketers on how to
deviating frequencies.
approach segments
These customer
segments have different • Data-driven sales
Support sales activities with
expectations, value the
customer-specific data and
solution differently and
tailored economic feasibility
require deviating
analysis
services.

Digitized
warranty
business

IoT field data enable
manufacturing
companies to digitize
their warranty business
and reduce
inefficiencies related to
physical shipment and
analyses of warranty
cases.

Data-driven
service
efficiency

Smart connected
products enable the
improvement of service
efficiency, increase
communication quality
with customers and
prolong a product’s
lifespan, while
minimizing its overall
downtime.

Marketing
& Sales

Support &
Service

Table 4.2
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• High resolution market
insights
Target small and specific
customer groups individually,
as well as identify most
interesting customers

• Integrated support and
service
Integration of existing
databases of the involved
parties (ad hoc)
• Increase degree of process
automation
Reduction of reporting time
and usage of deployment of a
platform to facilitate and scale
ad hoc analyses
• From proactive to predictive
support and service
Artificial intelligence for
predictions of most common
events
• Customer empowerment
Usage of new technical means
to empower customers to solve
problems independently

DDS use cases and development paths along the product lifecycle (continued)
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Stage 1: DDS in Development

In the first stage of the product lifecycle, manufacturing companies design, develop, and validate
their IoT solutions before scaling up production. More specifically, during the Development stage
manufacturing companies ideate innovative ideas, define specifications and requirements of the
proposed solutions, build prototypes as well as test and validate them (Harmancioglu et al., 2007).
Designing an adequate product in line with specific (market- or regulator-driven) requirements is
critical, as these requirements determine what environmental and usage conditions the product
will be able to handle well. As a result, an offering might vary in size, material and functionality,
depending on the stresses and strains it is going to be exposed to (McKay et al., 2001).
For several decades now, manufacturing companies have leveraged IT solutions, such as CAD
(computer-aided design) models to benefit from efficiency gains when developing new products,
thus benefiting from digitization and simulation efforts (Thomke, 2015). In addition, many
manufacturing companies have altered their development processes in line with popular new
innovation approaches. For instance, they allow for iterative cycles to benefit from early
information, to verify assumptions quickly and reduce time-to-market. Two recent, well-received
innovation approaches are ‘design thinking’ and ‘lean startup’ (Brown, 2009; Ries, 2011).
Recently, digital data streams have begun to provide completely new feedback loops and are a
valuable source of early information, fueling iterative innovation processes (cf. Singh &
Kavanaugh, 2018).
Two major IoT field data use cases in this first product lifecycle stage include, data2spec and
accelerated validation, which are implemented to increase development efficiency and quality as
well as speed up development time.
Data2Spec: Defining Product Specifications Based on IoT Field Data
The first use case data2spec refers to how manufacturers use data to optimize product
specifications. In the pre-digital era, firms designed their products based on mathematical models
and extensive pre-launch testing and validation efforts. Since stresses and strains under real life
conditions were not accessible, manufacturers usually included generous leeway to cover all
eventual scenarios and unforeseen circumstances. While this is a costly approach, it avoided risks
in potentially life-threating areas – such as in the case of Bosch and its car brake business,
described in Case 1.
New technological means, including sensors and analytic tools allow companies to leverage
digital data streams (DDS) from connected products, to improve their products’ specifications.
Hence, they are able to design correctly sized products, individually customized to their respective
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real life conditions. The latest improvements in high-speed connectivity permit a shift from
manually collected data to automated field data almost in real time (e.g., once per day) and with
an unprecedented level of detail. Along with Bosch’s connected brake example described in
Case 1, several other companies launched first initiatives to use IoT field data to innovate their
development processes. For instance, Heidelberger Druck, a German industrial printing
equipment manufacturer (see Cases 5 and 8), continuously and in real time collects data on the
number and frequency of machine errors, customers’ usage behavior and its machines’ technical
status. In line with Bosch and Heidelberger Druck many companies use IoT field data to prioritize
features in their development pipelines, specifying key design elements of their IoT solutions.
Case 1: (Re-)defining product requirements for
connected brakes based on field data at Bosch
Executive summary: Case 1 describes how Bosch uses operational IoT field data such as
device state, usage or failure information to define or refine (technical) product
specifications.
A decade ago, the Bosch division ‘Chassis Systems Control’ started to collect and leverage
digital data streams derived from their brakes, when they equipped them with various electronic
sensors. Bosch aimed to improve the efficiency of their development processes
(mongoDB, 2019). Before this, Bosch had designed its brakes based on mathematical models
and its extensive pre-launch testing and validation efforts. However, the first generation of data
could not yet be collected automatically. Instead, Bosch relied on manually collected fleet data
(i.e., Bosch employees read out car data plugging in diagnoses devices) and data from
customers’ irregular car repair shop visits, to monitor the condition of brakes over time. In
addition, in this way Bosch learnt about drivers’ usage behavior as well as stress and strains of
brakes in the field, which informed them if their assumptions on brake requirements were
correct (Bosch, 2019b).
Automated fleet data. In a next step, equipping smart brakes with connectivity, Bosch was
able to automatically gather data from its products. The data might be collected via the backend infrastructure of individual car manufacturing companies (OEMs) or directly gathered by
Bosch. However, the automated data flow is still unidirectional, flowing from the device to the
developer back-end. Figure 4.4 depicts an illustrative example of data collected and analyzed
to improve the requirement definition of brake systems.
Firmware over the air (FOTA). Only in a next step, Bosch is implementing the opposite
direction of data flow, i.e., the updatability of test vehicles. The ability of Bosch to update the
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firmware embedded in the brake components remotely shortens development cycles and hence
decreases time to market. Imagine, a team of developers aiming to test a new configuration of
parameters, updating a fleet of test vehicles, realizing after the update that they need to adjust
a specific test metric. While such a change previously would have required a new flashing of
the entire fleet, it can now be implemented with one click remotely. In fact, an increased
number of software updates of the global fleet every month allows Bosch to improve project
timing and rely on more up-to-date test vehicles.

Figure 4.4

Illustrative example of data analysis at Bosch (Bosch, 2018)

Right-sized products. In a final step, Bosch adjusted its requirement definition process, to best
utilize the newly gained IoT field data insights. For instance, quantifying the reduced hydraulic
load in a particular car model, meant Bosch could justify the use of an existing brake system
‘as is’, compared to modifying it in line with assumed loads, derived from existing validation
models.

Accelerated Validation: Leveraging IoT Field Data to Specify Model Parameters
The second major use case accelerated validation explains how manufacturers leverage IoT field
data to speed up development time by automating their validation efforts. Data of smart,
connected products is used to verify and advance the virtual testing models manufacturing
companies currently use in their development processes. A popular example of simulated tests
(being a prerequisite of accelerated or even fully automated validation) is well-known in a military
context. For decades, nuclear powers were required to test nuclear weapons systems in reality to
produce improved generations of new bombs. In light of the related dangers and risks, today these
weapons systems are largely further advanced based on computer simulations, and validated
relying solely on data. This is possible since computing power has significantly improved and
enough data could be collected over decades to support powerful simulations (BBC, 2000).
Case 2 describes the example of Konecranes. The Finish industrial crane producer leverages DDS
to specify its testing model parameters and validation procedures. In collaboration with Siemens
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AG, they have implemented a digital twin based on cloud and IoT technology, and have used IoT
field data to evaluate their model assumptions for industrial cranes and lifting equipment
(Gracie, 2019; Thilmany, 2019).
Case 2: Using IoT field data from cranes to improve the
efficiency of validation processes at Konecranes
Executive summary: Case 2 describes how Konecranes uses IoT field data in combination
with the ability to remotely update software and configurations in prototypes and field devices
to accelerate and enhance product validation.
Before the implementation of cloud and IoT connectivity, the different systems involved in
Finnish industrial crane manufacturer Konecranes’ validation activities were not connected and
data collection had to be conducted partly manually.
Connected test labs. In a first step, Konecranes implemented a digital twin to improve its
validation processes in its test labs. These digital models of its cranes were and are based on
data collected from multiple sensors attached to physical, smart cranes. According to Juha
Pankakoski (Executive Vice President & Chief Digital Officer, Konecranes) connecting the
prototypes allowing for an automated data exchange between connected cranes and design
systems offers “major potential in speeding up the product development process, reducing [the
number] of prototypes, increasing traceability and thus improving quality and reduce
development costs”6.
Data from cranes in the field. In a next step, Konecranes is now currently extending their
digital data stream source from prototypes in their test labs to live products in the field.
Konecranes is also working on the capability of remotely flashing their cranes in the field in
the near future. However, such a two-way communication will only be implemented on a small
scale and for specific parameters, as safety concerns of customers and supply chain partners
regarding external security threads currently still prevail.
Accelerated validation. Konecranes’ engineers aim to further improve the company’s
development processes, utilizing IoT data. They emphasize the power of digital twin (i.e., databased validation of certain parameters) to complement physical prototypes and improve
validation efficiency. As a Konecranes Manager puts it:

6

Quote from Mr. Juha Pankakoski was cited from https://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/global/en

/our-story/newsroom/konecranes-adopts-iot-technology/55928.
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“Rather than as a substitute we see virtual development as a complementary component
increasing the efficiency of our existing physical validation procedures. While we are also in
the future committed to physically test our products in real life settings, our latest initiatives
will allow us to accelerate our validation activities based on digital data streams.” Matti Lehto,
Director Product Lifecycle Process, Konecranes.

Evolutionary Path
The first product lifecycle stage Development contains a congruent evolutionary path of
implementation steps. The evolutionary path contains consecutive value drivers of both major IoT
field data use cases, and has enabled Bosch and Konecranes to incrementally advance their
utilization of DDS for internal process innovation.
Automated data collection. The first evolutionary step refers to the (at least partly) automated
collection of real data from smart, connected prototypes (i.e., the data flow from the device to the
developer). While previously employees collected the data manually, plugging in a wire to extract
device data, with (partial) automation it is possible to directly connect devices in test fleets and
even customer devices via wireless connections. Hence, formerly disconnected systems can now
operate seamlessly. However, while implementing digital models of connected devices poses a
significant improvement over pure physical tests only, the data is still mainly derived from test
fleets, test labs, and only occasionally from customers.
From test labs to field devices. In a next step, manufacturing companies can extend their data
collection efforts from prototypes in test labs to larger ‘fleets’ of devices in the field. Since data
transmission is expensive, due to limited and costly bandwidth, the latest initiatives introduce a
campaign logic. For instance, a German car manufacturer developed an online tool, with which
different units from its company can request CAN data to be collected from the field. Using a
simple configuration dashboard, these units can ‘order’ data and internally pay for it. This will
allow them to improve their development processes, e.g., regarding the design of the infotainment
navigation structure.
Update over the air. The first two steps focus on the data flow from devices (in the car example,
vehicles) to developers. In a next step, manufacturing companies aim to implement two-way data
communication, i.e., developer to device to developer. This allows developers to update test fleets
or even devices in the field and hence to decrease time to market through short-cut learning cycles.
As the case of Konecranes illustrates, such a two-way communication might initially be limited
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to specific parameters, as safety concerns of customers and supply chain partners regarding
external security threads currently still prevail.
Virtual Development. Once manufacturing companies have gathered sufficient amounts of data,
new means of development approaches, including smaller test fleets, computer simulated
development procedures or mere data validation become valid. The two major IoT field data use
cases described above, data2spec and accelerated validation, illustrate two such examples of how
DDS enable virtual development building upon IoT field data. Thus, with a growing base of
operational data, physical engineering (hardware-centric) can partly be substituted with digital
(simulation-based) engineering, resulting in increased quality and lowered costs.

4.4.2

Stage 2: DDS in Production and Logistics

The second product lifecycle stage contains manufacturing companies’ Production processes,
including activities performed to transform raw materials or assemble acquired components into
higher-value outputs (CENSUS, 2019; Lindsay et al., 2003). In addition, also Logistics are
considered as part of the second lifecycle stage. Logistics include the inventory, transshipment,
and transportation of resources (e.g., employees, machinery, or semi-finished products) required
to produce these outputs, and also the delivery to customers (Mentzer et al., 2001).
Over the last decades, manufacturing companies have put tremendous efforts into digitizing and
automating their production and logistics systems. These efforts are widely referred to as
‘Industry 4.0’, ‘smart manufacturing’, or ‘Industrial IoT’ initiatives and received broad research
attention (Lasi et al., 2014; Gölzer et al, 2015; Thorben et al., 2017). However, few of the use
cases analyzed thus far used field data as an input to adopt production and logistics processes (see
Figure 4.1, research domain 4). Current studies mainly focus on automation, machine-to-machine
communication or efficiency gains within or between companies (see Figure 4.1, research
domain 3).
Two major use cases dealing with how IoT data can be leveraged to improve production and
logistics efficiency are IoT root cause identification and customize and calibrate.
IoT Root Cause Identification: Optimizing Production Processes Based on IoT Field Data
The first major IoT field data use case is IoT root cause identification. As described in Case 4,
once the frequency of certain error messages, collected by sensors in connected products, meets
a certain threshold, manufacturers can react quickly and identify underlying root causes of these
errors. This logic is not only suited to improving internal production processes, but can also be
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extended to suppliers and the components they provide, as well as logistic partners. Production
batches can be rated according to countries or even individual partner companies, long after
products have been sold. In cases of severe quality issues, poorly performing suppliers can be
identified more efficiently.
Case 3: Leveraging IoT field data to perform more efficient
root cause identification at Toyota Motors Corp.
Executive summary: Case 4 describes how Toyota leverages DDS from IoT field devices to
identify fundamental challenges in its production processes.
The Japanese OEM uses a data communication module (DCM) in their vehicles to gather field
data for their Toyota Smart Center (see Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5

Toyota Smart Center (Toyota, 2017)

Besides their Mobility Service Platform, which processes the collected data for new services
models, including ride- and car-sharing operators, insurance companies, and governmental
services, the Toyota Smart Center uses the collected big data to improve internal processes
(Toyota, 2017). One example is the optimization of quality controls in manufacturing, as
emphasized by the group’s VP for quality and safety engineering:
“So for example in the future if we do have a particular field issue, which of course we hope to
prevent, we can trace that part back to its manufacturing conditions and try to understand if
there is something in the manufacturing process that was out of control or out of specification.
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And so, by doing that we can improve our processes and make them even more robust using
Kaizen” Jeff Makarewicz, Group VP for Quality and Safety Engineering at Toyota7.

Customize and Calibrate: Leveraging IoT Field Data to Improve Final Product Inspections
The second major use case in this lifecycle stage is customize and calibrate and refers to the final
adjustments of production processes, as well as to products before they leave the production line
and are shipped to customers. This might include a final quality assessment procedure or the
programming of specific product default parameters to meet particular environmental conditions
at customer sites.
DDS from the field now enable manufacturing companies to re-evaluate these final production
steps, building upon usage behavior and failure rates gathered from devices in the field. Case 3
illustrates how Bosch’s Heating Systems unit currently automates a feedback loop to adopt its
final quality assessment based on error notifications from connected products. Usually such
initiatives (see Case 3) start with irregular reports from downstream supply chain actors and are
automated only at a later point in time. The aim is to institutionalize feedback mechanisms to
continuously adjust calibration activities.
Case 4: (Re-)evaluation of quality control procedures in
the final stage of production at Bosch
Executive summary: Case 3 describes how Bosch uses IoT field data for the optimization or
even customization of quality control and product configuration efforts within its
production.
Bosch’s heating system unit produces systems consisting of heat cells and burners. Each of the
systems is tested before it leaves the production line. When cleared for shipment, the heating
systems are sold and installed via third party sales channels to end customers. Once, sold, a
specialized assembly mechanic installs and maintains the heating system on customers’ sites.
So far, Bosch has collected the feedback from these mechanics, as they were the main point of
contact with the end users, leveraging the information to reevaluate the quality controls. In a
recent initiative, the unit has developed a new solution to connect their systems in the field,
aiming to automatically collect and analyze error rates, as one of the managers highlights:

7

Quote from Mr. Jeff Makarewicz was cited from https://www.techrepublic.com/article/how-iot-and-big-

data-improved-toyotas-manufacturing-process/.
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“We currently rely on the goodwill of the assembly mechanics, who inform us irregularly about
common error patterns they observe. Connecting our heating systems will allow us to
systematically understand what’s going on in the field. Hence, we gain useful insights how
effective our quality controls really are.” Martin Katz, Team Leader, Bosch Production System,
Bosch Heating Systems.
In a next step, the unit aims to institutionalize the re-evaluation of the quality control procedures
and adjust the setting of parameters (default settings), building upon the newly gathered digital
data streams. This will enable them to better calibrate their heating systems to the needs of and
conditions at their customers’ buildings.

Evolutionary Path
The major IoT field data use cases in the second product lifecycle stage Production and Logistics,
follow a common evolutionary path, with four value drivers shifting the focus from productspecific to customer-specific insights.
Product-focused production insights. In an initial phase, IoT field data use cases in this product
lifecycle stage can usually be categorized as product-focused. Hence, ad hoc generated insights
from specific problems detected by connected sensors in the field are utilized to improve
manufacturing and logistic processes on a case-by-case basis.
Field-aware production. Only in a next step are these case specific, ad hoc data-based
improvements transformed into a systematic utilization of product-focused insights on production
procedures. An example is described in Case 3, with the adoption of quality control procedures
at Bosch. While still product-focused, newly (re-)designed processes allow efficiency to be
improved and product specifications to be adjusted for all customers.
Customer-specific production insights. The more detailed data can be collected and the more it
is possible to customize production, manufacturers will be able to benefit from customer-specific
production optimizations based on usage behavior. One example refers to the calibration of
devices such as configuration settings for individual customers. However, again in a first step,
these adjustments are implemented on an ad hoc basis.
Customer-aware production. It requires a further step to successfully introduce customer or
customer segment-specific automated customization of production processes. For instance, the
logistics process of anticipatory delivery based on previous consumptions is a prime example of
customer-aware production and delivery. Other industries, including e-commerce giant Amazon,
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with its anticipatory shipping ambitions, have much longer track-records in this regard
(Kopalle, 2014).

4.4.3

Stage 3: DDS in Marketing and Sales

In the third stage of the product lifecycle, manufacturing companies aim to successfully market
their solutions. The Marketing and Sales stage contains a variety of processes manufacturing
companies perform to position their solutions in attractive markets, segment these markets
according to different customer types, communicate the value add of the solution, and choose the
right distribution channels as well as sales force to sell their offerings (Srivastava et al., 1999;
Leslie & Holloway, 2006). In addition, a major task at this stage refers to planning and executing
adequate pricing strategies across market segments and sales channels (zu Knyphausen-Aufseß
et al., 2011).
For decades, companies have relied on market research companies (e.g., Gartner, GfK or Nielsen)
as rare information sources regarding the assessment of (potential) markets. In addition,
manufacturing companies have relied on historic data or market surveys (either in-house or
conducted by research firms) to better understand their markets. However, IoT devices offer
manufacturing companies new means to segment their markets, target individual customers or
generate leads.
Building upon real-time usage data, two major DDS use cases in this product lifecycle stage deal
with IoT data-driven market research and digital targeting.
IoT Data-Driven Market Research: IoT Market Intelligence and Data-Driven Customer
Consulting
In this lifecycle stage, a major DDS use case is IoT data driven market research. The use case
refers to the ability of manufacturers to complement existing market research offerings with their
own industry- and company-specific insights. For example, Heidelberger Druck’s recent
initiatives, described in Case 3, provide interesting insights into how usage parameters of
industrial machines can be used to identify promising customers for add-on solutions.
Implementing such an approach allows manufacturing companies to increase the efficiency of
customer acquisition processes and to optimize investments into their technology and product
pipeline. The accrued insights allow their sales employees to improve their ability to address the
right arguments, utilizing feasibility studies based on real customer data, thus increasing
conversion rates of customer contacts.
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Case 5: Market intelligence and data-driven customer consulting
at Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG
Executive summary: Case 5 describes how Heidelberger Druck uses DDS from smart,
connected products to conduct their own complementary market research and to learn more
about their customers’ preferences.
At Heidelberger Druck, the newly founded Heidelberg Digital Unit coordinates the company’s
activities to leverage IoT field data for both the development of new services and internal
process innovation. Referring to the latter, one stream of activities was devoted to market
intelligence and learning more about customers’ preferences. The management was convinced
that the field data collected from their smart, connected machinery would permit them to make
the right investment decisions and to identify customers, with the highest benefit in buying
certain add-on solutions.

Figure 4.6

Exemplary data analyses at Heidelberger Druck

IoT data-driven investment decisions. Prior to the availability of IoT field data, when
Heidelberger Druck evaluated the market, it relied completely on market reports offered by
research companies such as Gartner and Nielsen. Two of the core questions, when analyzing
the print market, relate to the overall market growth and the maximum OEE (overall equipment
effectiveness). The new DDS allowed the company to calculate a Print-Intensity Index, i.e., a
KPI indicating the overall amount of prints performed by their customers worldwide. In
addition, they gained a detailed understanding of the needs of their customers regarding the
length and number of different print jobs or the characteristics of different paper formats
frequently used (see Figure 4.6 on the left).
Driving the OEE is mission-critical for Heidelberg’s customers. Mainly two factors influence
this KPI: The printing speed and the make-ready time. Optimizing the machine construction
for each factor requires significant investments. Realizing that many customers run shorter
print jobs where make-ready has more impact than a higher top speed, Heidelberger Druck
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decided to invest in the optimization of make-ready times for the next generation of printers.
Ultimately, also the customers benefit from this data-driven investment decision.
IoT data-driven sales. In a next step, Heidelberger Druck used the collected real time field
data to assess for individual customers if complementary add-on solutions would be valuable
to them. Previously, the company’s sales strategy for its machine park add-on was fairly simple,
as one manager remembers:
“Our sales people identified customers that did not possess the solution yet and approached
them with sales arguments. As a result, all fitting customers were contacted, but the conversion
rate of this approach is limited. Usually the customer had decided with the initial investment
already pros and cons of this solution. A low conversion rate of leads is both – frustrating for
the sales representative and inefficient from the cost perspective.” Tom Oelsner, Head of
Digital Innovation, Heidelberger Digital Unit.
Now Heidelberger Druck uses IoT field data to identify those customers upfront, who– based
on their print order situation – would benefit most from the add-on solution. Focusing on this
subgroup of customers and customizing their sales pitches, the conversion rates increased
dramatically. Hence, Heidelberger Druck could realize significant cost savings and increase its
sales force’s motivation.
Data-driven consulting. Finally, Heidelberger Druck is using DDS to increase the efficiency
of its consulting business. IoT field data supports the companies’ consultants and sales
representatives by creating benchmark reports, and allows for the analyses of various industryrelevant KPIs including the Overall Equipment Efficiency (OEE) across its customer base (see
Figure 4.6 on the right).

Digital Targeting: Leveraging IoT Field Data to Segment the Market
The second major use case we identified, digital targeting, refers to the segmentation of the
market based on actual usage behavior observed via IoT devices, rather than assumptions, surveys
or field studies. This approach ensures a far more accurate differentiation between customers,
unfolding its efficiency improvements in two ways. First, digital data streams are expected to
offer a better overall understanding of what kind of segments do exist in reality. Second, the data
allows for a more accurate allocation of single users to identified segments. So far, the U.S.
consumer goods company Procter & Gamble (P&G) has used DDS generated with its smart
toothbrushes to learn more about their customers’ brushing behavior and to offer additional value
by providing feedback. In a next step, the company aims to derive higher market resolution data.
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Case 6: Initiative to use data of smart toothbrush to
individually target customers at Procter & Gamble
Executive summary: Case 6 describes how P&G uses IoT field data from its brand Oral-B
smart toothbrushes to identify and individually target customer needs and market
complementary products.
U.S. consumer goods corporation Procter & Gamble’s (P&G) toothbrush brand Oral-B
possesses a smart edition, tracking brushing behavior, recommending how to improve the
cleanness of customers’ teeth (e.g., brush longer) and enabling to share data with their dentits
(Barris, 2015).
In a next step, P&G plans to introduce a new AI-powered Oral-B edition, leveraging IoT data
to analyze customers’ tooth brushing behavior, provide a feedback score and offer
recommendations for improvements (Hammett, 2019). This AI solution will also allow P&G
to “recommend other P&G products such [as] toothpaste, mouthwash and dental floss that it
thinks would benefit the users, which they can then go on to buy within the [Oral-B] app”
(Hammett, 2019). Hence, the connectivity allows P&G, similar to other consumer goods
companies like L’Oréal to re-target customers for future purchases (Gilliland, 2017). For P&G
and Oral-B, in the future this might go beyond oral care, as a P&G manager highlights:
“We want to build a brand that doesn’t only stand for the best oral care but goes one step
further. We know that [oral health] is the door to the rest of your body. How can we tell you,
based on that, how you are doing with the rest of your health? This is our future vision.” Giulia
Antoniazzi, Global Associate Brand Manager, P&G8

Evolutionary Path
Both identified DDS use cases affecting Marketing and Sales processes follow a similar
development path. They incrementally expand the scope of activities from generic market
research to the improvement of individual customer interaction.
Trend and market insights. Initially, manufacturing companies can use IoT field data to learn
more about current and potential markets. This allows firms to make informed investment
decisions regarding future product generations and lessens their current dependence on large
research companies such as Gartner, Nielsen or GfK.

8

Quote from Mrs. Antoniazzi cited from marketingweek.com/2019/02/26/oral-b-smart-mirror/.
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Higher resolution market insights. In a next step, strengthening these ambitions, companies can
increase the resolution of market data they gather, aiming to identify market segments or generate
individual leads. In contrast to less informed approaches to addressing the market and its different
segments, this is more cost efficient and more motivating for sales employees.
Customized marketing. Once market segments have been identified, it is possible to align sales
channels, marketing campaigns and promotion activities accordingly. Customizing marketing and
sales activities informed by digital data streams enables manufacturers to significantly increase
conversion rates, as indicated in Case 5 and the example of Heidelberger Druck.
Data-driven sales. Finally, while it was previously already possible to conduct benchmarking
between internal plants and production lines, IoT field data allows for industry-wide
benchmarking and economic feasibility studies. Building upon these new insights, manufacturers
can train different ecosystem stakeholders and their own sales people as to how to best approach
individual segments. Companies can learn about particular needs of individual customers and
better anticipate their relative positioning to peers.

4.4.4

Stage 4: DDS in Support and Service

The final lifecycle stage Support and Service refers to different processes manufacturers carry out
after they have sold their main products. An industry in which these processes are particularly
visible is the automobile aftermarket. Car manufacturers and automotive suppliers offer their
customers maintenance and spare parts services (e.g., in car repair shops), run help centers to
provide support for customers across sales channels, and try to sell additional add-ons and
complementary services and solutions. Examples for the latter include interior extras, insurances,
digital content, financing options and warranty (Breitschwerdt et al., 2017).
Beyond the automotive aftermarket, two major use cases in this product lifecycle stage are
digitized warranty business and data-driven service efficiency.
Digitized Warranty Business: Reducing Inefficiencies and Costs of Support Processes
The first major use case refers to the ability of manufacturers to digitize a support process, namely
their warranty business (digitized warranty business). Unlike service processes, where
manufacturers intentionally extend their value propositions to earn additional revenues,
manufacturing companies are usually obliged to perform support processes, as they are either
required to do so by regulators or based-on market forces (Murthy et al., 2007). Warranty or
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guarantee processes, i.e., the analyses of the legitimacy of potential warranty or guarantee claims,
are usually cumbersome and low-value activities (Smith & Miller, 2005).
IoT field data allows manufacturers to gather data from various sources (including product data,
environmental data, usage behavior, error history) to speed up current processes. In addition, IoT
field data promotes a much deeper understanding of the circumstances of specific, malfunctioning
components. Previously, it was very difficult to make adequate assumptions as to why certain
errors might have occurred.
Case 7: Warranty claims of heating systems at Bosch
Executive summary: Case 7 describes how Bosch uses IoT field data to digitize their
warranty business and reduce inefficiencies related to a lack of direct customer contacts and
analyses of warranty cases.
As for any manufacturer without direct customer contact, for Bosch’s Heating Systems (HS)
unit the warranty business is cumbersome, with high costs meeting low business value. The
reason for this is that the warranty process is still very analogous. So far, if end-users experience
a problem with their heating systems, they contact a local mechanic to visit them and analyze
the system. Often repair activities include the exchange of specific components. In this context,
Bosch is challenged to check whether any legitimate warranty claims exist.
If Bosch realizes that there might indeed be a justified warranty case, it has to negotiate with
its sales partners to attain customers’ data. In many geographical markets Bosch is not aware
of where its products were finally installed and are located. Hence, they cannot inform their
customers about potential issues, yet they are responsible for managing justified warranty
claims, as one Manager highlights:
“Bosch is proud of the high quality of its products and takes full responsibility if there should
once be any justified warranty claims. However, as of yet in many countries we lack the
knowledge where our products were installed. As a result, we have to negotiate with our sales
partners about this information. These inefficient processes bind resources for us, our sales
partners and local mechanics.” Steffen Erkel, Senior Data Analyst, Bosch Thermotechnik.
Consolidate existing data. In a first step, connecting their heating systems and additionally
allowing customers to register their Bosch HS products online (e.g., incentivized through an
extension of the warranty period), enables the company to leverage different data sources.
Considering additional data sources. As a next step, Bosch aims to consider production data,
including the very plant and production line that produced a particular part and might even
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include production parameters such as the torsional moments or the applied pressure used to
assemble the part. Such data might permit changing the production of parts in real time, if the
company detects and confirms a problem with specific machinery in the production line. On
the other hand, usage data refers to the wear and tear of the heating systems in the field,
including the average heating temperature used or the heating behavior (e.g., light, normal,
heavy) per building. This additional data could be used to support trend detection and root
cause analysis, fostering a better understanding under what conditions certain problems arise.
Predictive diagnostics of heating systems. Finally, systematically analyzing heating systems
remotely will generate a deep understanding of how error codes relate to malfunctioning
components. In the long run, once Bosch will be able to perform these diagnostics, they can
guide local mechanics even more precisely as to how to repair systems, offering very specific
instructions. This holds for the traditional exchange of physical parts, and an increased set of
errors solvable with simple software updates.

Data-Driven Service Efficiency: Leveraging IoT Field Data to Improve Internal Service
Efficiency
Another major IoT field data use case in this product lifecycle stage is data-driven service
efficiency. Classical service business is characterized by a high degree of labor-intensive activities
(cf. Bowen & Lawler, 1992). In light of this dominant cost driver, the main potential of DDS lies
in the automation of communication, remote maintenance, error detection, and the ability to
empower customers to perform part of the value creation. As described in Case 8, German printing
equipment manufacturer Heidelberger Druck benefited from offering new services to its
customers, but the real competitive advantage was the company’s ability to streamline its internal
processes.
Case 8: From reactive service to IoT predictive monitoring
at Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG
Executive summary: Case 8 describes how Heidelberger Druck improves its service
efficiency, increases communication quality with customers and prolongs its products’
lifespans, while minimizing their overall downtime.
Heidelberger Druck is a world-leading manufacturing company of sheet-fed printing machines,
with the price for a single machine easily ranging in the millions of euros. The printing
machines are complex and highly utilized, so that service activities are inevitable and
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mission-critical. Before 2004 a typical service incident operation at Heidelberger Druck would
usually require more than one customer visit. In a first visit, the company’s engineers would
clarify what was going on with the machine and what repair parts would be required to fix it.
Then a 24-hour delivery service would provide the required parts and the engineers would
come for a second visit to install them. If they failed to fix the problem in this cycle, it was
repeated, requiring further visits.
From 2004 onwards technical pre-clarification helped Heidelberger Druck’s engineers to
clarify upfront, before their first site visit, what was wrong with the machine. The ‘first time
fix rate’ jumped, the ‘time to fix’ dropped.
But the customer still had to call Heidelberger Druck and report the damage. However, despite
the positive effects of introducing technical pre-clarification, it had cost customers valuable
time to contact the company and describe the issue verbally. It was often very difficult for
customers to figure out what really was the issue, and even if they knew, it was difficult to
communicate it adequately.
Automated machine reports. As a result, in a next development step, Heidelberger Druck
offered an additional fee-based service called ‘e-call’, allowing customers to transfer a digital
error message directly by the machine. This change meant a reduction of communication time
from 30 minutes to 1 minute and brought about further cost reduction. Often Heidelberger
Druck was now able to either solve the problem remotely or send an engineer with the required
repair parts directly to the customer.
Proactive error detection. While this solution improved internal process efficiency
significantly, it was still reactive in nature. The company aimed to detect potential errors in
advance, allowing it to schedule maintenance appointments before machines experienced
unintentional downtimes. However, since there is a trade-off between maximum efficient
changes and down-times of machines, they aimed to incorporate maintenance activities into
existing maintenance schedules (usually every two months). Heidelberger Druck used IoT field
data to evaluate the lifespan of individual parts. While currently thresholds are designed
according to engineers’ experience, the company also experiments with artificial intelligence
to identify errors with sufficient lead-time.

Evolutionary Path
In the lifecycle stage Support and Service, the identified use cases follow four evolutionary steps.
Starting from the integration of a data base, both case companies move on to increase the degree
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of process automation, shifting from proactive to predictive action, and ultimately aiming to
empower their customer.
Integrated support and service. Various stakeholders are involved in providing services and
support after the actual sale of a company’s product and many of these players collect their own
DDS. Hence, manufacturing companies can benefit from an integrated decision basis, integrating
existing data from the different players. Examples include data streams from OEMs, customers,
suppliers and service providers, covering a wide range of information. As described in Case 8,
extending machine data with maintenance records has enabled Heidelberger Druck to create smart
maintenance schedules and balance the trade-off between proactive repair work and down-time
of their machines.
Increased degree of process automation. As support and service processes are usually very
labor-intensive once sufficient DDS are established, increasing the degree of automation of
communication helps manufacturing companies to reduce process through-put-time, while
increasing the overall information and service quality.
From proactive to predictive support and service. In addition, predictive diagnostics, building
upon new technologies, such as artificial intelligence, machine learning or neural networks,
enables companies to cluster problem sets, predict most common errors, or more generally gain a
deeper understanding of unstructured data. The results are fast, reliable and cost-efficient service
processes, building upon predictive rather than proactive action.
Customer empowerment. Finally, new technological means of augmented reality and real time
feedback enable manufacturers to transfer part of the value creation to their customers,
empowering them to solve issues faster and more cheap themselves, relying on the expertise of
the manufacturer. Solving problems independently on site reduces transaction costs for both
players and ensures close vendor-customer relationships.

4.5 Discussion and Conclusions
4.5.1

Key Findings and Implications

Smart, connected products allow manufacturing companies to generate unprecedented amounts
of new digital data streams (DDS) (Piccoli & Pigni 2013). The existing literature has mainly
focused on the potential of digital data streams to generate additional revenue, i.e., how to
innovate their service business (cf. Ives et al., 2016; Herterich et al., 2016). However, so far,
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hardly any research exists focusing on the specific context and challenges related to IoT field
data-driven internal process innovation. As a result, despite being regularly mentioned in recent
IS literature, there are as yet no empirical studies discussing and comparing different use cases of
industry implementations. At the same time, it seems that executives of many manufacturing
companies acknowledge and actively leverage the potential of IoT field data to innovate internal
processes, beyond their activities in attempting to capture new sources of revenue.
Against this background, the research in this chapter focused on IoT field data-driven process
innovation at manufacturing companies. Building upon an in-depth case study, this section
describes concrete use cases dealing with how manufacturing companies are currently leveraging
DDS to innovate their internal processes along the entire product lifecycle. In addition, this
research illustrates how these use cases evolved incrementally and derived actionable guidelines
as to how manufacturing companies at different maturity levels of digital transformation can
benefit from DDS.
Companies which aim to leverage IoT field data to improve their internal processes need to
implement the technical, legal, and organizational infrastructure to provide smart, connected IoT
products and generate data in the first place (Porter & Heppelmann, 2015; Ross et al., 2016). To
master the digital transformation, manufacturers are challenged to implement a diverse set of
capabilities (see Chapter 6). However, rather than on the journey towards the digitalization of a
manufacturing company’s product portfolio and the related challenges, the research presented in
this chapter focused on manufacturing companies’ efforts and related challenges, once they offer
IoT solutions, are able to collect digital data streams, and gather first insights. More and more
manufacturing companies have recently reached this IoT maturity stage, yet are certainly still
only at the beginning of leveraging the full potential of DDS. Previous studies provided valuable
insights as to how manufacturing companies can leverage DDS to generate new service business
(see Figure 4.1, research domain 1 and research domain 2) and supply-chain data to improve
internal processes (see Figure 4.1, research domain 3).
Complementing the growing body of literature on these topics, the present research focused on
how pioneering companies at the forefront of digital transformation leverage IoT field data to
improve and innovate their internal processes. More specifically, 60 industry initiatives were
identified and eight of them described in in-depth case studies along the four product lifecycle
stages, ‘Development’, ‘Production and Logistics’, ‘Marketing and Sales’, and ‘Support and
Service’. The primary goal was to illustrate the power of IoT field data in innovating internal
processes (see Figure 4.1, research domain 4), and to encourage executives to take proactive
measures to benefit from this potential. Building upon the findings and the rich case study data
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obtained throughout this study, a set of five guiding principles summarized in Table 4.3, were
derived. These guidelines should not be misinterpreted as being part of a sequential process or
hierarchical model, but rather a set of principles, which all together need to be properly addressed
to successfully leverage IoT field data to innovate internal processes.

1

Guiding Principles
Identify opportunities
from a strong internal
and external idea
pipeline to benefit
from IoT field data.

Description
• Leverage internal and external sources to identify opportunities how
to use IoT field data to improve your company's processes in every
product lifecycle stage.
• Consider both data from your own IoT products and complementary
DDS, including production, environmental, and supply chain data.
• Institutionalize the regular execution of initiatives of both bottomup and top-down driven project proposals.

2

Assess and execute
opportunities on the
basis of your very
specific capabilities
and situation.

• Know your business and identify explicit and implicit activities
along the product lifecycle, which offer the greatest leverage
potential.
• Don't underestimate the impact that less time and cost intensive
processes might have if designed based on wrong assumptions.
• You should never quit questioning how your organization can
further leverage the power of IoT field data and DDS in general.

3

Be aware of the digital
paradox –
think big, start small.

• Don't be superficial; there are many positive examples, but it is not
easy. Create momentum before a broad roll out.
• Innovating processes incrementally, step by step in line with the
presented evolutionary paths, will allow you to sustainably build the
required capabilities and structures.
• IoT field data use cases require a lot of resources and expertise.
Even large players like GE previously struggled with their IoT
initiatives.

4

Empower your
organization by clearly
defining
responsibilities.

• Allocate clear roles and knowledgeable experts. It requires a broad
range of parties to realize strong internal IoT field data use cases.
• Define the means of collaboration between different units (business
and IT) utilizing DDS, focusing on new services, or Industry 4.0.
• Keep in mind that your organization will need to adapt as DDS use
case initiatives mature and require reintegration into daily
operations.

5

Provide sufficient
value to earn your
customers’ trust and
increase their
willingness to share
data.

• Be aware of global and local privacy norms. Clearly communicate
your own values to your customers.
• Provide sufficient value to increase your customers' willingness to
share data, e.g., for convenience, cost savings, complementary
services, or extended warranty periods.
• Ensure the trust of your partners by showing strong commitment for
data privacy standards and offering some sort of added-value.
Clearly communicate these efforts to your customers.

Table 4.3

Actionable guidelines to leverage IoT field data for internal process innovation
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Guiding Principle 1: Identify Opportunities from a Strong Internal and External Idea
Pipeline to Benefit from IoT Field Data.
It is important that manufacturing companies aiming to leverage IoT field data systematically
ideate ideas on how to improve internal processes in every product lifecycle stage. Aiming to
benefit from a wide range of input sources across department and hierarchy boundaries,
executives are encouraged to institutionalize the regular evaluation and execution of initiatives,
both of bottom-up and top-down driven project proposals (cf. Birkinshaw et al., 2011). In
addition, executives need to understand the entire spectrum of new possibilities offered by IoT
field data, for internal innovation purposes. The distribution of initiatives towards lifecycle stages
in the present sample indicates that certain processes or even entire lifecycle stages are easier to
address than others. External examples can be a helpful source of inspiration. A selection of major
IoT field data use cases currently implemented across manufacturing companies are presented.
However, these examples are only the tip of the iceberg and the provided list is by no means
exhaustive. Rather, there are many more opportunities to be seized. In fact, manufacturing
companies can even further benefit when combining different digital data streams (DDS). Besides
IoT field data, complementary DDS, including production, environmental, and supply chain data
can provide additional valuable information (Dujmovic & Keller, 2019).
Guiding Principle 2: Assess and Execute Opportunities on the Basis of Your Very Specific
Capabilities and Situation.
Executives need to have a deep understanding of their company’s explicit and implicit activities
along the product lifecycle. However, while many companies have predefined processes,
sometimes it is difficult to anticipate the real path of activities9. In addition, the complexity and
business priority of processes and activities might not be the best indicators to identify the greatest
leverage potential for IoT field data. In fact, it is important not to underestimate the monetary
impact that allegedly less time- and cost-intensive processes might have, if they have been
designed based on improper assumptions.
However, despite these challenges, usually business units of manufacturing companies possess a
profound knowledge of their industries and their own value creation processes, giving them a
certain head start over competitors. Hence, executives should aim to leverage the strong customer
relationships and technical know-how their organizations possess to define sustainable and
effective roadmaps in light of limited innovation budgets. Manufacturing companies should never

9

This fact is used commercially by Munich-based start-up Celonis, which enables companies to identify

‘happy paths’, i.e., the companies’ most common process paths. For more information, see: Celonis (2019).
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stop questioning the status quo and how they can further leverage the power of IoT field data and
DDS in general. As a data manager at Bosch emphasizes this requires top management
commitment:
"Business units often have a clear understanding what they want to achieve with IoT field data
and how data can help them to improve internal processes. But only if top management grants
business units a certain leap of confidence or trust will the organization be able to leverage its
internal knowledge." Daniel Bohn, Head of IoT Engineering Software – Bosch IoT Insights,
Bosch Software Innovation.
Guiding Principle 3: Be Aware of the Digital Paradox – Think Big, Start Small.
Previous research has found that the majority of digital initiatives do not meet management
expectations and fail to cover the initial expenses invested. This phenomenon is called digital
paradox and highlights the fact that even with good intentions and favorable conditions IoT
initiatives are likely to fail (Gebauer et al., 2019). While there are many positive examples, it is
not easy to implement IoT field data use cases. Even large players like GE previously struggled
with their IoT initiatives (Davenport & Westerman , 2018). Instead, top management is challenged
to think big, i.e., develop and communicate a clear vision on how it aims to leverage DDS, yet
start small. Innovating processes incrementally, step by step, along evolutionary paths, will allow
manufacturers to sustainably build the required capabilities and structures over time. Successfully
utilizing IoT field data use cases requires a lot of resources and expertise, as one of the study
participants observed:
“Successfully implementing IoT field data use cases requires resources. Often businesses hesitate
to make investments in light of uncertain returns. Starting with few but clearly defined use cases
helps to overcome this obstacle.” Dr. Stjepan Dujmovic, Senior Project Manager, Systematic
Field Data Exploration, Bosch.
In addition, manufacturers are encouraged to learn from early initiatives and foster “knowledge
sharing within their organizations” (Dujmovic & Keller, 2019, p. 6). Hence, other units within an
organization can benefit from successful IoT field data initiatives (Dujmovic & Keller, 2019).
Guiding Principle 4: Empower Your Organization by Clearly Defining Responsibilities.
Two main organizational implications require executive attention, to enable manufacturers to
benefit from IoT field data innovation. First, a broad range of company-internal players is
necessary to successfully realize strong DDS use cases to improve internal operations.
Manufacturers need to allocate clear roles and attract knowledgeable experts. Executives face a
trade-off, as they might aim for company-wide synergies to be realized, with centralized units and
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the specific requirements and know-how inherent to very diverse business units (BU) serving
different markets or even industries (Tanriverdi, 2005).
A second major challenge refers to the definition of new means of collaboration between business
and IT departments as well as the interplay of different (central) units utilizing DDS, such as units
focusing on new service or Industry 4.0 initiatives. Previous papers on the digital transformation
in general have revealed that many companies, including Bosch, GE and Siemens, have recently
established dedicated new units. These separate organizational entities – organized as business
units, support units, or spin-offs – often possess their own profit and loss responsibility and act
with great autonomy, aiming to address new customer segments with new offerings (see
Chapter 6). Executives are challenged to ensure a consistent and operational, internal network of
units with deviating missions, regarding the utilization of DDS in performing different types of
innovation (see Figure 4.1). In addition, for single initiatives, various DDS sources might be
required, as described in Case 2 on Bosch Heating Systems. One Bosch data manager highlights:
“IoT field data initiatives need a strong advocate, who knows the domain experts within the
organization, brings together the relevant stakeholders and drives the project as a whole. If you
lack such a driving force, you will hardly get any traction.” Dr. Stjepan Dujmovic, Senior Project
Manager, Systematic Field Data Exploration, Bosch.
Guiding Principle 5: Provide Sufficient Value to Earn Your Customers’ Trust and Increase
Their Willingness to Share Data.
To increase customers’ willingness to share data, manufacturers need to implement state-of-theart data security and privacy mechanisms to offer their customers trustworthy IoT solutions
(Lowry et al. 2017). In addition, the findings show that companies have to provide sufficient value
to customers, incentivizing the exchange of data. And a clear and effective communication
strategy is of the utmost importance. Customers want to know, how they will benefit from IoT
field data-driven process innovations. Potential benefits might include, cheaper prices enabled by
efficiency gains, along with convenience and extended warranty periods, higher quality or new
service offerings (cf. Derikx et al., 2016).
As in other examples, the case of Konecranes indicates that among ‘business-to-business’ (B2B)
customers’ privacy and security concerns still prevail. Recent political debates on privacy
breaches in large social media networks, related policy introductions like the European Union
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), and an ever-growing pool of smart connected
devices, might increase privacy and security awareness among ‘business-to-customer’ (B2C)
customers too (Lowry et al., 2017; Ng, 2018). Overall, manufacturers should proactively address
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potential legal or emotional obstacles towards data collection across markets, as highlighted by a
manager at Heidelberger Druck:
"Manufacturing companies, who want to succeed with IoT field data must show strong
commitment for data privacy standards, and in addition, offer their customers some sort of addedvalue. If you fail with either of the two, you will lose the trust of your partners, and hence, one of
the key drivers of more and more interrelated business ecosystems." Tom Oelsner, Head of Digital
Innovation, Heidelberger Digital Unit.

4.5.2

Limitations and Future Research

Smart, connected products allow manufacturing companies to collect unprecedented amounts of
new digital data streams (DDS) (Piccoli & Pigni, 2013). Executives of many manufacturing
companies acknowledge and actively leverage the potential of IoT field data to innovate internal
processes, beyond the pure generation of new revenue. Against this background, the research in
this chapter focused on IoT field data-driven process innovation at manufacturing companies.
Building upon an in-depth interpretive case study, eight use cases have been identified and
described, to demonstrate how manufacturing companies are currently leveraging IoT field data
to innovate their internal processes along the product lifecycle. In addition, this chapter offered a
description of how these use cases evolved incrementally, and it derived actionable guidelines as
to how manufacturing companies at different majority levels of digital transformation can benefit
from DDS.
The results of this study should be assessed in light of its limitations. The case studies are based
on a convenience sample. Hence the theoretically sampled selection of participating companies
and their representatives is opportunistic and small. While restricting the ability to generalize, the
close relationship to case companies has allowed to obtain rich stories and in-depth data on a
timely topic of interest to competitors (Saunders et al., 2009). The IoT field data use cases
described represent recent flagship initiatives of manufacturing companies, including the wellknown global players Bosch, Heidelberger Druck, Toyota, Procter & Gamble, and Konecranes.
A second limitation is that the selection of in-depth cases is by no means exhaustive and requires
further research. In fact, hopefully this research can build a fruitful foundation for further studies.
Several promising research avenues to further investigate this interesting phenomenon exist. For
instance, it still remains unclear, which contingency factors foster or hinder the successful
implementation of IoT data-driven process innovation initiatives at manufacturing companies.
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5 IoT Revenue Models – Patterns, Cash
Flow Implications, and Profitability10
5.1 Introduction
Manufacturing companies are increasingly experiencing a more demanding competitive
environment (Gebauer et al. 2005). More specifically, a large majority of companies face
increasing price pressure, the thread of commoditization and related decreasing product margins
(cf. Belz et al. 1997, cited in Gebauer et al. 2005; Windahl et al., 2004). In order to respond to
these unfavorable market developments, manufacturing companies addressing consumer (B2C)
as well as enterprise (B2B) markets build upon service-driven growth to generate additional
revenue, ensure healthy profit margins, and to protect their existing positions (Eggert et al., 2014;
Ostrom et al., 2010, Gebauer et al. 2005; Windahl et al., 2004). In addition, services are promoted
as a viable means to enable long-term customer retention, to stabilize cash flows along economic
cycles, and to satisfy customer needs (Brax, 2005; Fang et al., 2008; Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003;
Eggert et al., 2014). Selected manufacturing companies already generate substantial parts of their
overall revenues from product-related services (Iansiti & Lakhani, 2014, Mathieu, 2001).
However, in contrast to the claimed potential, for the large majority of manufacturing companies,
empirical studies “indicate mixed results at best” (Eggert et al., 2014, p. 1; Gebauer et al., 2005;
Valtakoski, 2017). In this regard, Gebauer et al. (2005, p. 14) have investigated a ‘service
paradox’ which refers to the fact “that manufacturing companies often fail to exploit the financial

10
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benefit of extending their service business”. In addition, Neely (2008), building upon a data
sample of more than 10,000 companies, has found that manufacturing companies which extend
their portfolio towards services realize lower net profits relative to their generated revenues.
Finally, Benedittini et al. (2015) have shown that manufacturing companies providing services
face a higher degree of bankruptcy risks.
In light of the untackled service opportunities, more and more companies have recognized the
Internet of Things (IoT) as a game changer within their industries (Porter & Heppelmann, 2014).
As outlined in Section 2.1, the IoT represents a vision that every object and location in the physical
world can become part of the Internet (Fleisch et al., 2015; Miorandi et al., 2012). More
specifically, Porter and Heppelmann (2014) argue that the key novelty of IoT solutions lies in
“[the changed] nature of the ‘things’”, including their connectivity, and most important, the digital
services they ultimately facilitate (Atzori et al., 2010). Hence, IoT is regarded as the next wave
of the internet (Fleisch et al., 2015) and IoT solutions are supposed to disrupt existing service
offerings and open up novel service opportunities, which go way beyond well-established service
types such as maintenance or leasing. In essence, IoT has been lately seen as a ‘holy grail’
revitalizing the ever-tempting service opportunity promise. Using these depicted developments
as a basis, the present studies on IoT revenue models seek to shed light on the revenue streams of
IoT business models. The aim is to investigate which revenue streams form the basis of available
IoT offerings. This chapter explores whether certain revenue patterns exist, i.e., whether IoT
vendors build upon typical combinations of revenue streams. It uncovers the role played by IoTenabled services and asks if these services are really monetized or ‘just’ provided free of charge
fueling physical good sales.
In light of the specific key characteristics of IoT solutions and the new means for manufacturing
companies to generate revenue based on hybrid value propositions (i.e., a combination of physical
and digital product and service components), the question arises as to which revenue sources can
be identified for IoT solutions and which typical combinations of available revenue sources are
actually monetized:
RQ3

What typical combinations of IoT revenue streams do manufacturing companies
monetize (revenue model patterns)?

While these patterns focus on the identification of revenue streams, i.e., when and what elements
of an IoT solution are monetized, they do not provide any information about the underlying costs
of supplying an IoT solution. Yet, to judge the profitability of a revenue model, costs have to be
considered (Coenenberg et al., 2009). Hence, in a next step, also a cash flow analysis reflecting
marginal costs was conducted. This allows to address another research question:
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RQ4

What are the cash flow implications of the identified revenue model patterns and what
norm strategies can be applied to ensure profitability of the patterns?

The findings are derived on the basis of two qualitative research studies and 40 use cases in total,
with one study focusing on the B2B market including eight cases and one study focusing on the
B2C market including 32 cases.

5.2 Background and Related Work
Existing management literature and practitioner-oriented publications present the foundation for
this research. On the one hand, recent industry classifications allow the IoT market to be
segmented into two main categories, making the critical distinction between B2B and B2C
markets. On the other hand, well-established contributions to revenue mechanics provide
insightful basic knowledge on revenue sources, revenue streams and the logic behind cash flow
analyses.

5.2.1

The IoT Market

There is a variety of different taxonomies used to segment the fast growing IoT market (cf. Atzori
et al., 2010; Miorandi et al., 2012). Some insightful overviews of the predominantly practitionerdriven reports include IoT market maps and industry landscapes (cf. Beecham Research, 2009;
Jankowski, 2014; Manyika et al., 2015; Turck, 2018). The majority of these classifications
distinguishes between two fundamental market segments: consumer IoT and industrial IoT
(Lueth, 2015; Turck, 2018) (see Table 5.1).
In line with this understanding, two complementary IoT market studies build the foundation for
the findings presented in this chapter (see Section 5.3). The first study focused on IoT for
consumers (consumer IoT, B2C); the second study focused on IoT for companies
(industrial/enterprise IoT, B2B) (Atzori et al., 2010). Both types of use cases (B2C and B2B)
were used to identify revenue model patterns.
B2C – The Consumer IoT Market
In line with various existing market taxonomies, the B2C study structures the consumer IoT
market into three major subsegements (Turck, 2018). First, the category smart home includes all
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types of consumer goods related to smart living (inside and outside the house). Examples range
from security solutions, such as Nest Cam, a remote surveillance camera (Nest, 2019), to
convenience systems, including Philips Hue’s color-changeable light bulbs (MeetHue, 2016), and
HP’s ink replenishment offer for smart printers (HP, 2016). Second, the category personal
combines applications from areas such as lifestyle, health, fitness, wearables, or the elderly
(Turck, 2018). Here examples include different cases ranging from fitness tracker bracelets from
Fitbit, Misfit, or Jawbone11 (Fitbit, 2016; Misfit, 2016) to the Smart Body Analyzer, a smart scale
offered by Withings (Withings, 2016). Third, the category mobility refers to any IoT solution
related to themes such as connected vehicles, sensor-enabled car sharing, navigation or e-bikes.
Examples include Audi Connect, a digital automobile solution (Audi, 2019), Connected Parking
from Bosch, a semi-autonomous parking service (Bosch, 2019a), Waze, a peer-based navigation
app (Waze, 2019), and Nyon, an e-bike board computer provided by Bosch (Bosch, 2016a).
IoT Segment
A. Consumer

B. Enterprise
and Industrial

Table 5.1

1. Smart home
2. Personal
3. Mobility
1. Retail
2. Healthcare
3. Energy
4. Mobility
5.Cities & Infractructure
6.Manufacturing
7. Public services
8. Other

Selected sub-segments
Home automation, surveillance, energy efficiency
Health, fitness, entertainment & music, family, pets
Connected cars, e-bikes
Stores, shops, convenience
Monitoring, diagnosis, surgery, patient care
Transmission, distribution, fossil, nuclear, alternative
Aerospace & airports, marine, rail, automotive, traffic
Infrastructure, water, lighting, security, safety
Mining, discrete &continuous production, supply chain
Education, government, banking, administration
Environment, military, agriculture, hospitality, robotics

IoT market segmentation (based on Turck, 2018; Lueth, 2015)

B2B – The Enterprise and Industrial IoT Market
The B2B study relates to the industrial IoT domain (see Table 5.1 above). In general, existing
market taxonomies also distinguish several subcategories for this IoT domain, such as retail,
health, energy, mobility, cities, manufacturing, agriculture, or public services (cf. Beecham
Research, 2009; Turck, 2018). Aiming to define industrial IoT in contrast to consumer IoT, one
popular classification concept refers to Industry 4.0. It focuses on smart production machinery
and the utilization of different digital data streams to increase the efficiency of processes and
value propositions across industries and application domains (cf. Fleisch et al., 2015; Sundmaeker
et al., 2010; Porter & Heppelmann, 2015). Industry 4.0 refers to a specific segment of IoT
solutions and can be understood as an industrial IoT subdomain (Mertens & Barbian, 2016). The
11

The Silicon Valley start-up Jawbone meanwhile discontinued their business operations (Juetten, 2019).
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term has gained popularity as being part of the high-tech strategy of the German government
(VDI, 2013; BMWI, 2016). However, despite the growing interest of practitioners and academics,
no common definition exists on what the concept really entails (Mertens & Barbian, 2016). In
light of a missing conceptualization for the term Industry 4.0, Mertens and Barbian (2016) studied
the existing interpretations and describe three deviating approaches currently predominating:
First, the steering committee of the ‘Plattform Industrie 4.0’ propagates a very broad and highlevel understanding of the term: According to the consortium, ‘Industry 4.0’ refers to a fourth
industrial revolution and the merger of real world production with digital software aiming to
“optimize the supply chains along the product lifecycle” (Anderl, 2015, p. 753; BMWI, 2016).
More specifically, Industry 4.0 enables new means of managing the entire value chain along the
product lifecycle. In addition, the consortium predicted “a further increase in individualized
customer demands” and highlighted “the need to adapt company processes from a product’s
ideation to its disposal/recycling”. (Plattform Industrie 4.0, 2015, p. 8). Referring to Mertens and
Barbian’s (2016) interpretation, the entire inter- and intra-organizational information processing
in production, logistics and related services are considered to be part of Industry 4.0.
Second, the research union acatech proposes a narrower understanding of Industry 4.0
(Kagermann et al., 2013), emphasizing connected operating supplies and materials, and focusing
on production and logistic use cases. Hence, with this narrower definition, they position their own
conceptualization close to the notion of cyber-physical systems (CPS) (Mertens & Barbian, 2016).
Cyber-physical systems include “integrations of computation and physical processes; Embedded
computers and networks monitor and control the physical processes, usually with feedback loops
where physical processes affect computations and vice versa” (Lee, 2008, p. 363; Geisberger &
Broy, 2012 in VDI, 2013; Bauernhansl, 2014).
Finally, a further definition highlights the role of the internet. Connected, smart operation
equipment, semi-finished products, final IoT solutions and means of transportation communicate
over the internet and internet-like infrastructure (Mertens & Barbian, 2016).
The B2B study applies the internationally established term ‘industrial IoT’, sometimes also
referred to as ‘enterprise IoT’ (Turck, 2018). The term ‘industrial IoT’ covers the scope of the
above defined ‘Industry 4.0’, with its focus on production and logistics use cases. However, in
addition it also considers further IoT solutions which companies can offer their customers and
ecosystem partners with the aim of generating revenue (cf. Slama et al., 2015; WEF, 2015).
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Revenue Models

The revenue model represents one of the key elements of a business model and describes its
underlying revenue streams (Gassmann et al., 2014; Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 2002;
Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010; Dijkman et al., 2015; Wirtz et al., 2016). Revenue and pricing
models have been investigated for decades in research domains such as marketing, revenue
management, e-commerce or pricing (cf. Talluri & Van Ryzin, 2006; Clemons, 2009; Berman et
al., 2011; Boyd & Bilegan, 2003). The different research disciplines elaborate on a large variety
of parameters for adequately evaluating and analyzing revenue models of products and services
(cf. Buxmann et al., 2012; Weber, 2006; Hecker et al., 2010). However, so far, no common
understanding of the term revenue model has emerged (zu Knyphausen-Aufseß et al., 2011).
Hence, the present analysis uses a basic and generally accepted understanding of revenue models,
describing the ways in which specific business models generate revenues. More specifically,
revenue models answer the question about how the different elements of a customer value
proposition are monetized (Zott & Amit, 2010). Related literature distinguishes between direct
revenue models (i.e., two parties, a vendor and a customer, provide goods or service in exchange
for money) and indirect revenue models (i.e., more than two parties exist, as well as more complex
connections between them) (Hildebrandt, 2016).
Designing a revenue model usually follows a multi-step process. Zu Knyphausen-Aufseß et
al., (2011) identify different activities to be performed in order to design a revenue model: First,
companies are challenged to identify which components of an IoT offering exist that could be
monetized (identification of potential revenue sources). For a prototypical IoT solution with a
hybrid value proposition this might include a physical product, a digital service or a combination
of both (Fleisch et al., 2015; Porter & Heppelmann, 2014; 2015). Second, in a next step, a
company has to decide which of these potential revenue sources to use, i.e., to monetize, and
which ones to leave intentionally untapped (definition of actually monetized revenue streams).
Finally, companies are required to properly design the underlying billing and pricing strategies
(zu Knyphausen-Aufseß et al., 2011). Referring to billing strategies, one can mainly distinguish
between transaction-dependent (based on the amount and scope of the consumed offering) and
transaction-independent (fixed flat rate, e.g., with a monthly fee) options to bill for an offering
(Wirtz, 2001). Referring to different pricing strategies, the literature elaborates on different
options to determine prices, conduct price differentiation depending on customers’ willingness to
pay or adjust prices in line with market indicators (e.g., via auctions) (Osterwalder & Pigneur,
2004). This thesis’ research focuses on the first two questions, rather than on billing and pricing
strategies.
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Revenue Model Research Framework

Building upon existing literature and focusing on two very fundamental revenue characteristics,
both geared towards “how to charge for each element” (Zott & Amit, 2010, p. 3) of an IoT
solution, each revenue stream of an IoT revenue model can be characterized in accordance with
two dimensions in practice (Slama et al., 2015; VisionMobile, 2016). On the one hand, there is
the dimension or locus of value creation – physical vs. digital. IoT solutions possess a hybrid
value proposition (Fleisch et al., 2015). Hence, the question arises, which component of the value
proposition should be monetized, the physical good with its associated functionality, the digital
offering or both components. On the other hand, there is the time dimension referring to the point
of delivery and payment – product vs. service (cf. VisionMobile, 2016). The second aspect
differentiates products from services and thus answers the question about when the vendor
delivers and gets paid (Fischer et al., 2012; Bonnemeier et al., 2010). Hence, the second
dimension is subject to the assumption that product offerings, which are delivered once are usually
also compensated with a single upfront payment, while service offerings provided on a continuous
basis are generally linked to recurring payments.

TYPE OF OFFERING
PHYSICAL
DIGITAL

IoT revenue model framework
Digital Product
e.g., iTunes song

Digital Service
e.g., cloud storage

Physical Product
e.g., dishwasher

Physical Service
e.g., home rental

PRODUCT (ONE TIME)
TYPE OF PAYMENT

Figure 5.1

SERVICE (RECURRING)

Direct IoT revenue model framework with non-IoT examples (Fleisch, 2016)

To discuss the revenue challenges in the IoT from a solution-provider perspective, the research in
this chapter is based upon the revenue model framework depicted in Figure 5.1. Consisting of a
2x2 matrix, the framework distinguishes four distinct revenue streams, represented by the four
quadrants physical product, digital product, physical service, and digital service (Fleisch, 2016).
To get a better understanding of the four quadrants a set of non-IoT examples is depicted first, in
order to illustrate a prototypical non-IoT offering for each of them. Examples of a physical
product would be a traditional dishwasher (B2C) or production machine (B2B) sold in exchange
for a one-time payment. In contrast, a physical service, such as home rental (B2C) or truck leasing
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(B2B), are based on a physical asset with recurring payments. Digital service examples might be,
for instance, a cloud storage offering such as Dropbox (B2C) or Amazon Web Services (B2B),
which are based on recurring payments. Digital products such as an iTunes song (B2C) or
industrial data sets (B2B) are offered on the basis of a one-time payment (Fleisch, 2016).
Revenue models need to be actively designed, as there is an important difference between
potential revenue streams (might be monetized) and actual revenue streams (are monetized) (zu
Knyphausen-Aufseß et al., 2011). IoT solutions possess hybrid value propositions. Hence, they
contain at least one physical and one digital solution element, which result in at least two potential
revenue streams. Therefore, IoT vendors have to make an active decision, which potential revenue
streams should be monetized. In the applied revenue framework, potential as well as actual
revenue streams are depicted (see Figure 5.2). The two-color-scheme of the quadrants indicates
whether the vendor is monetizing this specific IoT solution element (green, actual revenue stream)
or offering it for free (grey, potential revenue stream). An entry in the lower left quadrant, together
with an entry in the upper right quadrant, as depicted in Figure 5.2, indicates that the respective
IoT solution contains two elements: a physical product (e.g., a smart light bulb) and a digital
service (e.g., remote control and advanced lighting of the smart light bulb via mobile app).
Assuming that the vendor generates revenues only through physical product sales and offers the
digital service for free, the lower left quadrant is colored green and the upper right quadrant is
colored grey. The arrow and the plus sign that point from digital service towards physical product
indicate an improvement of the selling proposition of the physical product on the basis of digital
services. Thus, the company tries to realize higher prices for the hardware through offering the
digital services for free.

5.3 Methodology
Following a qualitative multiple case study approach to identify IoT revenue model patterns, the
revenue models of 40 case studies in total were analyzed (see Tables 5.2 and 5.3). Based on
existing industry reports and reviews, IoT market landscapes, as well as own desk research, two
data samples for the B2C (32 cases) and B2B (eight cases) markets were selected. The fairly
unbalanced sample sizes can be explained based on the accessibility of information. While the
B2C cases were publicly accessible, the B2B cases required more data collection efforts,
including expert interviews. Overall, an objective case selection on criteria such as revenue,
market share, or degree of innovation was not possible due to a lack of available data. To realize
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the studies in a reasonable setting, two rather comprehensive samples of 32 and eight cases were
analyzed. Nevertheless, considering the combined sample of 40 cases in total, data saturation was
achieved. Since a single company can offer multiple IoT offerings with different revenue
mechanics, there might exist more than one case per company. The methodological approach for
both studies (B2B and B2C) included the three phases data collection (identification and
preparation of case studies), data analysis (‘within-case’ and ‘cross-case’ analyses performed by
three independent researchers), and validation (either by collecting additional secondary material
or conducting expert interviews) (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2013).

5.3.1

The B2B Market Study – Data Collection

On the one side, a B2B market study was conducted. In a first step, eight relevant use cases in the
form of current industry initiatives were theoretically sampled on the basis of four predefined
criteria (Ritchie et al., 2003; Seidman, 2013). Purposeful sampling is a method widely used in
qualitative research for the specific (in this study theoretically deducted) identification of
informative case studies in the research context (Patton, 2002). Table 5.2 provides an overview
of the use cases, which all (1) were strongly related to Industry 4.0 (i.e., refer to production and/or
logistics related IoT solutions distributed as business-to-business offerings); (2) were available
on the market at the time when this research was conducted; (3) showed the providing
manufacturing companies possessed competent representatives (i.e., at least two years of IoT
and/or revenue management experience, and (4) were willing to discuss their IoT solutions,
including revenue model and pricing strategies openly with the research team. Several sources
were used to gain interesting information for the eight case studies, including marketing
brochures, websites, internal presentations, and interview field notes (Eisenhardt, 1989). The
column ‘Case’ in Table 5.2 highlights those initiatives that are elaborated in-depth in this chapter.
Due to the timeliness of the research topic and because revenue strategies are seen as missioncritical, only a certain number of companies ultimately agreed to publish their use cases.
To perform data triangulation additional secondary data (brochures, websites, internal company
presentations, etc.) was taken into account (cf. Gibbert et al., 2008; Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). The
interviews were conducted via phone and lasted between 30 and 60 minutes each12. An interview
guideline formed the basis for the semi-structured interviews, containing lead questions (Benbasat

12

The majority of interviews conducted as part of this B2B study are the only data not personally collected

by the author of this thesis, but by the co-authors of the underlying research paper Wortmann et al. (2017).
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et al., 1987; Bourgeois & Eisenhardt, 1988), such as: What elements to be potentially monetized

do you identify for your IoT solution(s)? Which of these elements do you actually monetize? At

what point in time do you realize one-time and recurring revenue streams?

B2B revenue model study: case studies and participating experts
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The B2C Market Study – Data Collection

The B2C market study exclusively relies on secondary data. Based upon different classifications
of the B2C IoT market, three main market segments were identified: Smart Home, Personal and
Mobility (Turck, 2018; Lueth, 2015). Applying a purposeful sampling approach, the aim was to
identify representative cases for all three main market segments of consumer IoT. This included
the usage of generic keywords, such as ‘B2C IoT solutions’, ‘consumer IoT’, or ‘smart, connected
devices’, as well as segment-specific keywords such as ‘smart home’, ‘smart mobility’, and ‘smart
health’. The online search resulted in 32 case studies in total (13 smart home, 10 personal, 9
mobility). The cases were identified using publicly available information, as they were advertised
by the respective vendors or were mentioned as examples in existing IoT, consulting, marketing
or industry reports (see Table 5.3 for an overview of all B2C cases). For each case a predefined
set of information was recorded, such as the vendor’s name, the IoT solution’s labelling, if an API
was provided and, depending on the applied revenue model, the retail price for the product and/or
monthly plans in U.S. dollars. Finally, also the source and date of access were recorded. After 32
cases were identified, data saturation was achieved and no further cases were added to be analyzed
(Eisenhardt, 1989).

5.3.3

Data Analyses and Validation

In a second step, after the data collection stages, each case study (B2B as well as B2C) was first
individually analyzed. The analyses of the collected data followed a theory-based qualitative
content approach (Mayring, 2002). Hence, a framework was defined based upon existing theory
(see Section 5.2.3) and the cases were analyzed in line with the dimensions of the research
framework previously defined. Subsequently, the individual cases were compared and discussed
against each other (cross-case) (Eisenhardt, 1989). This cross-case analysis focused on cases from
within the original market (B2B or B2C), but also in comparison to equivalent examples for the
respective other market. The aim was to identify potential commonalities or differences between
revenue models of B2B and B2C solutions. This iterative process, which lasted for several
months, was finally completed with a summary of the derived insights (Mayring, 2002).
In a third and final step, aiming to validate the findings, the B2B case studies were discussed with
a subset of experts from the sample of participating companies (see Table 5.2, column
‘Validation’) (Bhattacherjee, 2012). In light of the nature of the B2C case studies (secondary data
only), these findings were validated based on additional secondary material, including marketing
brochures, websites, as well as news and industry reports (see Table 5.3, column ‘Validation’).
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Table 5.3

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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11
12
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Apple
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Fitbit
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Jawbone
Misfit
Samsung
Withings
Withings
Audi
Automatic
Bosch
Bosch
Daimler/Europcar
Lexus
Tesla
Verizon
Vinli
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IoT Solution
Amazon Echo
WeMo LED
Security system
Thermostat
Instant Ink
Nest Cam
Protect
Thermostat
Thermostat
Philips Hue
SmartThings
SmartHome
Home
Wellness
Apple Watch
Oral-B Pro 7000
Charge HR
vivosmart HR
UP3
Shine
Gear Fit
Pulse Ox
Smart Body Analyzer
Connect PRIME
Car adapter
Drivelog Connect
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car2go
Enform
Autopilot
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Car adapter
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Link
Link
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Link
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Link
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Link
Link
Link
Link
Link
Link
Link
Link
Link
Link

Validation
Link; Link
Link
Link
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Link
Link
Link
Link
Link
Link
Link
Link; Link
Link; Link
Link
Link
Link
Link
Link
Link
Link; Link
Link
Link
Link
Link
Link
Link
Link
Link
Link
Link
Link

B2C revenue model study: list of 32 B2C cases (Weblinks accessible in PDF)13

5.4 Analysis and Results
5.4.1

Direct IoT Revenue Model Patterns

In general, a pattern is defined as a generic solution to common design problems or a “blueprint
that may have several realizations” (Gamma et al., 1993, p. 408). Thus, a pattern might be less
than the complete solution to a given design problem and can be applied to more than one specific

13

This data was mainly collected in 2016. As IoT solutions at that time on the market were investigated, it

is important to emphasize that the analyzed cases could have been subject to change (see Section 5.5.2).
This fact is emphasized by using past tense to describe the findings in Section 5.4.
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problem (cf. Gamma et al., 1993). The underlying studies aimed to identify IoT revenue model
patterns based upon empirical evidence (i.e., primary interview data and secondary company
information), applying the introduced revenue model framework. The following subsections
describe the observed direct IoT revenue model patterns in greater detail, allocating them to three
different revenue model types. Product-based IoT revenue models can be characterized by a
single revenue stream, usually realized at the point of sale. Service-based IoT revenue models
build upon a recurring revenue stream and hence regular payments. Hybrid IoT revenue models
combine one-time product-based payments and continuous service-related revenues. Each pattern
will be described using illustrative B2C and B2B cases. As the latter are usually very customized
and subject to case-by-case negotiations, in contrast to the B2C examples, no uniform price can
be determined.
Product-Based IoT Revenue Model Patterns
The first product-based IoT revenue model pattern is called premium product. It utilizes only the
single revenue stream physical product. Referring to the B2C example of Philips Hue, the Dutch
technology company Signify (formerly known as Philips Lighting) sold a smart light bulb set for
some $200, additionally providing digital services such as geo-fencing or alerts for free
(MeetHue, 2016). Applying this pattern, the vendor received only a one-time payment for its
hardware, while additionally offering digital services for free. The latter were not monetized, but
they are assumed to improve the selling proposition of the hardware, eventually enabling the
company to realize significantly higher prices for the physical product (hardware). While a set of
three traditional, dimmable LED lamps from Signify were priced around $30, already a Philips
Hue starter kit (three smart light bulbs and a hub) was priced somewhere at $160. In comparison
to standard Philips LED lamps this meant an increase of 433%. In Figure 5.2a, this is indicated
by the arrow and the plus sign, pointing from the digital services towards the physical product.
Referring to the B2B market, the Swiss Intellion AG offered an IoT solution called LeanOrder,
which enables its customers to automatically reorder production material (Intellion, 2016).
Figure 5.2b illustrates the revenue pattern, which contains the three elements of the IoT solution:
physical products (smart boxes to store and refill C-parts, shelves, servers), physical services (free
maintenance) and digital services (free digital services including electronic access to C-part
suppliers). As only the physical products are monetized, service-related costs, including the
software required to run the system, are priced into the hardware. Hence, Intellion AG tries to
increase the price for its hardware with free service offerings, aiming to compensate for both its
product as well as longitudinal service costs.
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b) B2B – LeanOrder, Intellion AG

a) B2C – Philips Hue, Signify
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Figure 5.2
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Maintenance
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SERVICE (RECURRING)

Premium product pattern with a B2C and B2B example

This pattern is the dominant IoT revenue model pattern observed in the B2C market sample, with
over 60% of all analyzed cases applying premium product. Some of the more prominent cases
applying this pattern included wearables (e.g., Misfit Shine, Fitbit Charge HR, and Jawbone UP3),
as well as smart home solutions (e.g., Nest Learning Thermostat, Netatmo Thermostat, Samsung
SmartThings Home Monitoring Kit, and Amazon Echo). In contrast, the case companies
participating in the B2B study were more critical in their assessment of this particular IoT revenue
model pattern. A central condition for successfully implementing premium product refers to the
naturally limited lifespan of individual physical product (hardware) components. This way,
manufacturing companies are able to ensure that regular service costs do not exceed the initial
product margin. One way to approach this issue is with secured follow-up purchases. In the case
of Intellion AG, the company earns additional aftersales revenues with modifications and
extensions of existing systems, along with spare parts for damaged boxes.
The second product-based IoT revenue model pattern is digital add-on, which refers to a
combination of the two revenue streams, physical product and digital product. In the B2C market,
one of the most prominent cases applying this revenue model pattern was Tesla, with its Model S
and the autopilot functionality (Tesla, 2016). As indicated in Figure 5.3a, the U.S.-based electric
car manufacturer sold electric cars (physical product), such as its Model S, for some $100,000,
while additionally offering digital products, such as ‘autopilot convenience features’ (digital
product) for some additional $3,000 (Smith, 2016). It is not important whether the digital product
is offered immediately together with the physical product (i.e., the car and the autopilot in one
package) or alternatively at a later stage in the after-sales commercialization phase. Any
additional digital services that may be offered for free, such as digital remote monitoring and
control, are not the decisive factor defining the core logic of this revenue model pattern. These
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insights from the Tesla case were complemented by a second similar case about Bosch’s all-inone e-bike board computer, called Nyon. This e-bike board computer was sold (physical product),
with additional software features (digital products) such as dynamic range calculation based on
elevation (Bosch, 2016a). The latter could be individually downloaded and were offered on a onetime payment basis via in-app purchases (Bosch, 2016a).
b) B2B – Orange Box, B&R Automation GmbH

a) B2C – Model S & Autopilot, Tesla Inc.
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Digital add-on pattern with a B2C and B2B example

The B2B case deals with B&R Industrial Automation GmbH, an ABB company, offering an
analytics box called ‘Orange Box’, which permits manufacturing companies to connect and
analyze their brownfield production systems (Patsakas & Hübner, 2017; B&R, 2017). B&R
Industrial Automation sells each box (physical product) for a few thousand dollars and, in
addition, offers complementary feature packages and functions in the form of software downloads
(digital products). Depending on the specific needs of their customers, they have the option to
buy all or a bundle of features for one-time payments (see Figure 5.3b). These updates can either
be performed automatically, analogous to the Tesla example described above, or manually. In
contrast to many B2C use cases, with production systems in a B2B context considerable privacy
and security fears prevail. Hence, many manufacturing companies prefer ad hoc and manual
feature updates. Several companies in the sample discuss the introduction of the digital add-on
pattern under the keyword ‘Pay per Feature’ (Manager, Bosch Engineering GmbH).
Service-Based IoT Revenue Model Patterns
The first service-based IoT revenue model pattern identified is called digital service and refers to
the single revenue stream it utilizes. The only B2C example in the data sample applying this single
stream pattern was Vivint, a U.S.-based smart home provider that recently received $100 million
in funding from tech investor Peter Thiel (Tilley, 2016). The smart home solution offered by
Vivint consisted of physical products (a variety of smart home hardware devices) accompanied
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by digital services (e.g., remote control or video recording) (Vivint, 2016). Vivint has actively
promoted its solution as a digital service offering with no hardware-related payments, on the basis
of slogans such as ‘free equipment’. In order to cover the initial hardware costs, there was a
minimum service contract duration with recurring service payments of 42 months. In essence,
applying the pattern digital service, the vendor provided the hardware for free, while financing
both digital services and physical products through recurring service payments (see Figure 5.4a).
b) B2B – Remote Diagnostics, ABB Marine
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a) B2C – Smart Home, Vivint Smart Home Inc.
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SERVICE (RECURRING)

Digital service pattern with a B2C and B2B example

On the B2B market, ABB Marine Systems, a leading manufacturer of ship equipment, offered
‘Remote Diagnostic Services’, enabling its customers to continuously monitor marine propulsion
systems of large commercial vessels (ABB, 2016). In line with the direct IoT revenue model
pattern digital service, ABB Marine Systems provided the physical products (i.e., the servers and
sensors installed on board of its customers’ ships) free of charge, offsetting the costs for the
physical products as well as digital services against recurring service revenues only (see
Figure 5.4b). Various other manufacturers serving B2B markets applied a similar revenue logic,
including the agricultural machinery producers John Deere and Claas, with their telematics
services (Claas, 2016; John Deere, 2016), or Mercedes and Scania, with their fleet management
services for trucks (Daimler, 2016; Scania, 2016). As described above, this revenue model pattern
is less popular in the B2C context (only applied in a single case, namely Vivint Smart Home).
One reason might be that customers’ willingness to pay for services is rather low and contractual
enforcement of long-term usage is more difficult. In contrast, on B2B markets manufacturing
companies usually benefit from long-term service contracts. For instance, ABB Marine Systems
only offers its ‘Remote Diagnostic Services’, i.e., the installation of the hardware (server, etc.)
and the provision of the digital services (remote diagnostics, etc.) if the customers were willing
to enter a service contract for several years (usually five years).
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The second service-based IoT revenue model pattern observed in the data sample is physical
product as a service, utilizing the revenue stream physical service. A prominent B2C example is
the car sharing service car2go. This program, a joint collaboration between Daimler and Europcar,
offered customers the possibility to share a fleet of cars in selected cities, using their own
smartphones and the app provided (free services) to access and use cars (see Figure 5.5a). In
comparison to traditional car rental, such car sharing offerings were not related to any fixed station
and relied on digital services. Customers paid according to their usage, resulting in recurring
revenues for vendors. In essence, applying the pattern hardware as a service, the vendor offered
physical products for rent while tendering corresponding digital services for free.
b) B2B – RENTALL, Konecranes AG

a) B2C – Car2Go, Daimer AG & Europcar
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Physical product as a service pattern with a B2C and B2B example

With respect to the B2B market, Finnish lifting equipment producer Konecranes offered its
industrial cranes as rental models (no initial upfront costs), including maintenance and support
services (see Figure 5.5b). The particular feature of this rental model, advertised as RENTALL
solution, lied in the connectivity of the cranes and the remote monitoring it enabled
(Konecranes, 2017). More specifically, the Internet of Things (IoT) has ‘revolutionized’ the
revenue model pattern physical product as a service. Referring to keywords such as ‘operating
lease’, rental models and related concepts were also well-established in various industries in the
pre-IoT era. However, only the new technological means of customer-accepted surveillance
(referring to the crane usage) has made renting economically feasible and profitable for vendors.
In fact, the IoT-driven real-time monitoring has enabled Konecranes (1) to ensure a self-selection
of its customers (only ‘good’, favorable customers, who intend to handle a product carefully, are
willing to rent, while being monitored); (2) to pass-on overcharges caused by improper use or
purposeful destruction (such careless or malicious behavior can be detected by monitoring,
regulated by contract in advance, and then passed on to the customer); and (3) to benefit from
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efficiency gains based on IoT field data-driven process optimizations, including predictive
maintenance and repair part management, as well as related cost savings (see Chapter 4).
Hybrid IoT Revenue Model Patterns
The first hybrid IoT revenue model pattern physical freemium is a revenue stream combination
that is based on the two revenue streams physical product and digital service. In the B2C market
this is usually a freemium model, reflected in the labelling: parts of the digital services are offered
free of charge, and only a selection of ‘premium’ digital services is actually monetized (Gassmann
et al., 2014). Hence, only a subgroup of customers really pays for both the physical product and
digital services, with the remainder of customers using the latter for free. In the case of Nest Cam,
for example, Nest sold a security camera (physical product) for $199. In addition to the hardware,
the company offered a free package of digital services, such as alarm notification or life remote
surveillance (Nest, 2016). Two different premium subscription plans (at $100 or $300 per year)
for more advanced services were offered (see Figure 5.6a). More specifically, a video history of
either 10 or 30 days was provided on the basis of a monthly or yearly subscription plan
(Nest, 2016). Around one quarter of all B2C cases, foremost in the two B2C IoT market segments
smart home and mobility, applied this pattern. In all these cases, the respective companies were
able to monetize their physical products, along with at least a subset of their digital services.
Further B2C cases applying this revenue model pattern were Canary, Withings Home and
Alarm.com Wellness (smart home), as well as hum by Verizon, Vinli, Audi Connect PRIME and
Lexus Enform (mobility). The smart home cases all offered security solutions very similar to
Nest. The mobility cases were focused on connected car dongles and connected car analytics.
b) B2B – AMRA, Bosch Engineering GmbH

a) B2C – Nest Cam, Google Nest Inc.
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Physical freemium pattern with a B2C and B2B example

On the B2B market, Bosch Engineering GmbH offered with its Asset Monitoring for Rail
Applications (AMRA), an IoT solution for fleet operators of rail freight cars (Bosch, 2016b). In
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this example, Bosch sold and monetized its hardware (product) against one time payments (see
Figure 5.6b). In addition, its customers paid monthly fees per connected freight car for the
provision of digital services, including the operation of a server back-end, data transfer and
analytics. The batteries contained in each AMRA box last for several years. The limited lifespan
supports the profitability of the revenue model, as continuous aftersales and repair parts of
hardware components are ensured. In this regard, there exists a major distinction between B2C
and B2B examples applying this pattern. While B2C examples often emphasize the ‘freemium’
aspect of this pattern, in B2B there exists a long history of monetizing multiple revenue sources.
Hence, cost and revenue streams are often more closely aligned, enabling companies to benefit
from the monetization of all value proposition elements they offer.
The second hybrid IoT revenue model pattern physical product & service monetizes at least one
physical product and one physical service revenue stream. As an example on the B2C market, HP
sold printers for a one-time payment and in addition offered a replenishment service for ink
cartridges. The service, called ‘HP Instant Ink’, was available with three different monthly
subscription plans, including shipment and replenishment of ink cartridges for a predefined
monthly fee (HP, 2016). A free digital service trigger permanently monitored ink consumption
and initiated the automatic replenishment (see Figure 5.7a).
b) B2B – Indoor-localization, kontakt.io Inc.

a) B2C – HP instant ink, Hewlett-Packard Inc.
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Physical product and service pattern with a B2C and B2B example

On the B2B market, kontakt.io, a start-up specializing in indoor localization solutions, offered
hardware products, e.g., beacons and gateways, against one-time payments (see Figure 5.7b). In
addition, in order to use kontakt.io’s digital services, which were accessible via an API, their
customers needed to pay a monthly fee (kontakt.io, 2016). Applying a so called ‘tiered pricing’
approach for this fixed monthly price, customers were entitled to use a predefined number of calls
(i.e., accesses to the API) per month. If more calls were required, an additional package needed
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to be purchased. Additionally, kontakt.io offered maintenance contracts for its hardware,
including the exchange of batteries, the replacement of defect hardware components (beacons or
gateways) or the installation of additional hardware. Also these physical services were monetized
via separate monthly fees. Kontakt.io saw its comprehensive set of service offerings as
complementary to its hardware products, as a major competitive advantage over its main
competitors. The latter offered similar technologies, but lacked a comparable range of digital and
physical services.

5.4.2

Cash Flow Implications of IoT Revenue Model Patterns

The IoT revenue model framework introduced in Section 5.2.3 focuses on the identification of
revenue streams and corresponding patterns, i.e., when and which elements of an IoT solution are
monetized. The framework does not provide any information about the underlying costs entailed
in supplying an IoT solution. Yet, to judge the profitability of a revenue model, costs have to be
considered (Coenenberg et al., 2009). Hence, in a next step, costs are also reflected in the
remainder of the analysis. More specifically, to investigate whether an IoT revenue model is
profitable the net present value (NPV) of the respective IoT offering is investigated (Götze, 2014;
Röhrenbacher, 2008). The NPV is one of the most common KPIs used to decide about whether
the investment in a project or offering is economically beneficial (Gallo, 2014). The NPV is
calculated by subtracting the present values of cash outflows (costs) from the present values of
cash inflows (revenues) over a period of time (Gallo, 2014; Götze, 2014). Generally, the net
present value is calculated, as indicated by the term, by discounting future payments to present
day value (Götze, 2014; Röhrenbacher, 2008). As to a marginal cost analysis, the derived insights
concentrate on marginal costs and revenues, more specifically, costs and payments incurred in
servicing one additional customer (Heinen, 2013). This limitation still allows to draw important
managerial implications, but disregards fixed investment costs such as initial research and
development costs (Coenenberg et al. 2009), which can be significant in the IoT domain.
An IoT solution is usually characterized by one-time hardware production costs (hardware needs
to be produced upfront to be used by customers) and ongoing IT and service-related costs
(provision of server infrastructure and front-end solutions to provide digital services) (Slama et
al., 2015; VisionMobile, 2016). As a result, only hybrid IoT revenue model patterns with
sufficient upfront and continuous revenue streams (i.e., a costs-by-cause principle and hence
positive product and service margins), represent low risk revenue models. Product-based IoT
revenue model patterns with a single upfront payment are exposed to the risk that cumulative cash
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flows turn negative over time. Thus, companies are required to implement accompanying
measures to ensure profitability of IoT solutions, also in such unfavorable conditions. Finally,
referring to service-based IoT revenue model patterns, vendors face severe challenges in that they
may lose customers before they are able to amortize their IoT solutions, which leaves them with
high initial hardware costs. As a result, also service-based IoT revenue model patterns require
accompanying measures to ensure a sufficient usage timespan.
As consumer IoT use cases offer more data points, the calculations in the following sections refer
to B2C examples; however, the underlying logic applies equally to B2B examples.
Product-Based IoT Revenue Models
Product-based IoT revenue models rely on a single upfront payment. A vendor sells an IoT
offering and generates one-time revenue. Therefore, the IoT solution provider is utilizing one or
both of the two revenue streams ‘physical product’ or ‘digital product’, by implementing the
premium product or digital add-on pattern. In case a company applies the premium product
(digital add-on) pattern, it receives a one-time product-related payment rP before the actual
solution usage, which has to be sufficient to cover
1. the manufacturing costs of the hardware cP , and
2. the yearly service provisioning costs cS , which are assumed to be constant over time.
Figure 5.8 below shows a simplified cash flow scenario based on illustrative numbers. Before the
actual usage of the IoT offering (time period t = 0) rP (displayed with a green bar) as well as cP
(displayed with a large red bar at t = 0) occur. In the depicted usage periods one to four cS occur
(displayed with red bars). The resulting cash flows (CF = revenues – costs) are depicted by the
grey bars (cf. Coenenberg et al., 2009). The single year cash flows are aggregated to receive the
cumulative cash flow over time (Götze, 2014).
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The case of Signify’s Philips Hue (premium product) might illustrate this scenario even further.
Signify, as a vendor was selling a hardware device, for instance a smart light bulb, for a certain
amount of money rP , while offering digital services for free. The high costs in period zero are the
manufacturing costs for the product (e.g., the connected light bulb) cP , while the lower costs for
the periods one to four refer to the recurring costs for the digital services cS (including software
maintenance, back-end, infrastructure, license costs, etc.).
As Figure 5.8 reveals, the cash flow declines over time in this particular scenario. The longer
customers use the free services, the more cumulative cash flows will decrease. Depending on the
margin generated in period zero and the chosen discount rate i (e.g., based on average return of
alternative investments), at a certain point in time the cumulative cash flow might become
negative. A more thorough analysis helps to understand the underlying mechanics. Equation (1)
below displays the net present value (NPV) calculation for this cash flow scenario. The formula
includes the margin for the hardware element of the IoT solution mP = rP -cP, realized before
actual solution usage (t = 0), and the discounted costs for the digital services cS for all future
periods T, discounted on the basis of i (present value of an annuity cS ):
1
1
)
i i(1+i)T

NPV = mP -cS ( -

(1)

The overall goal of any rational IoT solution provider is to implement profitable business models,
i.e., to generate a positive net present value (NPV > 0) over any solution usage lifecycle.
Considering this assumption and reflecting a theoretical worst-case scenario with an unlimited
solution usage lifecycle (T = ∞), equation (1) can be rewritten as follows:
mP i > c S

(2)

Hence, to assure a profitable product-based IoT revenue model, the interest derived from the
margin mP must be high enough to fund the yearly costs for service provisioning cS . Referring
back to the Phillips Hue example and assuming that cS = $5/customer/year and i = 5%, then
according to equation (2) the margin on the hardware would need to be larger than $63 in order
to make the business model profitable in the long run. The retail price of a Philips Hue set was
about $200. Hence, it becomes apparent that this cash flow scenario in general could be viable.
However, comparative figures from Amazon Web Services (Amazon, 2016) indicate that the
costs per customer and year might be significantly higher than $5. Assuming an unchanged
discount rate and cS = $10/customer/year, the required margin would already rise to $200, i.e.,
an unrealistic number that is as high as the current retail price of the offering.
If the latter situation occurs, i.e., the hardware margin is not sufficient to cover all the future
service costs, a vendor is required to limit the amount of years T for which he provides the free
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services. Equation (3) below displays the overall number of periods T which must not be exceeded
to generate a positive net present value (NPV) for a given hardware margin mP, yearly service
costs cS , and discount rate i:
T<-

Log[1-

imP
]
cS

Log[1+i]

(3)

Referring back to the Phillips Hue example and assuming that the hardware margin mP is $50,
the service costs cS are $10/customer/year and i = 5%, then equation 3 reveals that after T = 5.9,
or in other words after five years and eleven months, cumulative cash flows would turn negative
for such an IoT offering.
Based on this analysis, two norm strategies can be identified to realize a profitable product-based
IoT revenue model and cope with declining cumulative cash flows:
Cost management: Very low recurring costs (in comparison with the hardware margin, see
equation 2) can ensure a profitable product-based IoT revenue model. In other words, economies
of scale and the ability to drive down costs with a growing customer base will be very essential
premises to make such a revenue model profitable in the long run. If the cost limit cannot be met,
companies realizing product-based IoT revenue models might consider the norm strategy planned
obsolescence.
Planned obsolescence: This norm strategy is about keeping usage cycles of IoT offerings as short
as possible. Limiting the usage cycle in the Philips Hue case e.g., to two years, the required
hardware margin mP for a profitable offering would significantly decrease to some $19, a figure
that seems feasible in light of a retail price of $200. In practice, three approaches are implemented
to facilitate planned obsolescence interventions. First of all, an IoT solution’s lifespan can be
naturally limited, based on heavy usage. This is usually the case for B2B examples, such as
illustrated with Intellion’s C-part boxes, automatically reordering stock. In light of the demanding
industrial environment, the limited lifespan of individual boxes (some years) is widely
acknowledged. Second, terms and conditions might be designed in light of potential service
discontinuation. Signify, for example, “reserves the right, at any time, to modify, suspend, or
discontinue the services or any part thereof with or without notice” (MeetHue, 2016). Third, the
solution is designed so that it can still run without a central infrastructure maintained by Signify.
However, in case of discontinuation the availability of services is clearly reduced.
Service-Based IoT Revenue Models
Service-based IoT revenue models rely on service monetization and hence recurring revenues.
Therefore, the IoT solution provider utilizes one or both of the two revenue streams, ‘digital
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service’ and ‘physical service’, by implementing the digital service or physical product as a
service patterns. One example of a B2C service-based IoT revenue model was Vivint (digital
service). Vivint offered its customers hardware devices and digital services without asking for
any upfront payment. Instead, Vivint’s customers were required to pay recurring fees according
to the selected subscription plans. The prices for the three payment plans, each covering different
benefits, ranged from $39 to $69 per month. Analogous B2B examples included ABB Marine’s
‘Remote Diagnostics Services’ and Konecranes’ RENTALL solution. In both cases, rather than
paying any upfront payment customers paid recurring service fees.
In the case of the digital service pattern, a company receives recurring service payments rS , which
have to be sufficient to cover
1. the manufacturing costs of the product (i.e., mainly hardware related costs) cP , and
2. the yearly service provisioning costs cS , which are again assumed to be constant over time.
Figure 5.9 below illustrates this scenario. The recurring payments are colored in green, the initial
product costs (period t = 0), as well as the yearly service costs (periods 1 to 4), are colored in red.
In general, this scenario is characterized by negative cumulative cash flows in early years. Only
at a certain point in time will a company be able to generate positive cash flows. Hence, the longer
customers use the services and pay recurring fees, the more likely it will be for companies to
realize profits with the IoT solution (if certain assumptions are met; see argumentation below).
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Equation (4) depicts how the net present value (NPV) is determined in such a scenario. The yearly
service margin mS = rS -cS is discounted for T years, at the discount rate i. This margin then needs
to cover the initial product costs 𝑐𝑃 , which occur in period zero, and which are therefore subtracted
to calculate the net present value (NPV):
1

1

NPV = mS ( i - i(1+i)T ) -cP

(4)
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In order for an IoT revenue model to be profitable, the net present value needs to be positive. The
larger the overall number of periods T, the more likely that a service-based IoT revenue model
will generate a positive NPV. However, in order to be in any case able to generate a positive NPV,
a certain ratio between the initial product costs 𝑐𝑃 and the yearly service margin mS has to be
achieved. In a best-case scenario with an infinite time horizon (T = ∞), equation (4) can be
rewritten as follows:
cP i < m S

(5)

Equation (5) illustrates the necessary condition for producing a positive NPV in such a scenario.
To be profitable, i.e., to generate a positive NPV, the interest to be paid on the initial product costs
cP i must not exceed the yearly service margin mS. If this condition is not met, it will be impossible
for a vendor to reach breakeven. Inserting some illustrative numbers reveals that realizing a
profitable service-based IoT revenue model can be achieved in practice. Assuming product (i.e.,
hardware) costs of $50, e.g., for a security camera, and a discount rate of 5%, the yearly service
margin would need to exceed $2.5/customer/year to avoid this unfavorable setting.
While theoretical best-case scenarios might reveal fundamental conditions to be met, they also
might be rather irrelevant in practice. Indeed, companies seek for profits in reasonable amounts
of time. To reveal at which point in time the cumulative cash flows will become positive, for a
given service margin mS, initial product costs cP , and discount rate i, equation (4) can again be
rewritten as follows:
T>-

ic
Log[1- P ]
m
S

Log[1+i]

(6)

Inserting some illustrative numbers reveals that with a discount rate of 5%, a monthly service
margin of $2 ($24 per year) and upfront hardware costs of $50, it will take approximately two
years and three months for the company to reach a positive NPV with this IoT solution. In such a
scenario vendors are expected to extend usage cycles as long as possible to make IoT offerings
profitable, i.e., compensate for hardware production costs (product costs).
Embarking on this analysis, there are two norm strategies to realize profitable service-based IoT
revenue models and reach a positive NPV with an IoT solution:
Fixed long-term contracts: Fixed long-term contracts can ensure a profitable service-based IoT
revenue model. Vivint nicely illustrated how such a norm strategy can be implemented. Their
smart home solution was based on long-term contracts of 42 months. Customers, who wanted to
cancel their contracts earlier were obliged to pay the remaining payments for the entire contract
duration, worth up to $2,500 (Vivint, 2016). Analogously, referring to two B2B cases, the IoT
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solution ‘Remote Diagnostics Services’ offered by ABB Marine and Konecranes’ RENTALL
crane leasing solution show similar fixed long-term contracts. ABB only implemented its solution
if customers were willing to enter a multi-year (normally five year) contract. In addition, the
pricing structure depended on the duration of the contract. The crane leasing offer of Konecranes
required a minimum contract duration of 36 months (Konecranes, 2017). If fixed long-term
contracts cannot be implemented due to competitive pressure or a lack of customer acceptance,
companies realizing service-based IoT revenue models have to consider the norm strategy
customer retention.
Customer retention: This norm strategy summarizes a variety of alternative (soft, non-legal)
means to prolong customers’ usage cycles. Examples include the offering of continuous feature
updates, loyalty programs, high-quality service experience, or a solution design that generates and
leverages lock-in effects (cf. Bolton et al., 2000). The latter can be achieved, for instance, through
high switching costs for customers or the exploitation of network effects as part of the value
proposition (cf. Chen & Hitt, 2002).
Hybrid IoT Revenue Models
Hybrid IoT revenue model patterns build upon two or more revenue streams. At least one of them
needs to be product and one service-related. Referring back to the direct revenue model patterns
discussed above, this condition holds true for the two patterns physical freemium and physical
product and service.
In both patterns the vendor asks for an upfront payment in period zero, as well as recurring
payments for the sequential periods (displayed with green bars) to cover the typical cost structure
of IoT solutions (displayed with red bars). Figure 5.10 displays a simplified illustration based on
illustrative numbers. A prominent example for this cash flow scenario is Nest Cam, as outlined
in Section 5.4.1. In this case, smart home provider Nest receives a one-time payment for each
camera it sells, while at the same time receiving monthly subscription fees for its premium
services (Nest, 2016). This cash flow scenario allows for a positive cumulative cash flow from
period zero, which increases over time. Hence, from a vendor perspective it is the most favorable
cash flow scenario. For the sake of completeness equation (7) shows the NPV formula for this
scenario:
1

1

NPV = mP + mS ( i - i(1+i)T )

(7)

The NPV equals the sum of the product margin mP realized in period zero, plus all future service
margins mS discounted at the rate i for a period of T years. Assuming that both margins are
positive, the net present value will in any case be positive, too.
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Indirect IoT Revenue Model Patterns

Previous research has emphasized the increasing importance of indirect revenue models
(Hildebrandt, 2016) and corresponding ecosystems in the IoT (cf. Hildebrandt, 2016; Ojala, 2015;
Westerlund et al., 2014; Leminen et al., 2012; Carbone, 2009). And indeed, the B2C data sample
reveal monetization mechanisms that include more than two ecosystem stakeholders, i.e., going
beyond a pure user-provider relationship. In other words, they rely on broader IoT ecosystems.
Analogous to earlier studies on business model ecosystems in the e-business literature
(Hildebrandt, 2016), network diagrams were used to display the most important stakeholders and
the connections between them (cf. Ojala, 2015). Based on the B2C data sample the three indirect
IoT revenue model patterns complementary offering, complementary bargain and IoT for free
were identified.
Complementary Offering
The first indirect IoT revenue model pattern is called complementary offering and describes an
IoT solution, accompanied by complementary products and services offered by third parties (see
Figure 5.11). Referring again to the example of Philips Hue, Signify (formerly Philips Lighting)
offered smart light bulbs in exchange for one-time payments together with a free app from Signify
to control the system. Signify applied the direct IoT revenue model pattern premium product.
Simultaneously, the IoT solution provider also offered API access to third parties, enabling them
to develop their own complementary apps around the Philips Hue product portfolio. An example
for such a third-party app would be ‘Hue Pro’. This very popular app showed significantly better
ratings in the Google Play Store than the original Philips app (Google Play, 2016). This was the
case, even though ‘Hue Pro’ charged $1 and contained in-app purchases ranging from some $1 to
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$18. Overall, the complementary offering increased the value proposition of Signify’s smart home
system (i.e., the original IoT solution), creating a win-win-win situation for the IoT solution
provider, third parties, and customers.
Philips Hue – complementary offering
API

IoT solution
provider

Third party

IoT products
and services

Complementary
products and
services

$

$

Customer

Figure 5.11

Complementary offering – example: Philips Hue & Hue Pro

Complementary Bargain
The second indirect IoT revenue model pattern identified is complementary bargain. Nest, with
its ‘Nest Thermostat’, applied the direct IoT revenue model pattern premium product. More
specifically, Nest sold its thermostat for a one-time payment for about $250, while providing free
digital services such as remote temperature control. At the same time, Nest allowed utility
companies such as Reliant Energy to offer their customers special utility contracts based on the
Nest Thermostat and its API (see Figure 5.12).
Nest thermostat – complementary bargain
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Figure 5.12

Complementary bargain – example: Nest & Reliant

Utility companies nowadays are challenged by high electricity consumption during specific peak
hours, e.g., when large numbers of people use their air conditioning at the same time during hot
summer months. These peaks usually cannot be covered with relatively cheap energy, if they can
be covered at all (Herter, 2007). Thus, in exchange for control rights to reduce individual
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household temperatures during peak hours (e.g., a maximum of three degrees), Reliant offered
customers reduced monthly fees (i.e., a discount of $5 per month) (Reliant, 2019). Compared to
the first indirect IoT revenue model pattern complementary offering, this second pattern allows
third parties to monitor and even take over control of the IoT device in exchange for monetary
incentives (bargains). In the meantime, Nest and Liberty Mutual have moved even a step further,
applying the final indirect IoT revenue model pattern IoT for free.
IoT for Free
The third and last indirect IoT revenue model pattern identified is IoT for free. Nest, with its smart
smoke detector ‘Nest Protect’, provided an insightful example. As displayed in Figure 5.13, Nest
supplied its customers with smoke detectors, but instead of receiving money from the customer,
an insurance company such as Liberty Mutual, paid for the physical product. In addition, Liberty
Mutual offered its customers special insurance contracts with reduced fees (Liberty
Mutual, 2016).
Nest smoke detector – IoT for free
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Figure 5.13

IoT for free – example: Nest & Liberty Mutual

All these benefits were offered by the insurance company in exchange for the right to continuously
check whether the Nest smoke detector was turned on and running failure-free. Thereby the
insurance company intended to minimize the risk of fire-related damage events and thus
respective claims. This indirect IoT revenue model pattern shows a radical difference to the
previously discussed patterns: Consumers can use IoT solutions for free. With one vendor
applying the indirect IoT revenue model pattern IoT for free, it becomes very difficult for
‘traditional’ providers to sell their competing IoT solutions at a profit. This is especially true since
free products were found to have exceptional psychological effects. Shampanier et
al. (2007, p. 749) empirically tested that “zero price has a special role in consumers’ cost–benefit
analysis”. According to their study, consumers “appear to act as if zero pricing of a good not only
decreases its cost, but also adds to its benefits” (Shampanier et al., 2007, p. 742).
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The three indirect IoT revenue model patterns identified show different degrees of stakeholder
integration and complexity. The first pattern complementary offering only loosely couples the
involved stakeholders. The IoT solution provider is required to offer APIs to enable third parties
to build services and products around the core IoT solution. Consequently, it is relatively easy to
implement, and currently the most popular indirect IoT revenue model pattern. A large majority
of the cases in the B2C data sample (26 out of 32 cases, see Table 5.4) offered some sort of API
and thus maintained the chances of establishing a developer community or making use of network
effects. The more complex the indirect IoT revenue model patterns become, i.e., the greater the
degree of integration of the involved stakeholders, the more difficult is it for companies to
implement them. Accordingly, the second and third patterns complementary bargain and IoT for
free were less popular, and at that point in time only applied in single B2C cases. Since some
companies applied more than one ecosystem pattern simultaneously, the indirect IoT revenue
model pattern analysis in Table 5.4 is not mutually exclusive.

5.5 Discussion and Conclusions
5.5.1

Key Findings and Discussion

The research in this chapter has sought to shed light on IoT revenue models. Overall, the two
studies offer three key contributions. First, six direct IoT revenue model patterns present on the
IoT consumer as well as IoT industrial markets were identified. In addition, the studies confirmed
the growing importance of indirect IoT revenue models for B2C solutions. Finally, the research
showed that the identified direct IoT revenue model patterns can be related to one of three revenue
model categories, with deviating cash flow logics.
Direct IoT Revenue Model Patterns
The chapter identified direct IoT revenue model patterns, i.e., revenue stream combinations that
are commonly applied in the consumer IoT and industrial IoT markets respectively. Based on 32
B2C cases and eight in-depth B2B case studies, six direct IoT revenue model patterns could be
induced. Overall, the six identified direct IoT revenue model patterns can be allocated to one of
three revenue model categories – product-based, service-based, and hybrid revenue models.
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Applying product-based revenue models, the respective companies generate their revenues on the
basis of product-based upfront payments. Services are not monetized and are provided free of
charge, so that the ever-tempting service opportunity remains untackled. Applying service-based
revenue models, services represent the only monetized revenue stream. One-time payments for
products, e.g., to finance the production of hardware, are not realized. Finally, hybrid revenue
models combine product-based (one-time) and service-based (recurring) revenues.
As to their distribution on the B2C market, two patterns account for over 80% of the cases.
Approximately 60% of the B2C cases follow the premium product pattern (see Table 5.4 above).
Consumers are apparently reluctant to make recurring service payments, or competitive pressure
seems to prevent the introduction of such payments. Approximately 20% of the B2C cases
implement the physical freemium pattern. Hence, physical goods are subject to upfront payments,
a set of fundamental services is offered for free and recurring payments are charged for premium
services. The diffusion of the physical freemium pattern indicates that only in the case of strong
service value propositions are vendors able to monetize services on an ongoing basis. The analysis
further reveals that yearly service fees of popular offerings, such as the Nest Cam and its ‘Aware’
subscription plan, can be higher than the one-time hardware price. Thereby, services indeed
become the core revenue driver of the offering. In comparison to the B2C market, no pattern
dominates in the B2B context. While the sample is comparatively smaller, with only eight use
cases, the analysis indicates that the variety of patterns applied in the B2B market is more diverse.
No particular focus on one or two patterns (such as premium product or physical freemium as on
the B2C market) could be observed. However, study participants emphasized that in B2B there
exists a long history of monetizing multiple revenue sources . Hence, cost and revenue streams
are often more closely aligned, enabling companies to benefit from hybrid revenue models and
the monetization of all value proposition elements they offer.
Cash Flow Implications
In addition, the studies investigated the long-term profitability of revenue models. Based on
fundamental cash flow econometrics the studies revealed that all three revenue model categories
with their corresponding patterns can be the basis of profitable business models. However, it was
shown that in the case of product-based and service-based IoT revenue model patterns certain
norm strategies have to be in place to ensure profitability. More specifically, for product-based
revenue models the initial product margin has to be large enough to overcompensate ongoing
service costs. In practice, two norm strategies can be applied. A tight cost management can assure
that the yearly interest on the product margin is high enough to compensate the ongoing service
costs. If this norm strategy cannot be realized, planned obsolescence can limit product usage and
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prevent that ongoing service costs ‘eat up’ product margins. A profitable service-based IoT
revenue model is ensured by long-term contracts and/or customer retention. Long-term contracts
are a legal means to ensure that initial product costs can be overcompensated by ongoing service
margins. However, customers might not accept legally binding service contracts that define a
minimum usage duration. Therefore, vendors might need to implement additional non-legal
means to ensure customer retention, such as building up a community of enthusiastic users.
Indirect IoT Revenue Model Patterns
Finally, the studies confirmed the growing importance of ecosystems for business models in the
IoT, which was found in prior research (cf. Hildebrandt, 2016; Ojala, 2015; Westerlund et
al., 2014; Leminen et al., 2012; Carbone, 2009). The data sample revealed indirect monetization
mechanisms that go beyond pure customer-vendor-monetization and include more than two
ecosystem stakeholders. More than 80% of the investigated B2C IoT offerings provided APIs
(see Table 5.4). Hence, third parties are able to build services and products around the core
solution, thereby implementing the IoT ecosystem pattern complementary offering. Many
products are more functional or desirable when there is a set of complementary goods available
for them (cf. Tiwana, 2014). The amount and availability of complementary offerings can become
decisive factors that influence purchasing decisions (Tiwana et al., 2010, cited in Metallo et
al., 2018). Two indirect IoT revenue model patterns went beyond a loose coupling of stakeholders
on the basis of APIs. Complementary bargain and IoT for free are based on the idea that third
parties (such as insurances) have access to installed IoT solutions (e.g., to see if a connected fire
alarm system is working properly) in exchange for a reduced service price (e.g., reduced insurance
fees, pattern complementary bargain) and/or a free IoT device (pattern IoT for free). In the latter
case, the IoT provider newly receives its revenue from the third party and not from the consumer
anymore.

5.5.2

Practical and Theoretical Implications

These studies have several implications. Regarding manufacturing companies which have dealt
with products for years, it seems important to focus on fundamental service-related challenges.
Marketing and Selling Services
Many manufacturing companies are initially challenged to gain fundamental service know-how
and implement related capabilities. Marketing and selling products is different from marketing
and selling services (Windahl et al., 2004; Baveja et al., 2004). Even today, various industry
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players consider “service” business to entail mainly repair parts and maintenance activities
(Glueck, et al., 2007; Fischer et al., 2012). However, the use cases presented illustrate that the
service potential of IoT goes way beyond. A large fraction of traditional manufacturing companies
has served the consumer market via indirect market channels. Hence, they have hardly any
experience with direct consumer interactions (Porter & Heppelmann, 2014; 2015). More
specifically, they are rather unexperienced with respect to consumer retention and cross-selling.
They are not used to analyzing actual product and service usage and developing specific measures
to retain customers and increase product and service usage (cf. Ardolino et al., 2018; Fischer et
al., 2012; Gebauer et al., 2005; 2019). Moreover, dedicated organizational responsibilities for
these activities often still have to be established (Porter & Heppelmann, 2015). In addition, service
marketing and pricing are rather new fields of engagement (cf. Windahl et al., 2004; Siderowicz,
2012). Many companies lack fundamental competencies dealing with how to drive service
adoption that goes along with ongoing payments (Ardolino et al., 2018). Furthermore,
fundamental pricing methodologies are missing which, for example, help to determine product as
well as service prices for hybrid revenue models, which have to be balanced to optimize overall
revenues (cf. zu Knyphausen-Aufseß et al., 2011). Summing up, in order to move from productbased revenue models to service-based or hybrid revenue models, traditional manufacturers have
to develop the necessary service management capabilities and implement appropriate
organizational structures (cf. Fischer et al., 2012).
Mastering Service Costs
In order to realize profitable IoT solutions for any given IoT revenue model pattern, service costs
have to be mastered. While manufacturing companies have decades of experience in driving down
product costs, they have hardly any experience in providing cost-efficient IoT-based services on
a larger scale (cf. Kastalli & Van Looy, 2013). Inappropriate digital service costs can endanger
long-term profitability, particularly because they are reoccurring and not one-time (Kastalli &
Van Looy, 2013). Cloud service providers such as Amazon, Google or Microsoft have spent years
building up highly scalable and cost efficient platforms. They have not only developed new
technologies but also continuously optimized their organizations to develop, deploy and maintain
efficient cloud solutions. While some manufacturing companies have announced their own IoT
platforms, it remains unclear if they can catch up with the existing offerings and achieve the same
levels of cost-efficiency. In fact, several multibusiness manufacturing companies initially aiming
to build their own platforms faced severe obstacles in implementing their digital initiatives and
ultimately failed (Davenport & Westermann, 2018). The aforementioned cloud providers are in
an excellent position to offer profitable IoT solutions on the basis of their cost-efficient cloud
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infrastructures. Nest, which is a part of Google, and Amazon already have products available for
the IoT consumer market. Moreover, they are expected to expand their respective solution
portfolios. Hence, ‘traditional’ manufacturing companies have to develop a clear strategy as to
how to drive down service costs either with or without their own cloud infrastructure.
Deviating Trends in B2C and B2B Markets
Overall, the six identified direct IoT revenue model patterns can be allocated to one of three
revenue model categories – product-based, service-based, or hybrid revenue models. Traditional
manufacturers might – depending on the primary market (B2C vs. B2B) they operate in– need a
deliberate strategy to master a stepwise transition from product-centric to service-centric and
hybrid IoT revenue models or vice versa. For vendors, the latter are most attractive, as they allow
for a synchronization of costs and revenues, thus reducing the risks of negative cash flows along
the product lifespan. Nevertheless, despite the attractiveness of hybrid revenue models,
companies (particularly in the B2C market) also regularly apply product-based and service-based
revenue models. There are different reasons for these choices, including explicit customer
demands, competitive pressure and the ambition to offer unique selling propositions.
Today the majority of consumer IoT offerings (B2C) is monetized on the basis of product-centric
IoT revenue models. Under these circumstances, advanced service management capabilities are
less crucial. However, freemium-based revenue models that offer a smooth transition into the
world of service-based revenue models already require service-upsell and retention capabilities.
Ultimately, to master pure service-centric revenue models applied by players such as smart home
provider Vivint, more sophisticated service management capabilities have to be in place and the
fundamental implications of such a revenue model have to be understood. Shifting a business that
is mainly based on upfront-payments to a business that is purely based on continuous payments
might be very reasonable in the long run. However, in the short run it can severely defer revenue
streams and lead to a profitability or even cash flow crisis. To build up a business that is only
founded upon service-based revenue (no upfront product revenue), or shift an existing productcentric business to such a model, heavy upfront investments might be needed to overcome the
lack of substantial early revenues of such a model. Indeed, the potential of financing growth from
earnings in such a case is very limited. Service-based revenue models that do not realize upfront
product revenues need significant investments before they become profitable (cf. Gebauer et
al., 2005). A recent example is the well-known venture capitalist Peter Thiel, who invested $100
million in Vivint (Tilley, 2016). His reasoning might be that while the need for investment
translates into a risk, it also constitutes a barrier for other companies to imitate the revenue model
and corresponding business model.
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However, even the financial power in the order of magnitude of a Peter Thiel investor might not
be sufficient to succeed in running pure service-based revenue models. Recently, Vivint Smart
Home readjusted its revenue models, shifting from its purely subscription-based revenue model
to a hybrid revenue model, offering its customers two payment options (see Figure 5.14). New
customers pay a reduced monthly fee (ranging from $39.99 to $49.99 compared to previously
$39.99 to $60.99) for the digital services relating to Vivint’s smart home devices. In addition,
they have either the option (1) to buy Vivint’s hardware (i.e., different smart home devices from
smart locks, smart cameras, to smart thermostats) upfront for some $60 to $120 per item, or (2)
finance the hardware via monthly payments, in addition to the digital service subscription plan
based on 0% APR. It remains unclear what exactly motivated Vivint Smart Home’s shift.
However, it most likely was related to the financial burden attendant to the original purely servicebased revenue model (see Section 5.4.2), customer demands, or a combination of all these factors
that forced the vendor to adapt its pricing strategy and introduce the possibility of purchasing
hardware products upfront.

Subscription plans
for digital services
Ranging from $39.99
to $60.99 per month
for div. devices
(42 mo. min. contract)
Div. smart
home devices
Free of charge

PRODUCT (ONE TIME)
TYPE OF PAYMENT

Figure 5.14

SERVICE (RECURRING)

b) Vivint Smart Home, revised revenue model
Subscription plans
for digital services
form $39.99 to $49.99

TYPE OF OFFERING
PHYSICAL
DIGITAL

TYPE OF OFFERING
PHYSICAL
DIGITAL

a) Vivint Smart Home, original revenue model

Option 2: HW lease
paid monthly, 0% APR

Option 1: Buy HW
(div. smart home
devices) upfront
$60-$120 per piece

PRODUCT (ONE TIME)
TYPE OF PAYMENT

SERVICE (RECURRING)

Vivint Smart Home’s shift from transition to addition revenue strategy

Referring to the B2B market, the study participants emphasized that the monetization of offerings
in alignment with the costs required to provide them is more commonly accepted. As a result,
hybrid revenue models have a longer track record and are easier to implement, compared to B2C
markets. In accordance with this cost alignment, different elements of hybrid value propositions
are monetized depending on the costs, required to offer them: i.e., if a vendor offers physical
products customers pay a one-time payment to purchase them and pay regular service fees for any
additional digital services used. However, several interview participants mentioned that an
increased number of customers has shown an interest in ‘pay-per-use’ models – and thus servicebased revenue models. When applying the relevant revenue model patterns (service-based),
hardware product costs need to be amortized via service fees over a long period of time. At the
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same time also purely product-based revenue models, where service costs are amortized via the
product sales, gain in importance. These revenue models are especially attractive if service costs
are relatively low compared to the physical product price. Again, service-based and product-based
revenue model patterns might be introduced to satisfy customer demands or meet competitive
pressure. However, they can also offer a proactive option for vendors to differentiate themselves
and strengthen their competitive positionings with unique and unconventional pricing strategies.
Strategic Paths to Profitable IoT Revenue Models
Combining the insights outlined above reveals that there are several paths towards implementing
profitable revenue models. Figure 5.15 displays a decision tree for vendors to select adequate
revenue model patterns for their IoT solutions and additionally suggests norm strategies required
to ensure profitability of the revenue models. The decision tree starts with two fundamental
questions: ‘Is the service margin positive? (i.e., mS > 0)’ and ‘Is the product margin positive?
(i.e., mP > 0)’. In other words, are customers willing to make sufficiently large recurring
payments for services and/or sufficiently large one-time payments for products to cover the
respective costs and ensure appropriate profits? If a vendor can answer both questions with yes,
a hybrid IoT revenue model pattern such as physical freemium or physical product and service
can be applied. Thus, the vendor monetizes at least one product and one service revenue stream.
The resulting cash flow scenario is most favorable for vendors, since it ensures increasing
cumulative cash flows that are positive and increase from day one. Also, product-based and
service-based IoT revenue models can be interesting options. However, in order to be viable
vendors need to apply additional norm strategies for both.
If customers are not willing to pay sufficiently high prices for services (i.e., mS < 0), but are
ready to pay a significant one-time payment for products (i.e., mP > 0), vendors can focus on
product-based revenue streams. In this case, vendors provide digital services for free, eventually
over a long period of time. In light of the risk that cumulative cash flows may become negative
in the course of time, companies have two main norm strategies at their disposal to ensure
profitability of their IoT solution, even in these unfavorable conditions. Basic cash flow
econometrics illustrate that tight cost management can make business models economically
viable, even if they only monetize product revenue streams. However, playing such a tight cost
game might require a substantial number of customers in order to achieve economies of scale and
adequately reduce the service costs per user. More specifically, the studies at hand have revealed
that vendors need to be able to cover the annual service costs per user with the interest generated
on the product margin (i.e., mP i > cS ). If this is not possible, several additional measures,

Figure 5.15
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summarized as planned obsolescence, can help to limit usage cycles and ensure profitable IoT

offerings.
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Finally, assuming customers are willing to pay sufficiently large recurring payments for services
(i.e., mS > 0), but refuse to make significant one-time payments for products (i.e., mP < 0), a
vendor can focus on recurring payments, by implementing either of the revenue model patterns
digital service or product as a service. In such a scenario, vendors are at great risk of losing
customers before the IoT solution is amortized. In a best case scenario, customers accept fixed
long-term contracts so that minimum usage and revenue are ensured and risk is completely
mitigated. If customers do not accept long-term contracts, non-legal customer retention strategies
are necessary, which might lessen the risk of insufficient usage durations.
Understanding of IoT Revenue Models
This research allows for a differentiated analysis of IoT revenue models and hence extends the
existing understanding of the concept currently prevailing in IS and managerial scientific
literature (cf. Zott & Amit, 2010; zu Knyphausen-Aufseß et al., 2011). While previous academic
papers acknowledge and advocate the potential of IoT to enable new revenue models, particularly
emphasizing the opportunity to monetize services, they remain largely anecdotal (Porter &
Heppelmann, 2014; 2105; Iansiti & Lakhani, 2014, Hui, 2014; Fleisch et al., 2015; Langkamp et
al., 2017). The seminal articles of Porter and Heppelmann (2014; 2015) provide insightful
examples in this regard. Service-based revenue models are propagated as advanced and futureoriented (cf. Fischer et al., 2012; Iansiti & Lakhani, 2014; Porter & Heppelmann, 2015); and this
without a critical reflection, let alone a systematic or empirical analysis, of the IoT specific
challenges related to service-based IoT revenue models. This research indicates that each of the
three identified IoT direct revenue model types might – under certain conditions – form the basis
for profitable business models. However, at the same time two revenue model categories, namely
product-based and service-based revenue models, may require the implementation of further norm
strategies. Overall, the conducted cash flow analyses show that product-based IoT revenue models
can be equally beneficial for manufacturers and that there is no generic superiority of servicebased revenue models. Finally, this research extends the general understanding of the revenue
model concept. So far, existing papers have identified and analyzed specific patterns, such as
‘freemium’ or ‘add-on’ (cf. Gassmann et al., 2014; Amit & Zott, 2001; Teece, 2010). The studies
in this section illustrate how these well-known patterns are realized in the IoT (i.e., which value
proposition elements are actually monetized), and how the overall profitability of such revenue
models is ensured. The studies also identify new patterns emerging in the IoT.
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Limitations and Future Research

The studies underlying this section should be assessed in light of their limitations. There are three
major limitations to be considered. First, both studies (B2B and B2C) applied a qualitative
research approach. Hence, the generalizability of the derived results is limited (Saunders et
al., 2009). The small selection of case studies carried out with the purposeful sampling procedure,
represents a small, but informative empirical data sample. This holds true for the eight B2B cases
as well as the 32 B2C cases. Both samples contain examples that could be collected with limited
resources (Patton, 2002) Further analyses, either on the basis of secondary data or additional
interviews, may therefore be useful, in order to further increase the validity of the results
(Yin, 2013). The same holds true for alternative methodological approaches, including
quantitative studies.
Another limitation arises in the performed cash flow and net present value analyses (NPV). The
calculations focus on marginal costs and revenues, hence, the cost and revenue streams related to
one additional customer. This intentional focus meant that informative insights could be derived
on the long-term profitability of IoT solutions, but disregarded potentially necessary upfront
investments (i.e., initial research and development costs) (Coenenberg et al., 2009), which might
be significant for traditional manufacturing companies in the IoT.
A final limitation refers to the potential change of revenue models of IoT solutions. The data for
the present studies were mainly collected in 2016. As IoT solutions on the market at that time
were investigated, it is important to emphasize that the analyzed cases and their distribution
should be seen as snapshots at a specific point in time which could and at some time will most
certainly be subject to change. One example, Vivint Smart Home is described in Section 5.5.2.
The current studies presented in this chapter will ideally provide a fruitful starting point for future
interesting research – explicitly also considering additional development costs. Furthermore, the
increasing importance of indirect IoT revenue models (Hildebrandt, 2016; Ojala, 2015;
Westerlund et al., 2014) requires further attention, particularly as existing literature offers only
limited insights in this regard (cf. Hildebrandt, 2016). The complex constellations of various
ecosystem players, with their supply and demand connections, could only be hinted at in this
research, as it investigated three exemplary indirect IoT revenue model patterns. Finally, also this
research takes a vendor perspective, only indirectly deducing customers’ willingness to accept
certain IoT revenue model patterns. More customer-focused studies would certainly produce
important insights with regards to customers’ willingness to pay for different components of IoT
solutions.
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6 IoT Organization – Archetypes and
Their Contingency Factors14
6.1 Introduction
IoT technologies, including sensors, connectivity, and cloud-based data analytics are altering the
logic of how manufacturing companies conduct business (see Section 2.1). To realize the potential
of smart, connected products and services, i.e., IoT solutions, manufacturing companies have to
alter

their

value

propositions,

value

creation,

and

value

capturing

(Porter

&

Heppelmann, 2014; 2015; Hui, 2014). Regarding, the leverage of hybrid value propositions
multibusiness manufacturing companies can benefit from IoT solutions through internal process
optimization (see Chapter 4). Referring to value capturing, multibusiness manufacturers can
capture value from IoT, using the monetization potential associated with external customers (see
Chapter 5) (cf. Clemons et al., 2017; Trantopoulos et al., 2017). This present chapter focuses on
value creation.
Referring to the business model element value creation, this research focused on the required
capabilities and their implementation in organizational structures as a critical barrier to
successfully addressing the changing business environment the Internet of Things represents to
manufacturing companies (cf. Bilgeri & Wortmann, 2017; Reynolds & Yetton, 2015; Porter &
Heppelmann, 2015; Fjeldstad & Snow, 2018). Focusing on IT capabilities, existing literature
identifies three core IT capabilities required to successfully provide IoT solutions: (1) Enterprise
IT capabilities are required to operate the core business and to enable integrated, efficient, and

14

Parts of this chapter, which are not further demarcated in the text, were initially published or submitted

for publishing in the context of the following academic publications: Bilgeri et al. (2018).
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reliable business processes (Bygstad, 2015; Easton & Parmar, 2017; Haffke et al., 2017); (2)
Consumer IT capabilities are about empathizing with end users and providing easy to use and
hassle-free solutions for addressing their needs (Tumbas et al., 2017; Brown, 2009; Leonhardt et
al., 2017; Haffke et al., 2017); (3) Embedded IT capabilities refer to the development and
integration of software embedded in hardware products15 (Barr & Massa, 2006; Kamal 2011;
Graham & Zhou, 2016). Depending on their IoT maturity state, multibusiness manufacturing
companies possess a more or less sophisticated set of these IT capabilities and are challenged to
adequately gain, allocate, and integrate them within their organizational structures.
Manufacturing companies are constantly under pressure to decrease costs and utilize the value of
their IT resource, in other words, to utilize IT synergies (Dawar & Frost, 1999; Khan &
Sikes, 2014; Tanriverdi, 2006). This is a particularly salient challenge for multibusiness
manufacturing companies, which often possess multiple business units, perhaps even operating
in different industry segments (Tanriverdi, 2006). More specifically, multibusiness manufacturing
companies face a trade-off between the business units’ drive for IT autonomy, due to industryspecific environmental constrains, and the benefits derived from the realization of IT synergies
(Tanriverdi, 2006).
Against this background, this study aims to consolidate existing literature regarding different
types of IT capabilities and contribute by conceptualizing a third type of embedded IT, extending
the analyses beyond traditional IS research outlets and also taking into consideration computer
science and informatics related research. Building upon this extended understanding of IT
capabilities derived from the previous literature, this chapter provides insights into how
multibusiness manufacturing companies allocate and integrate different types of IT capabilities
within their organizational structures. In addition, the research aims to better understand the
influential factors underlying companies’ archetype choices. The following research question
guides the explorations in this chapter:
RQ5

How do multibusiness manufacturing companies implement the IT capabilities that are
required to provide IoT solutions (IoT organizational archetypes)?

In light of deviating organizational archetypes and companies’ choices to either centralize or
decentralize, integrate or disintegrate non-IoT and IoT-related IT capabilities, the question arises

15

In contrast to previous research, the term ‘embedded IT’ in this thesis does not refer to the embeddedness

of IT in business units (cf. Peppard & Ward, 2016; Agarwal & Brem, 2015), but rather follows a technical
understandig of a different type of IT, requiring specific capabilities (see Section 6.2.3).
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as to which influential factors drive archetype adoption. More specifically, research question six
inquires:
RQ6

What influential factors affect the choice of organizational archetypes and how do these
influential factors drive archetype adoption?

These questions are explored by applying a qualitative multi-case study approach aiming to
provide practitioners and scholars with first-hand insights from current industry initiatives. In
total, 17 informal pre-study conversations were held with representatives of manufacturing
companies, consulting companies, and service providers. In addition, 16 in-depth interviews were
conducted with experienced experts from ten multibusiness manufacturers.

6.2 Background and Related Work
The research in this chapter explores how multibusiness manufacturing companies implement
different IT capabilities within their organizations, to exploit the opportunities of digitization and
be able to offer IoT solutions. Hence, it builds upon a broad field of existing IS and organization
literature. In particular, three research streams are suited to inform the research at hand. The
studies of interest include (1) research regarding cross-business unit IT synergies; (2) literature
about the ‘resource-based view’ and dynamic capabilities; and (3) established IS literature,
complemented by computer science and informatics research, on IT capabilities.

6.2.1

IT Governance and Cross-BU IT Synergies

One interesting research stream well-suited to inform the research at hand refers to cross-BU IT
synergies and IT governance (Reynolds et al., 2010; Weill, 2004; Wu et al., 2015; Schwarz &
Hirscheim, 2003; Ravichandran et al., 2009). To realize the potential of IT, and leverage IT
synergies, companies have to put effective governance in place (Chan et al., 2017; Wu et al.,
2015). IT governance is defined as the “rights and accountabilities to encourage desirable
behavior in the use of IT” (Weill, 2004, p. 3). To implement effective governance, companies rely
on a set of different mechanisms, such as committees, budgeting processes, approvals, and
organizational structure (Joachim et al., 2013; Hadaya & Cassivi, 2012; Ping-Ju et al., 2015; Wu
et al., 2015). This research focuses on the latter. More specifically, it investigates how
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multibusiness manufacturing companies allocate and integrate IT capabilities within their
organization.
In general, multibusiness companies aim to “generate and capture synergies by sharing resources
across business units” (Henningsson & Yetton, 2011, p. 3; Ensign, 1998). While the realization
of synergies allows multibusiness companies to be more than “simply the sum of the individual
[business unit] performances” (Henningsson & Yetton, 2011, p. 3), business units often hesitate
to share resources across BU boundaries for structural and complexity reasons (Gupta & Seshadri,
1994 and Teece & Pisano, 1994, cited in Henningsson & Yetton, 2011; Martin & Eisenhardt,
2010). Yet, facing international competition, companies are continuously under pressure to
decrease costs and utilize the value of their IT resources (Dawar & Frost, 1999; Khan & Sikes,
2014, Tanriverdi, 2006). Against this background, Tanriverdi (2005; 2006) extensively discussed,
how particularly multibusiness manufacturing companies aim to balance the specific
requirements of very diverse business units (BUs) that strive for autonomy regarding their
individual IT with the realization of cross-BU synergies (Reynolds & Yetton, 2015; Reynolds et
al., 2010; Tanriverdi, 2005).
Two main sources of synergies to be realized in multibusiness companies are sub-additive cost
and super-additive value synergies (Tanriverdi, 2005; 2006; Tanriverdi & Venkatraman, 2005).
First, the concept of sub-additive cost synergies refers to economies of scope that large
organizations can achieve through diversification of their businesses (Cho & Shaw, 2009; Panzar
& Willig, 1981; Teece, 1982). In line with the ‘resource-based view’ (RBV) of the firm, large
diversified companies can leverage the knowledge (or more generic resource) relatedness of the
lines of business they conduct to utilize “common factors of production across business units”,
hence creating “sub-additive production cost synergies” (Farjoun, 1998 and Robins &
Wiersema, 1995, cited in Tanriverdi, 2006, p. 59). Second, super-additive value synergies, which
are fundamental to cross-unit synergy, can be explained based on knowledge (or more generic
resource) complementarities (Tanriverdi & Venkatraman, 2005). According to the economic
theory of complementarities (Milgrom & Roberts, 1995, cited in Tanriverdi, 2006), the success
of a “practice almost always depends on the system of complementary practices in which it is
embedded” (Brynjolfsson & Milgrom, 2013, p. 44). In the domain of IT, for example, integrating
heterogeneous IT systems, such as a customer relationship management system and a supply
chain management system, enables both systems to mutually benefit by exchanging data (cf. Cho
& Shaw, 2009).
Large organizations can realize cross-unit IT synergies by two major means: either they
“consolidate firm-wide IT resources” or they establish well-coordinated “partnerships among
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business units” (Sambamurthy & Zmud, 1999, cited in Tanriverdi, 2006, p. 59). To achieve this,
companies have to enable the shared utilization of tangible and intangible resources, align the
individual IT strategies of single business units, and pool negotiating power (Tanriverdi, 2006).
In light of these synergy opportunities, the research presented in this chapter aims to gain a more
differentiated understanding of how multibusiness manufacturing companies implement different
IT capabilities that are required to provide IoT solutions across their organization, either in
existing units or newly introduced business units (BUs) and support units (SUs).

6.2.2

Resource-Based View, IT Capabilities, and Dynamic Capabilities

A fruitful lens to introduce and define the notion of capabilities is the ‘resource-based view’
(RBV) theory (Seddon, 2014). Complementing the ‘strategy as positioning’ perspective
(Porter, 1979; 1996), the RBV “provides an alternative explanation of the sources of a firm’s
competitive advantage” and relies on “rent-generating capabilit[ies] of key scarce resources” to
explain why certain companies are more successful than others (Rivard et al., 2006, cited in
Seddon, 2014, p. 257). According to Seddon (2014), capabilities refer to the “ability of an
organization to perform a coordinated set of tasks, utilizing organizational resources, for the
purpose of achieving a particular end result” (Helfat & Peteraf, 2003, p. 999). In addition, firm
resources comprise all processes, knowledge, and assets “controlled by a firm that enable the firm
to conceive of and implement strategies that improve its efficiency and effectiveness”
(Barney, 1991, p. 101 and Daft, 1983, cited in Seddon, 2014).
Recent research in the field of digital transformation builds on the RBV theory and two notions
derived from it: A first research stream focuses on dynamic capabilities to investigate ongoing
changes. Dynamic capabilities determine “the firm’s ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure
internal and external competences to address rapidly changing environments” (Teece et al., 1997,
p. 516). Yeow et al. (2018), for example, conducted a longitudinal analysis of a B2B company's
efforts to develop its B2C digital strategy, using the dynamic capabilities approach. Another
stream of research (Ravichandran, 2018; Seddon, 2014) in the context of digital transformation
and the RBV focuses on IT capabilities or more specifically “a firm’s ability to mobilize, deploy
and use IT-based resources such as IT infrastructure or human IT resources to improve the firm’s
business processes” (Bharadwaj, 2000 and Santhanam & Hartono, 2003, cited in Seddon, 2014,
p. 259; Curry et al., 2012).
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Three Types of IT Capabilities

Referring to different types of IT capabilities in multibusiness manufacturing companies, different
streams of literature, including information systems and electrical engineering research, offer
fruitful insights to inform the current study. Building upon an IS literature review that focused on
IT capabilities in the realm of digital transformation, two fundamentally different types of IT
capabilities can be conceptualized, both essential to master the digital transformation:
enterprise IT and consumer IT capabilities (Haffke et al., 2016; Jöhnk et al., 2017; Leonhardt et
al., 2017; Tumbas et al., 2017, Julia et al., 2017). Extending and updating the literature review of
Horlach et al. (2016) the columns in Table 6.1 describe the key characteristics of these two types
of IT16. However, various other studies from related research fields, including electrical
engineering, informatics and technical research outlets, indicate that this particular discussion
falls short with respect to IoT-related capabilities, as there is a third type of IT capabilities,
required to offer IoT solutions: embedded IT capabilities. Whereas practitioners have recently
emphasized the growing importance of embedded IT across industries (Strålin et al., 2016), the
concept has remained undertheorized in the general IS literature thus far. Therefore, the study
underlying this section enhances the dominant IS debate on bimodal IT, predominantly
distinguishing between enterprise and consumer IT capabilities (cf. Haffke et al., 2017). Referring
to electrical engineering, computer science, and other technical literature a third type of capability
can be characterized: embedded IT. Finally, the key distinction between the three types of IT
capabilities lies not merely in the development and operation of back-end versus front-end
systems but rather in the fundamental differences regarding the culture and applied practices
(Bygstad, 2015). The three types of IT capabilities can be characterized as follows:
Enterprise IT capabilities are required to design and operate systems of records, such as ERP
systems (Bygstad, 2015). Systems of records relate to “those systems, which are highly reliable,
secure and resilient, that support key business functions” (Easton & Parmar, 2017, p. 38). Hence,
enterprise IT is about operating the core business and enabling integrated, efficient and reliable
business processes (Hanes et al., 2017). Since most of these processes are mission-critical to
businesses, e.g., a corrupted financial ledger can put a company out of business, and typically
managed on the basis of sequential approaches, enterprise IT is characterized by a risk-averse

16

In order to extend the literature review of Horlach et al. (2016), the most important IS journals (basket of

eight), international IS conferences (AMCIS, ECIS, ICIS, MCIS, PACIS) and high-quality journals with a
specific focus on practical relevance (Harvard Business Review, MIS Quarterly Executive, and MIT Sloan
Management Review) were revisited.
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culture (Haffke et al., 2017). Enterprise IT often largely relies on traditional ‘waterfall’
development. More recently, however, agile development practices have also spread in
enterprise IT (Bygstad, 2015; Haffke et al., 2017).
Computer Science,
IEEE, IS literature
Embedded IT
• Focus on physical
products
• Design of hardwaresoftware systems
• Enable innovative
products
• Ensure safe product
operation

Bimodal IT/IT of two speeds
(information systems literature)
Enterprise IT
Consumer IT
Artifact
1, 6, 7,
• Focus on enterprise
• Focus on systems of
10,
IT systems
engagement
• Design of systems of • Design of systems of
records
interaction
Goal
2, 3, 4,
• Operate core
• Enable customer
5, 8, 9
business
experience
• Enable business
• Explore new
processes
business
opportunities
Technology
1, 2, 6, • Resource• Powerful
• Powerful
7, 8, 10,
constrained devices
infrastructure incl.
infrastructure incl.
11, 12
cloud
cloud
• Real-time computing
• Appl. platforms,
• Modern application
legacy systems
platforms
Planning
3, 5, 8, • New product
• Release-driven
• Minimal viable
10, 12
development process • Based on approval
product-driven
• Based on
• Based on empirical
specifications
data
Development
1, 3, 4, • Specify, develop,
• Traditional practice
• Empathize with user
7, 8, 10
test
‘waterfall’
• Verify with minimal
development
viable product
• Prototype and scale
• Increasing diffusion
of agile practices
Operations
2, 3, 4, • Very long release
• Release cycles
• Short improvement
7, 8, 9
cycles (years)
(months)
cycles (days, weeks)
• Very limited access
• Periodic bulk
• Continuous
to code
updates
improvements
Culture
1, 3, 5, • Technology-centric
• Business-centric
• User-centric
7, 12
• Software quality
• Integration
• Experimentation
Sources: 1: Bygstad (2015); 2: Gerster (2017); 3: Haffke et al. (2017); 4: Jöhnk et al. (2017); 5: Knabke &
Olbrich (2016); 6: Leonhardt et al. (2016); 7: Leonhardt et al. (2017); 8: Tumbas et al. (2017);
9: Ebert & Jones (2009); 10: Graham & Zhou (2016); 11: Milojicic (2000); 12: Sousa et al. (2013)

Table 6.1

Three types of IT capabilities required in multibusiness manufacturers

Consumer IT capabilities are geared towards the design and operation of systems of engagement.
Systems of engagement are characterized as “those systems that are rapidly changing to meet the
desires of the business to offer new services to their customers” (Easton & Parmar, 2017, p. 38).
These systems are designed with a focus on customer experience, agile methodologies, short
release cycles and exploration (Haffke et al., 2017). Therefore, consumer IT is about exploration
of new business opportunities and the enablement of appealing customer experiences
(Bygstad, 2015; Tumbas et al., 2017). Consumer IT puts a strong focus on empathizing with users,
e.g., by building upon methodologies such as ‘design thinking’ (Haffke et al., 2017; Brown, 2009)
and quickly verifying assumptions by utilizing ‘minimal viable products’ that attract early
customers and generate feedback for further development (Ries, 2011). Compared with
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enterprise IT, consumer IT is characterized by release cycles that are much shorter, i.e., days or
weeks rather than months (Leonhardt et al., 2017).
Embedded IT capabilities focus on the development and integration of software embedded in
hardware products (Barr & Massa, 2006; Kamal 2011; Graham & Zhou, 2016). Embedded
engineers need a profound understanding of chip architectures and board layouts (Graham &
Zhou, 2016). More generically, they are required to possess deep knowledge about hardware
requirements, resource dependencies and constraints (Graham & Zhou, 2016), from “circuit
deployment technologies such as field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs)” to data signals from
buses, dynamic memory circuits and caches (Sousa et al., 2013, p. 322). As embedded systems
are usually mission-critical components of physical products, they must be low cost, but at the
same time robust, and reliable. (Milojicic, 2000). Hence, embedded IT again possesses a
significantly different culture compared to enterprise and consumer IT. As part of new product
development processes, embedded IT capabilities address the tensions between enabling
innovative products and ensuring available, safe, and interoperable product operations (Ebert &
Jones, 2009). Additional trade-offs include “size versus flexibility, robustness versus richness of
functionality, and power consumption versus performance” (Milojicic, 2000, p. 80). The
embedded IT mindset can be described as technology-centric and long-term oriented, with very
long release cycles consistent with the launch of new product generations (cf. Ebert &
Jones, 2009).

6.3 Methodology
The study presented in this chapter employed a qualitative multiple case study method
(Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2013). Such a multiple case study approach is well-suited to investigate
‘how’ and ‘why’ research questions, similar to those analyzed in this study (Slaughter et al., 2006;
Yin, 2013). A two-step procedure was applied to obtain the presented results, as illustrated in
Figure 6.1, representing the underlying study design.
In a first stage, 17 informal pre-study interviews with managers and executives of various large
companies across the IoT ecosystem of multibusiness manufacturers were conducted, aiming to
select particularly important themes to be discussed with interviewees. In combination with the
latest insights from related research, this information built the foundation for the case study
interview guidelines (Eisenhardt, 1989). In the second stage, ten case studies were analyzed. The
case studies were selected by applying the following criteria: 1) the corporations are established
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multibusiness manufacturing companies; 2) the manufacturing companies have had digital
transformation on their corporate agenda for at least five years and are within the process of digital
transformation; 3) all corporations have already included or are in the process of offering IoT
solutions as part of their portfolios; 4) the participating interviewees are experienced experts
holding different functions and positions, and hence are capable of providing deep insights into
the organizational structures of their organizations. Since the organizational structure and
potential plans to change it are perceived as critical company information to gain competitive
advantages in the IoT, all participating companies and a large majority of interviewees insisted
on staying fully anonymous (cf. Ross et al., 2016).
Pilot study

Timeline

Expert interviews

Sep 16 to Feb 17

March 17 to Oct 17

Focus

− Exploring interesting case
companies and organizational
structures
− Current state of the art

− Gaining a deep understanding
of cases and archetypes
− Learning about influencing
factors

Respondents /
participants

− 17 pre-study conversations
− Management level, product
managers and/or engineers
− Identify potential study
participants for expert interviews

− 16 expert interviews
− Managers, engineers, and
product owners, executives
− Subset of participants contacted
again to validate results

Archival
sources

− Online reports, news articles,
company documents incl. internal
memos, webinar slides, etc.

− Case-supporting
documentation and
data, incl. meeting notes

Figure 6.1

Design of the study on IoT organizational archetypes

In a second stage 16 in-depth expert interviews were conducted (see Table 6.2). Whereas the
majority of interviews were held face-to-face, aiming to obtain good-quality data (Yin, 2013),
some individual interviewees were only accessible via phone. The second-stage expert interviews
were conducted in English or German and were audio-recorded to ensure completeness and
accuracy of the data (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). Two interviews could not be recorded. In one
case, this was due to the company’s compliance restrictions; in the other case the interview was
conducted at a symposium. For these interviews, the authors created field keyword notes (Ngai et
al., 2011). Data triangulation was ensured by analyzing additional sources of information,
including companies’ websites, brochures, and internal presentations (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000).
To derive IoT organizational archetypes, the authors independently coded the archetypes using a
common coding scheme (see Figure 6.2), in a first phase, investigating each case individually,
and in a second phase, comparing the companies applying a cross-case analysis (Blaikie, 1991;
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Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2013). The coding of an archetype followed a three-step procedure. First,
key organizational units that are core to IoT value generation and capturing were identified.
Second, the identified organizational units were characterized in terms of their IT capability types.
Finally, the supplier-provider relationships between the identified organizational units and the
market were coded. The authors compared the archetypes and agreed on five out of the six
archetypes. By jointly reviewing the existing interview documentation, an agreement regarding
the controversial archetype was reached. Hence, the categorization process was iterative in nature.
Once a saturation point in identifying organizational archetypes was reached among the involved
researchers, the identified archetypes were discussed and verified with a subset of the
interviewees. Finally, to discuss and validate the present results, some individual interviewees
were contacted again.
Number of
employees
More than 300,000

Interviews
(Partners)
3(3)

Automotive
Supplier Inc.

More than 300,000

3(3)

3

Industry B Inc.

More than 300,000

1(1)

4

Chemistry Inc.

100,000 to 299,999

2(2)

5

Automotive Inc.

100,000 to 299,999

1(1)

Manager BM Development,
Sen. Digital Business Developer
IT Manager

6

Automation A Inc.

100,000 to 299,999

1(1)

Head of Digital Operations

7

Lighting A Inc.

100,000 to 299,999

1(1)

Director Alliance Management

8

Polymer Inc.

Less than 20,000

2(2)

9

Lighting B Inc.

Less than 20,000

1(1)

Team Digitalization & I4.0,
Head of Digital
Exec. Vice President Services

10

Automation B Inc.

Less than 20,000

1(1)

Chief Technology Officer

No.

Case

1

Industry A Inc.

2

Table 6.2

Roles (anonymized)
Vice President Innovation,
Head of Business Development,
Manager Digital Company
Product Owner of IoT Solution,
IoT Initiative Project Lead,
Head of Digital Solutions
Chief Digital Officer

IoT organization study: case study companies and expert interviewees

6.4 Analysis and Results
These findings contribute to the existing body of knowledge in two different respects. The study
identifies six IoT organizational archetypes for how multibusiness manufacturing companies
allocate and align different IT capabilities in their organizational structures. In addition, the study
analyzes influential factors underlying the companies’ choices on archetype adoption.
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6.4.1

IoT Organizational Archetypes

The six IoT organizational archetypes identified can be divided into three categories (see Table
6.3). The first category comprises the archetypes which are based on a newly created IoT business
unit (BU) with market access. The second category comprises the archetypes that are based on a
newly created IoT support unit (SU), without market access. The third category contains the
archetype that is based only on existing organizational units. The archetypes are described in
Table 6.3 and visually depicted in Figure 6.2.
Archetypes introducing a
new business unit (BU)

Archetypes introducing a
new support unit (SU)

Archetype relying on
existing support units (SU)

1a. Digital Lead – New Business Unit

2a. One Stop IoT – New Support Unit

3a. Digital R&D – Existing Support Unit

One Stop IoT
SU

Corporate IT

p

p

e

d

e

d

Digital R&D
SU
p

e

Corporate IT

d

p

e

Digital Lead
BU
p

e

r

d

IoT

Business Unit
p

e

d

Business Unit
p

e

1b. Digital Peer – New Business Unit

2b. IoT Platform Provider – New Support Unit

Corporate IT

IoT Platform
Provider SU

Corporate IT

p

p

p

e

d

e

NonIoT

Digital Peer
BU
p

e

IoT

d

e

p

e

d

d
NonIoT

IoT

Business Unit
p

Business Unit

Market

Market

d

IoT

d

Market

e

d
NonIoT

NonIoT

d

Business Unit
p

Market

e

d

Market

2c. IoT Coordinator– New Support Unit
IoT Coordinator
SU
p

e

c

d

Corporate IT
p

e

d
NonIoT

c

Business Unit
p

e

d

Market

Units:

BU – business unit (boxes in solid lines); SU – support unit (boxes in dotted lines)

IT capabilities:

p – embedded (physical) IT capabilities; e – enterprise IT capabilities; c – consumer
IT capabilities; shaded capabilities indicate that the respective unit possesses
related capabilities

Relationships:

Arrow indicates supplier relationship; c – coordinates (the support unit in archetype
2c acts as a coordinator); r – reports into (BUs’ IT management in 1a also reports
to head of digital lead BU)

Figure 6.2

IoT organizational archetypes

The first two archetypes (labeled 1a and 1b in Figure 6.2) are characterized by the introduction of
a new IoT BU. This new organizational unit focuses on enterprise and consumer IT capabilities,
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delivering a broad portfolio of IoT offerings to both internal and external customers. These
offerings include IoT services such as consulting, IoT applications and, most importantly, an IoT
platform. The last refers to providing “a comprehensive set of application-independent
functionalities that can be utilized to efficiently build IoT applications” (Wortmann &
Flüchter, 2015, p. 223). First and foremost, the platform is used by the established BUs to build
IoT applications for their own customers. The central distinctions between the two archetypes
Digital Lead and Digital Peer refer to the BU’s relationship with corporate IT and its leadership
model. For instance, at case company Industry B Inc., which applies the archetype Digital Lead,
corporate IT was merged into the newly created IoT BU after the IoT BU had established itself.
The unit is led by an empowered chief digital officer (CDO), who is a member of the management
board. Moreover, the top IT managers of the BUs also report to the CDO. In contrast, applying
the archetype Digital Peer, case company Automotive Supplier Inc. has a separate corporate IT
department. Hence, the newly created BU acts as the internal and external IoT service provider,
relying on fundamental IT resources provided by corporate IT. Corporate IT remains the internal
IT supplier for all non-IoT services. For both archetypes, the main responsibility for embedded IT
lies with the established BUs.
The next three archetypes (labeled 2a, 2b and 2c in Figure 6.2) are characterized by the
introduction of a new IoT SU. Established BUs offer IoT applications to their customer segments,
whereas the new IoT SU does not have its own market responsibility. Instead, it focuses on the
exploitation of IT synergies across the IoT-related BU activities. The degree of vertical integration
of IT capabilities within this new SU deviates across the three archetypes, being the highest for
One-stop IoT, intermediate for Platform Provider and lowest for Coordinator. At the core of the
archetype One-stop IoT is an SU with embedded, enterprise, and consumer IT capabilities. It
offers IoT services to BUs that do not have any IT capabilities. For instance, the BUs of case
company Polymer Inc. did not offer products with embedded IT capabilities until they recently
started implementing their new IoT product strategy. Hence, there was no need for the BUs to
develop corresponding IT capabilities. The archetype Platform Provider takes into account that
the established BUs already have embedded IT capabilities. Hence, the centralized IoT SU is
focused on IoT-related enterprise and digital capabilities, as the case companies
Automation A Inc., Automation B Inc., Automotive Inc., and Chemistry Inc. reveal. The SU
provides an IoT platform to the established BUs such that they can build IoT applications for their
customers on top of the provided platform. However, the SU is closely collaborating with third
parties, utilizing existing commercial off-the-shelf solutions to provide its internal IoT platform
offering. The third archetype Coordinator reflects that the established BUs have already
developed substantial IoT solutions and respective capabilities in recent years. Hence, the new
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SU focuses on coordination, without providing operational IoT services to the BU. The SU aligns
BU-specific IoT activities and ensures cross-BU synergies. Its capability set is not focused on
embedded, enterprise or consumer IT capabilities but rather on generic product management, as
well as business and organizational development capabilities.
Archetypes
New IoT
Business
Unit (1)

Digital
Lead (1a)

Digital Peer
(1b)

New IoT
Support
Unit (2)

One-stop
IoT (2a)

Platform
Provider
(2b)

Coordinator
(2c)

Existing
Units (3)

Digital
R&D (3a)

Key characteristics
• New IoT BU offers IoT platform, applications,
and services to BUs as well as to external clients
• Enterprise & consumer IT centralized here
• Embedded IT capabilities decentralized in BUs
• New BU led by empowered CDO (c-suite)
• BU CIOs also report to CDO
• New IoT BU offers IoT platform, IoT app. and
IoT services to BUs and external clients
• IoT-related enterprise & consumer IT centralized
in new IoT BU
• Non-IoT enterprise & consumer IT centralized
in corporate IT
• Embedded IT capabilities decentralized in BUs
• New BU led by senior executive (non-C-Suite)
• New BU as a peer and partner to BUs and IT;
project-based approach with BUs in the lead
• New top-level SU develops & operates IoT
applications for BUs
• IoT-related embedded, enterprise and consumer
IT centralized in new IoT SU
• Non-IoT enterprise and consumer IT in
corporate IT
• Embedded IT so far non-existent in the
corporation
• Close collaboration with third parties; usage of
existing commercial off-the-shelf IoT platforms
• New top-level SU offers IoT platform and IoT
services to BUs
• IoT-related enterprise & consumer IT centralized
in new IoT SU
• Non-IoT enterprise and consumer IT in corp. IT
• Embedded IT remains with BUs
• Close collaboration with third parties, usage of
existing commercial off-the-shelf IoT offerings
• New top-level SU coordinates IoT-related
activities across BUs
• Enterprise IT centralized under corporate CIO
• Digital and embedded IT capabilities are located
inside BUs
• Operational IoT responsibilities remain w/ BUs
• R&D develops & operates IoT applications
• Non-IoT enterprise IT centralized in corp. IT
• Digital and embedded IT capabilities are
centralized in established R&D unit
• Close collaboration with third parties and usage
of existing off-the shelf IoT platforms

Table 6.3

IoT organizational archetypes

Cases
Industrial B Inc.

Automotive
Supplier Inc.

Polymer Inc.

Automation A Inc.;
Automation B Inc.;
Automotive Inc.;
Chemistry Inc.

Industrial A Inc.;

Lighting A Inc.;
Lighting B Inc.;
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Finally, the archetype Digital R&D (labeled 3a in Figure 6.2) relies on existing support units. In
this archetype, established BUs offer IoT applications to their customer segments, whereas an
existing SU is entrusted with new IoT responsibilities to exploit synergies between IoT-related
BU activities. Two companies in the sample, Lighting A Inc. and Lighting B Inc., implement this
archetype and have enhanced their R&D unit’s responsibilities. Hence, their R&D units now also
act as internal IoT service providers, relying on fundamental IT resources provided by corporate
IT. These digital R&D units closely collaborate with BUs and their embedded IT teams to develop
and operate IoT solutions.

6.4.2

Influencing Factors Driving Archetype Adoption

To gain a better understanding of multibusiness manufacturers’ preferences for specific IoT
organizational archetypes, this study built upon existing research regarding relationships between
IT governance and contextual factors (Weill & Olson, 1989). In addition, it referred to more
general

IS

and

organizational

literature

regarding

contingencies

(Ginsberg

&

Venkatraman, 1985). Ultimately, a set of six influential factors were identified that drive
archetype adoption on the basis of three key contextual concepts, i.e., organization, culture and
strategy (Blanton et al., 1992; Ginsberg & Venkatraman, 1985; Magnier-Watanabe &
Senoo, 2008; Xue et al., 2008). Following Xue et al. (2008) an iterative procedure was applied to
investigate relationships between archetypes and the influential factors. Tentative propositions
were defined to describe the relationships. These propositions were then used to explain the cases,
taking replication logic into account (Eisenhardt, 1989). Before providing an overview of how
these different factors interact, it is important to discuss each factor and describe how each factor
influences organizational design.
The first two factors identified are related to the respective organization and its capabilities. A
large majority of study participants highlighted that the existence of a fundamental set of
embedded IT capabilities within their organizations was a key influential factor for their
companies’ choices. Thus, in a first step, it is not relevant whether the capabilities are anchored
in a central unit or in BUs. The case company Polymer Inc. is the only company in the sample
without embedded IT capabilities. Implementing its IoT strategy, Polymer Inc. had to start from
scratch and bundled all three types of IT capabilities in a newly created SU to ensure sufficient
initial momentum. In contrast to Polymer Inc., companies might also face the opposite situation
in terms of existing capabilities. Industrial A Inc., for example, has in recent years already
developed substantial IoT solutions and corresponding capabilities across its BUs. Hence, the
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company’s organization was characterized by strong decentralized IoT-related capabilities and
solutions. To realize synergies without major disruptive reorganizations, Industrial A Inc. decided
to introduce a new SU to coordinate IoT activities across BUs. Other companies in the sample
(e.g., Automation A Inc., Automation B Inc., Automotive Inc., and Chemistry Inc.) had only
limited decentralized IoT-related capabilities within their BUs. Hence, they made the decision to
develop the missing capabilities in a central IoT SU.
Two additional factors were identified in the context of strategy. Strategy is here defined as the
position a company wants to achieve within an environment as well as the plan (i.e., ‘how’) to get
there (Mintzberg, 1987). The first strategic factor identified relates to the separation of IoT and
the creation of a centralized IoT-only unit. Although it is a viable option that missing IoT-related
capabilities can be developed within well-established units (such as corporate IT, corporate R&D
or BUs), most of the companies in the study opted against this approach and created newly
dedicated IoT units. Core arguments for this strategic choice are the desire to assure sufficient
management attention, gain transparency about IoT initiatives, and bundle complementing IoTrelated capabilities. Whereas a clear separation ensures that IoT does not end up as ‘one of many
topics’ within existing units, a dedicated IoT unit might not be beneficial in terms of synergies.
The second strategic factor was related to diversification. According to Ansoff’s (1987) seminal
work regarding different product-market expansion strategies, companies can develop new
products, enter new markets or follow both paths simultaneously. Firms following the latter
strategy are pursuing market diversification (Ansoff, 1987). Whereas all case companies in our
sample indicated their desire to generate new solutions and potentially enter new markets, most
of them emphasized the importance of the IoT in increasing internal efficiency (‘IoT for
productivity’) and appealing to existing customers with new offerings (‘IoT for customers’). Only
Industrial B Inc. and Automotive Supplier Inc. followed a distinctive IoT platform diversification
strategy (‘IoT for the world’), with a strong focus on diversification (GE, 2016). Both companies
implemented this strategy by introducing a new BU.
Finally, two further influential factors were related to culture. Deshpande and Webster (1989, p.
4) define organizational culture as “the pattern of shared values and beliefs that help individuals
understand organizational functioning and thus provide them with the norms for behavior in the
organization”. The case studies provide evidence that with an IoT platform diversification
strategy, an entrepreneurial and market-based company culture that is risk-taking and
performance-oriented can foster the adoption of a digital lead BU. For example, in accordance
with their execution-oriented performance culture, case company Industrial B Inc. introduced a
digital lead BU to enforce the rapid delivery of innovative IoT solutions throughout the
established BUs. The digital lead BU was managed by a C-suite manager, with strong reporting
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lines into the established BUs. In contrast, case company Automotive Supplier Inc. was
characterized by a more consensus-oriented culture and implemented a digital peer BU that was
less assertive and acted internally as an IoT provider for the established BUs. To end with, IT
culture was an important factor that influenced archetype selection. In line with Deshpande and
Webster‘s (1989) definition of organizational culture, IT culture is the pattern of shared values
and beliefs in the IT department of an organization. All case companies discussed whether
corporate IT could be the central entity for coordinating and enabling IoT across the organization.
However, the case companies in the sample perceived their existing IT culture as a core obstacle
to IoT success and hence did not empower their existing IT departments. More specifically, they
articulated a lack of entrepreneurial and market-based IT culture. The decisions of
Lighting A Inc. and Lighting B Inc. underpinned this particularly well. These companies
ultimately decided to empower corporate R&D rather than corporate IT.

1a New BU
1b
2a New SU
2b
2c
3a Exist. SU
Legend:

Digital Lead
yes
no
yes
no
yes
Digital Peer
yes
no
yes
yes
no
One-stop IoT
no
no
no
yes
Platform Provider yes
no
no
yes
Coordinator
yes
yes
no
yes
Digital R&D
yes
no
no
no
- = not applicable; highlighted in bold = particular relevance

Table 6.4

market-based IT culture

Entrepreneurial and

based company culture

Entrepreneurial and market-

Culture

centralized IoT-only unit

Separation of IoT,

diversification

IoT platform

Strategy

related capabilities

Strong decentralized IoT-

Proposition

embedded IT capabilities

Fundamental set of

Capabilities

no
no
no
no
no
no

List of propositions for IoT organizational archetypes

Following Xue et al. (2008) it is hypothesized that all or a selection of these influential factors
drive the choice for each IoT organizational archetype. Hence, every archetype can be described
as a function of influential factors:
IoT organizational archetype = f (embedded IT capabilities = yes/no, strongly decentralized IoTrelated capabilities = yes/no, IoT platform diversification = yes/no, IoT separation = yes/no,
entrepreneurial and market-based company culture = yes/no, entrepreneurial and market-based
IT culture = yes/no)
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As indicated in Table 6.4 (above), Digital Peer and Digital Lead are fostered by an IoT
diversification strategy. More specifically, an IoT diversification strategy and an entrepreneurial
and market-based company culture promote Digital Lead. In contrast, an IoT diversification
strategy and a more consensus-oriented company culture favors Digital Peer. The three archetypes
One-stop IoT, Platform Provider and Coordinator all rely on the strategic decision to implement
a separate, centralized IoT-only unit. One-stop IoT is fostered if there are not yet any embedded
IT capabilities in the organization. Platform Provider is put forward if the established business
units (BUs) have embedded IT capabilities but lack a comprehensive IoT-related capability set.
Coordinator is encouraged if the established BUs have a strong IoT-related capability set that has
to be aligned to leverage cross-BU synergies. Finally, Digital R&D relies on the strategic decision
to empower an existing SU and to avoid a separate, centralized IoT-only unit. In addition, a lack
of entrepreneurial and market-based culture in corporate IT is a decisive factor that drives the
empowerment of corporate R&D.

6.5 Discussion and Conclusions
6.5.1

Key Findings and Discussion

Drawing on in-depth case study research, this study aimed to better understand IoT organizational
structures currently implemented in practice. Although prior research has provided valuable input
on organizational challenges in the IS literature (cf. Agarwal & Sambamurthy, 2002; Peppard &
Ward, 2016; Reich & Benbasat, 2000), this study is motivated by the fact that there is a lack of
practitioner-oriented publications providing insights into how large manufacturing companies
allocate different IT capabilities within their organizational structures. The IoT requires a close
integration and alignment of all three types of IT capabilities described in Section 6.2.3. Whereas
scientists and practitioners agree that there are different types of IT systems that require different
capabilities in order to be successfully developed and operated, there are fundamental discussions
regarding their organizational implementation (Jöhnk et al., 2017; Leonhardt et al., 2016). More
specifically, there is some discussion about whether manufacturing companies should separate
their non-IoT from IoT-related IT capabilities (cf. Haffke et al., 2017). In addition, current IS
contributions challenge the clear separation between business and IT (Bharadwaj et al., 2013).
Indeed, a fusion-based understanding of IT and business collaboration is advocated, and wellestablished concepts, such as business-IT alignment (e.g., Henderson & Venkatraman, 1993;
Sabherwal & Chan, 2001), which refers to aligning IT functional strategy with a firm’s business
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strategy, are being challenged (Agarwal & Sambamurthy, 2002; Chan & Reich, 2007). Finally,
the question arises as to whether to centralize a manufacturer’s IoT efforts in one or several
dedicated corporate units or decentralize them in established business units. The present study
aimed to contribute to these ongoing research debates, addressing the present research questions
on IoT organizational archetypes and influential factors driving archetype adoption.

6.5.2

Practical and Theoretical Contributions

Whereas recent research emphasizes the importance of IT governance, its proper implementation
remains a challenge for most organizations (Weill & Ross, 2004; Xue et al., 2008). In light of
these challenges, this study offers several practical and theoretical implications.
The Challenge of IT Governance in the IoT
The present study conceptualizes three different types of IT that are fundamental to the IoT.
Consistent with previous research, empirical investigation confirms that each IT capability type
has its own successful practices, which cannot necessarily be transferred to other capabilities.
Hence, it is not about old (embedded IT and enterprise IT) vs. new (consumer IT), good vs. bad,
or boring vs. exciting IT capabilities, as recent discussions in practice suggest (Bloomberg, 2015;
Campbell, 2016; Golden, 2015). The IoT requires integrating three distinct IT types with very
specific underlying practices and cultures.
Practitioners should be aware that capabilities and organizational setups are two separate
concepts. Hence, the distinction of three IT capability types should not be misinterpreted as an
argument for the introduction of three different IT units, each with a single dedicated IT
capability. Rather, executives are challenged to differentiate between distinct IT capabilities, and
to carefully reflect on how to allocate and integrate them within their companies’ organizational
structures. More specifically, these analyses reveal critical design dimensions that are relevant in
practice when implementing IoT organizational archetypes. Whereas previous studies mainly
discussed the options of centralization for realizing synergies (Tanriverdi, 2006; Ravichandran et
al., 2009), this present study suggests two additional design dimensions. The case studies
demonstrate that the majority of companies choose to separate non-IoT from IoT-related IT efforts
in an early phase of the digital transformation to gain sufficient initial momentum. From a
strategic perspective, structural separation has been intensively discussed in ambidexterity
literature, which is well suited to inform IS research on this phenomenon (cf. Gibson &
Birkinshaw, 2004; Raisch & Birkinshaw, 2008). In addition, companies must make strategic
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decisions regarding whether they want to fundamentally diversify their service portfolios on the
basis of an IoT platform offering, such that a dedicated IoT business unit is justified.
Finally, this study provides insights into IoT organizational archetypes based upon defined
propositions that facilitate archetype choice; it emphasizes that there is no ‘one size fits all’ or
‘one best solution’. In essence, the results suggest that if companies start their IoT journey from
scratch and do not possess any embedded IT capabilities, it might be reasonable to bundle all IoTrelated capabilities into a single new SU to gain sufficient momentum (One-stop IoT). In contrast,
when BUs have already developed substantial IoT solutions and necessary capabilities over the
last years, a central SU (Coordinator) that focuses on cross-BU coordination to ensure synergies
can be implemented. If BU capabilities are less developed or less closely aligned, bundling these
capabilities into a central SU (Platform Provider, Digital R&D) enables utilization of significant
synergies. Finally, implementation of a dedicated IoT BU that also serves as an internal IoT
service provider is a viable option in the case of an IoT platform diversification strategy (Digital
Lead, Digital Peer).
Three Types of IT Capabilities
The research underlying this chapter offers new insights into IT capabilities that are fundamental
to the IoT. The participating company representatives confirmed previous studies, which
conceptualized three types of IT capabilities: embedded IT, enterprise IT, and consumer IT
(cf., Haffke et al., 2016; Jöhnk et al., 2017; Leonhardt et al., 2017; Tumbas et al., 2017, Julia et
al., 2017; Barr & Massa, 2006; Kamal 2011; Graham & Zhou, 2016). Consistent with existing
literature, the interviewees in the sample identified major differences between the three types of
IT capabilities. Enterprise IT capabilities are seen as a key to designing systems of records, such
as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), that enable core business processes (Bygstad, 2015;
Haffke et al., 2017). Consumer IT capabilities are identified as fundamental to design systems of
engagement, which are characterized as customer-focused, highly iterative and short-cycled
(Bygstad, 2015; Tumbas et al., 2017). In addition, an extended literature review revealed that
embedded IT capabilities are also core to IoT, although the concept receives more research
attention in other research domains such as computer science and informatics (Graham & Zhou,
2016; Ebert & Jones, 2009; Milojicic, 2000; Sousa et al., 2013). According to Ebert and Jones
(2009) and Milojicic (2000), embedded IT is geared towards enabling innovative products while
ensuring safe product operations. The underlying culture is technology-centric and long-term
oriented, with rigorous specification and testing approaches. Whereas IS research provides a
substantial body of knowledge regarding agile development, methods, organization, and culture
(cf. Krotov et al., 2015; Lowry & Wilson, 2016; Ravichandran, 2018), whether and how this body
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of knowledge can be applied to embedded IT capabilities remains unclear. This holds true in
particular because embedded IT capabilities are characterized by demanding safety requirements,
and so far possess very limited update capabilities.
IoT Organizational Archetypes
Additionally, IoT organizational archetypes were identified that represent different ways or logics
to implement IT capabilities. The current literature highlights the potential of IT synergy in
multibusiness companies (Reynolds et al., 2010; Tanriverdi, 2005). However, the results of this
present study call for a deeper analysis of IT capability allocation. As shown in Figure 6.3, most
of the identified archetypes centralize a substantial part of the IT capabilities that are core to IoT
in a central unit to realize synergies across BUs. However, these capabilities are most often not
integrated into existing corporate units, such as corporate IT or corporate R&D, but rather
separated into a dedicated corporate IoT unit. Overall, it is important to mention that the cases are
snapshots of setups at a specific point in time, and interviewees expect them to be subject to
change. More precisely, with increasing IoT experience, new organizational archetypes might
emerge, and existing ones might become obsolete. Indeed, there is early evidence that many
companies are striving for more synergies with increasing experience. Industrial B Inc., applying
the Digital Lead archetype, has integrated corporate IT into the IoT BU to increase synergies.
Automotive Supplier Inc., which is currently applying the Digital Peer archetype, has considered
splitting the central IoT BU and moving domain-specific capabilities into BUs and cross-BU
expertise into corporate IT. A further example refers to Industrial A Inc.’s recent shift from a
Coordinator archetype to the implementation of a Digital Peer archetype.
These results and insights, along with the continuous adaptations of multibusiness manufacturing
companies’ organizational structures of IT capabilities, call for more rigorous research regarding
the separation of IoT-related capabilities. More specifically, most companies assume that
separation has a positive impact on value creation and efficiency, which are both known
antecedents of organizational performance (Rivard et al., 2006). Interviewees in this present study
mentioned several potential mediators that might be confirmed in further research. They
emphasized that separation increases customer focus, IoT awareness, and the agility to deliver
IoT services by introducing a dedicated centralized IoT unit. Furthermore, they noted that such a
unit can also mitigate cultural conflicts between existing IoT-related units. Finally, first evidence
was gathered that with a general diffusion of IoT-related capabilities the positive effects of
separation might diminish.
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Digital Lead BU* (1a)

Coordinator SU (2c)

Separation

Digital Peer BU (1b)
Platform SU (2b)

Decentralization

One Stop IoT SU (2a)
Digital R&D (3a)

Centralization

* Corporate IT has been integrated into the IoT BU

Figure 6.3

IoT archetypes according to IoT separation and centralization

Influential Factors Driving Archetype Adoption
Finally, a set of influential factors was identified that drive archetype adoption. These findings
are consistent with existing research regarding influential factors and IS contingency research.
This study provides evidence that archetype selection might depend on organizational
characteristics, such as an organization’s capabilities or degree of centralization (Xue et al., 2008).
Furthermore, the results reveal that both strategy- and culture-related factors influence IoT
archetype adoption. Previous studies identified an organization’s strategic direction (Weill &
Ross, 2004) and a “congruence with the organizational mission, strategy, values, norms, and
culture” (Wu et al., 2015, p. 498) as key influential variables for IT governance mechanisms
(Ali & Green, 2012; De Haes & Van Grembergen, 2009; Huang et al., 2010).
However, two well-known influential factors in the domain of IT governance were not explicitly
taken into account in this study. First, IS researchers note that the external environment, which
comprises different stakeholders, such as customers, suppliers and competition, has an impact on
IS-related decisions (Benamati & Lederer, 2001; Ives et al., 1980). The archetype propositions do
not rely on the external environment because the case companies face similar conditions.
Interviewees across all participating companies reported that their companies are under severe
pressure to perform, and they face strong competition from non-traditional market players. With
low margins compared to multinational software companies, the pressure to perform is high, with
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limited room for exploration activities. Second, the study did not explicitly reflect on IT power,
for analogous reasons (Bradley et al., 2012; Xue et al., 2008). All case companies in the sample
have a manufacturing background. Across manufacturing companies, IT has been traditionally
observed as a non-core support function (cf. Kashanchi & Toland, 2006; Ward & Peppard, 1996).
In addition, a large majority of interviewees reported that their established IT departments lacked
an entrepreneurial and market-oriented culture. Hence, the power of IT was very weak in all of
the companies studied.

6.5.3

Limitations and Future Research

The results of this research should be assessed in light of its limitations. Referring to the
conceptualization of three types of IT, the current study reviewed a very recent set of papers from
the IS domain to characterize enterprise and consumer IT capabilities, complementing the analysis
with embedded IT based on an extended literature consultation, which involved more technical
papers on computer science and informatics. However, this work is by no means exhaustive and
further interesting insights might be found in related fields and additional studies that focus on a
deeper reflection of distinct IT capabilities. Furthermore, the generalization that builds on a
limited number of cases to derive IoT organizational archetypes deserves a reflexive comment.
Consistent with previous research, this study aimed at an analytic generalization approach that
enables “conceptual abstractions from concrete data” and “refine[ed] the distinctions through
which we understand general processes” (Tsoukas, 2009, p. 298 cited in Marjanovic & CecezKecmanovic, 2017). Following replication logic (Yin, 2013), additional case studies covering
additional industries and company types, could further improve the external validity of the
findings and strengthen the evidence of archetypes and their relationships to contextual factors.
In addition, building upon a convenience sample, the selection of multibusiness manufacturing
companies was small and opportunistic, thus restricting the ability to generalize (Kuhn &
Poole, 2000). On the other hand, the companies in the sample represented well-known global
players from various industries at the forefront of digital transformation, and the setting allowed
for a collection of in-depth data and rich stories regarding a sensitive topic (Lacity &
Willcocks, 2017). Although case study research is well-suited for qualitative studies, addressing
‘how’ and ‘why’ research questions (Yin, 2013) and complex processes across various
organizational units (Mintzberg & Lampel, 1999), other methodological means might provide
further insights (Street et al., 2018). There is a final limitation: whereas the study emphasized the
role of six influential factors that drive archetype adoption, other factors may also be influential,
possibly including companies’ positions within their environment. Indeed, future research that
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empirically validates the identified influential factors and additional influential factors and their
impact on archetype adoption is needed.
Ideally, this research will form a fruitful foundation for future studies. Scholars are strongly
encouraged to investigate IoT organizational archetypes with regard to their impact on firm
performance, paying specific attention on IoT separation as it is described in this chapter. In
addition, future researchers are encouraged to advance this research by gaining a deeper
understanding of additional governance mechanisms and their suitability to successfully
managing IoT initiatives in multibusiness manufacturing companies. In this regard, the present
data indicates a high relevance of deviating collaboration models for orchestrating necessary IT
capabilities across different organizational units (e.g., between centralized corporate units and
more decentralized business units).
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7 Discussion17
7.1 Summary and Key Findings
In light of new digital technologies, executives are challenged to rethink their companies’
business models (BM) (Savastano et al, 2019; Iansiti & Lakhani, 2014; Fleisch et al., 2015). In
the realm of manufacturing, the Internet of Things (IoT), which entails a transition from offering
physical products to providing digital solutions, alters manufacturers’ manners of value creation
and value capture (Porter & Heppelmann, 2014; 2015). More specifically, manufacturers are
forced to extend their value creation activities beyond the design, production, operation, and
maintenance of complex physical products. The emerging IoT requires the integration of two so
far distinct worlds: the physical world (i.e., complex hardware products) and the digital world
(i.e., software, data analytics and digital services) (Porter & Heppelmann, 2014; 2015). Resulting
‘hybrid value propositions’, consisting of at least one physical and one digital component (Fleisch
et al., 2015), in turn allow for new means of value capture (VisionMobile, 2016; Langkamp et
al., 2017). The concept of business models consisting of different design elements, including
‘value proposition’, ‘value creation’, and ‘value capture’ (Teece, 2010) offers a suitable
theoretical lens to investigate how companies’ means of conducting business are affected by IoT
(Zott & Amit, 2013). In this regard, multibusiness manufacturing companies are particularly
challenged to realize the potential of IoT, because they have various business units, possess a
diversified portfolio, and complex IT landscapes including enterprise, embedded, and consumer
IT (Martin & Eisenhardt, 2010, Reynolds & Yetton, 2015, Reynolds et al., 2010). Hence, these
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companies are dependent on appropriate capabilities and theoretical know-how to design,
innovate, and implement adequate IoT business models.
Against this background, a rapidly emerging research stream is addressing the impact of IoT
technology on business models (Arnold et al., 2016; Westerlund et al., 2014; Bucherer &
Uckelmann, 2011; Dijkman et al., 2015). However, the majority of existing studies build their
findings on anecdotal evidence (cf. Porter & Heppelmann, 2014; 2015; Iansiti & Lakhani, 2014).
More recent papers have started to gather empirical evidence, investigating the impact of IoT on
specific BM elements and focusing on individual industries (Arnold et al., 2016; Flüchter, 2014;
Nowodzinski et al., 2016; Balaji & Roy, 2017). Striving to support the maturation of this research
field, this current thesis aimed to shed light on the question how three specific business model
elements of multibusiness manufacturing companies are affected by the IoT. The goal of this
thesis was to advance existing knowledge on how IoT changes multibusiness manufacturing
companies’ ways and means of conducting business with respect to their internal value
propositions, how they monetize IoT solutions, and how they restructure their organizations to
adequately allocate required IT capabilities. The findings within each of the three research areas
investigated in this thesis offer theoretical and practical implications, which are elaborated in the
following subsections.

7.1.1

IoT Value Proposition

The key findings derived from the research topic IoT value proposition represent how IoT
solutions allow manufacturers to exploit new digital data streams (DDS), such as real time device
usage data, to innovate internal processes along the four product lifecycle stages ‘Development’,
‘Production and Logistics’, ‘Marketing and Sales’, and ‘Support and Service’ (cf. Terzi et
al. 2007; Singh & Kavanaugh, 2018). In total, eight in-depth case studies of fundamental IoT field
data use cases, two per lifecycle stage, were derived from a sample of 60 industry initiatives. Each
of the eight use cases was underpinned with a respective case study from a recent industry
initiative at Bosch, Heidelberger Druck, Toyota, Procter & Gamble, and Konecranes.
In the first product lifecycle stage (Development), the two major IoT field data use cases
data2spec and accelerated validation were identified, which are both suited to increasing
development efficiency and quality. The use case data2spec refers to how manufacturers use IoT
field data to optimize product specifications and design products based on real data, rather than
mere mathematical models and extensive pre-launch testing efforts. The use case accelerated
validation explains how manufacturers leverage IoT field data to speed up development time by
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automating validation efforts. Referring to the second product lifecycle stage (Production &
Logistics) two major use cases related to how IoT data can be leveraged to improve production
efficiency are IoT root cause identification and customize and calibrate. The use case IoT root
cause identification describes how manufacturers can react quickly to error messages and identify
underlying root causes. The use case customize and calibrate refers to the final adjustments of
production processes, as well as products before they leave the production line and are shipped to
customers. In the third stage of the product lifecycle (Marketing and Sales) two major IoT field
data use cases refer to IoT data-driven market research and digital targeting. The use case IoT
data-driven market research describes the ability of manufacturers to complement existing
market research offerings with their own IoT-enabled industry and company-specific insights.
The use case digital targeting refers to the segmentation of the market based on actual usage
behavior observed via IoT devices, rather than assumptions, surveys, or field studies. The final
product lifecycle stage (Support and Service) contains the two major use cases digitized warranty
business and data-driven service efficiency. The use case digitized warranty business describes
the ability of manufacturers to digitize a support process. The use case data-driven service
efficiency relates to the optimization of classical, labor-intensive service business through
automation of communication, error detection, and customer empowerment.
In addition, for each of the product lifecycle stages a congruent evolutionary path of use case
implementation steps was identified. The four evolutionary paths contain consecutive value
drivers of the identified major IoT field data use cases within the respective lifecycle stage. The
paths show how the case study companies incrementally advanced their IoT field data-driven
internal process innovations. Take, for instance, the evolutionary path of the product lifecycle
stage (Development). The first evolutionary step refers to the (at least partly) automated data
collection of real data from smart, connected prototypes, i.e., the data flow from the device to the
developer. In a next step, manufacturing companies can extend their data collection efforts from
prototypes in test labs to larger ‘fleets’ of devices in the field. These first two steps focus on the
data flow from devices (in the car example, vehicles) to developers. In a third step, manufacturing
companies aim to implement two-way data communication, i.e., developer to device to developer
(update over the air). Finally, once manufacturing companies have gathered sufficient amounts
of data, new means of development approaches, including computer simulated development
procedures (virtual development), become feasible.
The research conducted on IoT value proposition offers several practical and theoretical
implications. The 60 industry initiatives identified cover the entire product lifecycle. Hence, the
findings illustrate the power of IoT field data to innovate internal processes along the product
lifecycle, i.e., in all four stages. Furthermore, the findings also highlight the importance of an
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incremental development (evolutionary paths) and proactive measures to be performed in order
to benefit from the potential of IoT field data. Building upon the findings and the rich case study
data obtained throughout this research, a set of guiding principles was distilled, enabling
executives to reflect their own companies’ ambitions and to guide them to successfully implement
use case. More specifically, the findings highlight the significance of systematically identifying
IoT field data opportunities, from inside and outside of an organization. These opportunities need
to be assessed and executed in light of a company’s very specific capabilities and the overall
situation. While there are many positive examples of conducting IoT field data-driven process
innovation, it is not a simple endeavor. IoT field data use cases require a lot of resources and
expertise and even large players like GE have struggled with their IoT initiatives (Davenport &
Westerman, 2018; Gebauer et al., 2019; Lashinsky, 2018). Referring to the identified evolutionary
paths, the findings indicate that innovating processes incrementally, step by step in line with the
presented evolutionary paths is a substantial prerequisite for developing the required capabilities
and structures. Finally, it is important to earn customers’ trust in order to increase their willingness
to share data. This can be achieved by adhering to global and local privacy norms, as well as by
promoting a clear communication of a company’s own values to customers. However, most
important aspect is the provision of sufficient added value to customers on the basis of IoT field
data, e.g., in form of more convenience, cost savings, extended warranty periods, or
complementary services (cf. Derikx et al., 2016).

7.1.2

IoT Revenue Models

The key findings derived from the research topic IoT revenue models refer to the identification
and analyses of revenue model patterns in the IoT, each monetizing different combinations of IoT
revenue streams. Applying the IoT revenue model framework introduced by Fleisch (2016), in
total 40 B2B and B2C use cases were analyzed, based on expert interviews and extensive desk
research.
As a first result, six direct IoT revenue model patterns were identified and their long-term
profitability investigated. The identified direct IoT revenue model patterns are premium product,
digital add-on, digital service, physical product as a service, physical freemium, and physical
product and service. The six direct IoT revenue model patterns can be assigned to three different
revenue model types. Product-based IoT revenue models (premium product and digital add-on)
can be characterized by a single revenue stream usually realized at the point of sale. Service-based
IoT revenue models (digital service and physical product and service) build upon a recurring
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revenue stream and hence regular payments. Hybrid IoT revenue models (physical freemium and
physical product and service) combine one-time product-based payments and continuous service
related revenues. Based on fundamental cash flow econometrics the underlying studies reveal that
all three revenue model types, with their corresponding patterns, can be the basis of profitable
business models. However, it has been shown that in the case of product-based and service-based
IoT revenue model patterns certain norm strategies have to be in place to ensure profitability.
More specifically, on the one hand, for product-based revenue models the initial product margin
has to be large enough to overcompensate ongoing service costs. In practice, two norm strategies
can be applied. A tight cost management can assure that the yearly interest on the product margin
is high enough to compensate for the ongoing service costs. If this norm strategy cannot be
realized, planned obsolescence can limit product usage and prevent ongoing service costs from
‘eating up’ product margins. On the other hand, a profitable service-based IoT revenue model is
ensured by long-term contracts and/or customer retention. Long-term contracts are a legal means
to ensure that initial product costs can be overcompensated by ongoing service margins. However,
customers might not accept legally binding service contracts that define a minimum usage
duration. Therefore, vendors might need to implement additional non-legal means to ensure
customer retention, such as high switching costs or building up a community of enthusiastic users.
Referring to their distribution, in the B2C market, two patterns account for over 80% of the cases.
Approximately 60% of the B2C cases follow the premium product pattern. Applying this pattern,
a vendor only receives a one-time payment for its product (hardware), while additionally offering
(digital) services for free. B2C consumers apparently reluctant to accept recurring service
payments or competitive pressure seem to have prevented the introduction of such payments.
Approximately 20% of the B2C cases implement the physical freemium pattern, in which physical
goods are subject to upfront payments, a set of fundamental services is offered for free and
recurring payments are charged for premium services. The B2C diffusion of the physical
freemium pattern indicates that only in the case of a strong service value propositions are vendors
able to monetize services on an ongoing basis. In contrast, while the B2B sample is comparatively
smaller, with only eight use cases, the analysis indicates that the variety of patterns applied in the
B2B market is more diverse. No particular focus on one or two patterns could be observed. Rather,
in B2B there exists a long history of monetizing multiple revenue sources; cost and revenue
streams are often more closely aligned, enabling companies to benefit from hybrid revenue
models and the monetization of all value proposition elements they offer.
Finally, indirect IoT revenue model patterns were investigated, which go beyond simple
consumer-provider monetization and include more than two players. The findings confirm the
growing importance of ecosystems for IoT business models (cf. Hildebrandt, 2016; Ojala, 2015;
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Westerlund et al., 2014; Leminen et al., 2012; Carbone, 2009). The three identified indirect
revenue model patterns are: complementary offering, complementary bargain and IoT for free.
Applying the first indirect IoT revenue model pattern, complementary offering, companies
provided APIs (80% of the investigated B2C IoT offerings) to enable third parties to build services
and products around the core IoT solution. The indirect revenue model pattern, complementary
bargain, is based on the idea that third parties (such as insurances) get access to installed IoT
solutions (e.g., to see if a connected fire alarm system is working properly), in exchange for a
reduced service price, e.g., reduced insurance fees. As to the indirect revenue model pattern IoT
for free, the IoT provider newly receives its revenue from the respective third party and no longer
from the consumer.
The conducted research on IoT revenue models offers various implications for practitioners and
scholars. First, a major implication refers to the specifics of marketing and selling services. Many
manufacturing companies are initially challenged to gain fundamental service know-how and
implement related capabilities (Baveja et al., 2004; Gebauer et al., 2005; Ardolino et al., 2018).
Marketing and selling products is different from marketing and selling services (Windahl et
al., 2004; Siderowicz, 2012). While, even today, various industry players consider ‘service’
business to entail mainly repair parts and maintenance activities (Fischer et al., 2012), the
presented use cases illustrate that the service potential of IoT goes way beyond this. However, in
order to realize profitable IoT solutions for any given IoT revenue model pattern, service costs
have to be mastered. While manufacturing companies have decades of experience in driving down
product costs, they have hardly any experience in providing cost-efficient IoT-based services on
a larger scale (Ardolino et al., 2018). Inappropriate service costs can endanger profitability,
particularly because they are recurring and not one-time. Another implication refers to the six
identified direct IoT revenue model patterns and their allocation to one of three revenue model
categories, namely product-based, service-based, and hybrid revenue models. Depending on the
primary market (B2C vs. B2B) they operate in, traditional manufacturers might need a deliberate
strategy to master a stepwise transition from product-centric to service-centric and hybrid IoT
revenue models, or vice versa. In fact, the findings support all three types of revenue models, as
there are several paths towards implementing profitable revenue models. Finally, the findings
allow for a more differentiated analysis of IoT revenue models, extending the existing
understanding of the concept currently prevailing in IS and managerial scientific literature
(cf. Zott & Amit, 2010; zu Knyphausen-Aufseß et al., 2011). In fact, existing research
acknowledges and advocates the potential of IoT to enable new revenue models, particularly
emphasizing the opportunity to monetize services. However, this remains largely anecdotal
(Porter & Heppelmann, 2014; 2105; Iansiti & Lakhani, 2014, Hui, 2014; Fleisch et al., 2015;
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Langkamp et al., 2017). Building upon these previously identified potentials, the findings at hand
provide in-depth analyses of different IoT revenue model patterns, derived cash flow logics and
norm strategies required to ensure profitability.

7.1.3

IoT Organization

The key findings derived from the research topic IoT organization provide insights on how
multibusiness manufacturing companies allocate and integrate different types of IT capabilities
within their organizational structures. The results build upon a multiple case study approach,
with 17 pre-study conversations and 16 in-depth expert interviews with manufacturing companies
across different industries. Building upon three different types of IT capabilities, embedded,
enterprise, and consumer IT, six IoT organizational archetypes can be identified.
The first two archetypes, Digital Peer and Digital Lead, are characterized by the introduction of
a new IoT business unit (BU) with market access. This new organizational unit focuses on
enterprise and consumer IT capabilities, delivering a broad portfolio of IoT offerings to both
internal and external customers. The central distinctions between the two archetypes refer to the
BU’s relationship with corporate IT and its leadership model (consensus-oriented vs. executionoriented). The next three archetypes, One-stop IoT, Platform Provider, and Coordinator, are
characterized by the introduction of a new IoT support unit (SU), without market access.
Established BUs offer IoT applications to their customer segments, whereas the new IoT SU does
not have its own market responsibility, instead focusing on the exploitation of IT synergies across
the IoT-related BU activities. The degree of vertical integration of IT capabilities within this new
SU deviates across the three archetypes, being highest for One-stop IoT, intermediate for Platform
Provider and lowest for Coordinator. Finally, the archetype Digital R&D relies on existing
support units. In this archetype, established BUs offer IoT applications to their customer
segments, whereas an existing SU, e.g., R&D, is entrusted with new IoT responsibilities to exploit
synergies between IoT-related BU activities.
Furthermore, this present research has provided insights into how different influential factors
drive IoT organizational archetypes’ adoption. The study emphasized that there is no ‘one size
fits all’ or ‘one best’ solution. In essence, the results suggest that if companies start their IoT
journey from scratch and do not possess any embedded IT capabilities, it might be reasonable to
bundle all IoT-related capabilities into a single new SU, to gain sufficient momentum (One-stop
IoT). In contrast, when BUs have already developed substantial IoT solutions and the necessary
capabilities over recent years, a central SU (Coordinator) that focuses on cross-BU coordination
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to ensure synergies can be implemented. In case BU capabilities are less developed or less closely
aligned, bundling these capabilities into a central SU (Platform Provider, Digital R&D) enables
utilization of significant synergies. Finally, implementation of a dedicated IoT BU that also serves
as an internal IoT service provider is a viable option in the case of an IoT platform diversification
strategy (Digital Lead, Digital Peer).
The research conducted on IoT organizational archetypes offers several practical and theoretical
implications. Building upon existing literature, the findings are based on a conceptualization of
three different types of IT that are fundamental to the IoT, ‘embedded IT’, ‘enterprise IT’, and
‘consumer IT’. Executives are challenged to differentiate between distinct IT capabilities and
carefully reflect on how to allocate and integrate them within their companies’ organizational
structures.
A first key finding refers to the identification of IoT organizational archetypes, which depict the
specific implementation of IT capabilities. Current literature highlights the potential of IT synergy
in multibusiness companies (Reynolds et al., 2010; Tanriverdi, 2005). However, the results of this
study call for a deeper analysis of IT capability allocation. Whereas previous studies mainly
discussed the options of centralization for realizing synergies (Tanriverdi, 2006; Ravichandran et
al., 2009), the findings at hand suggest two additional design dimensions, which are relevant in
practice: First, the case studies demonstrate that the majority of companies choose to separate IoT
activities from other non-IoT activities in an early phase of the digital transformation, to gain
sufficient initial momentum and to realize synergies across BUs. Interestingly, these capabilities
are most often not concentrated in existing corporate units, such as corporate IT or corporate
R&D, but rather separated into a dedicated corporate IoT unit. From a strategic perspective,
structural separation has been intensely discussed in ambidexterity literature, which is well suited
to inform IS research on this phenomenon (cf. Gibson & Birkinshaw, 2004; Raisch &
Birkinshaw, 2008). Second, companies must make strategic decisions regarding whether they
want to fundamentally diversify their service portfolio on the basis of an IoT platform offering,
so that a dedicated IoT business unit is justified. Overall, it is important to mention that the cases
are snapshots of setups at a specific point in time and interviewees expect them to be subject to
change.
As a second key finding a set of influential factors was identified that drive archetype adoption.
These findings are consistent with existing research regarding influential factors and IS
contingency research (Xue et al., 2008; Ginsberg & Venkatraman, 1985). This present study
provides evidence that archetype selection might depend on organizational characteristics, such
as an organization’s capabilities or degree of centralization (Xue et al., 2008). Furthermore, the
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results reveal that both strategy- and culture-related factors influence IoT archetype adoption.
Previous studies identified an organization’s strategic direction (Weill & Ross, 2004) and a
“congruence with the organizational mission, strategy, values, norms, and culture” (Wu et al.,
2015, p. 498) as key influential variables for IT governance mechanisms (Ali & Green, 2012; De
Haes & Van Grembergen, 2009; Huang et al., 2010).

7.2 General Implications
In addition to the contributions related to the three specific business model elements discussed
above, this thesis offers high-level insights that go beyond the specific implications for each of
the BM elements. Referring to the latter, three general contributions across the three research
areas include reflections on how to address the digital paradox in order to stay competitive. This
in turn requires the ability to overcome existing paradigms prevalent in present-day
manufacturing industries. Finally, the findings of this thesis indicate that for the successful
provision of IoT solutions it is essential for manufacturing companies to acknowledge the
importance of the time dimension, referring to the systematic development of a companies’ IoT
maturity, i.e., its technology stack, capabilities and IoT solution portfolio.

7.2.1

Addressing the Digital Paradox

Recent research highlights the fact that many manufacturing companies are struggling to exploit
sufficient business value out of their IoT initiatives (Davenport & Westerman, 2018;
Crooks, 2017; Colvin, 2018). Apparently, a lot of digital transformations have failed and related
initiatives are not living up to management expectations as they are unable to generate appropriate
returns, compared to initial investments (Gebauer et al, 2019). Overall, the findings of this thesis
confirm the existence and relevance of such a digital paradox. Analogous to the concept of the
service paradox, describing manufacturing companies’ difficulties in benefiting from
servitization ambitions (Gebauer et al., 2005), the digital paradox refers to a recently observed
phenomenon where even financially solid manufacturing companies with good intentions and
favorable conditions fail to successfully realize IoT initiatives (see Section 2.1.3) (Gebauer et
al., 2019; Davenport & Westerman, 2018). In fact, the identified IoT use cases and initiatives
investigated as part of this thesis, contained various examples backing the claim that many
manufacturing companies are struggling to benefit from IoT. Focusing on the impact of IoT on
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specific BM elements the research at hand identifies two main potential explanations as to why
companies are struggling to benefit from their IoT solutions, i.e., are exposed to a digital paradox:
companies may not be sufficiently leveraging the full range of innovation opportunities the IoT
offers; and they are lacking a comprehensive and effective monetization strategy for their IoT
solutions:
First, in light of the resource-intensive efforts to provide IoT solutions and the fact that many
manufacturing companies as of yet do not make sufficient (IoT-driven) service profits (Davenport
& Westerman, 2018; Gebauer et al., 2019; Crooks, 2017; Colvin, 2018; Neely, 2008), there is a
need to leverage the full potential of IoT solutions to master the digital paradox and benefit from
IoT opportunities. More specifically, the findings of this thesis highlight the importance of
leveraging strong value propositions, covering both internal (process-centric) and external
(product/service-centric) innovations (cf. Christensen & van Bever, 2014, cited in
Flüchter, 2014). Hence, implementing single initiatives, e.g., solely focusing on the monetization
of external value propositions, is largely insufficient to amortize initial investment costs. In fact,
today too many organizations still only focus on new, radical customer innovations, i.e., the
development of new (digital) products and services, rather than on the implementation of a
comprehensive IoT strategy (see Figure 2.2 in Section 2.1.2).
Second, the results related to IoT revenue models, show the need for manufacturing companies
to deliberately design adequate monetization strategies to capture the utmost value possible from
their IoT offerings. Also in the pre-IoT era, manufacturing companies were challenged to design
revenue models; however, hybrid value propositions, with their different physical and digital
components, have fundamentally altered the logic of value capturing, increasing the degree of
freedom, which demands active decision making. During the case study observations in many
manufacturing companies, leading decision makers, often engineers, could be observed
discussing intensively about new features and technical solutions. However, revenue models were
hardly ever discussed in greater depth.

7.2.2

Overcoming Existing Paradigms

Another insight rests upon the radical business change associated with the IoT. Various papers
have described the transformative nature of IoT technology, claiming that it profoundly alters the
way

manufacturing

companies

conduct

business

(Ross

et

al.

2016;

Porter

&

Heppelmann, 2014; 2015; Ardolino et al., 2018). In this regard, investigating three specific BM
elements and how they are affected by the IoT, allows to derive a more nuanced understanding of
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the underlying reasoning. The findings of this thesis suggest that across business model elements
the IoT challenges currently predominant paradigms inherent to manufacturing industries
(cf. Castellacci, 2008; Brettel et al., 2014; Savastano et al., 2019). Thereby, the ability to
overcome existing paradigms, which were beneficial for a long period of time, will offer a
decisive competitive advantage. The findings of the thesis reveal several such predominant
paradigms:
As a first paradigm manufacturing companies need to overcome the product paradigm. Hybrid
value propositions, by definition, contain both a physical component and some sort of (digital)
service (Fleisch et al., 2015). Various industry players already offer ‘services’; however, these
offerings, even today, often entail mainly repair parts and maintenance activities (Fischer et al.,
2012). In addition, marketing and selling services significantly differs from product business,
requiring unique know-how and capabilities, including value creation activities, organizational
structure, and monetization strategies (Ardolino et al., 2018). Referring to the latter,
manufacturing industries have traditionally relied on direct revenue models, representing a second
dominant paradigm. The findings of this thesis present early examples of how companies can
overcome this paradigm by applying new revenue logics, leveraging indirect IoT revenue models
(cf. Nest and its smart home offerings monetized via insurance companies, described in Section
5.4.3). A final example refers to the paradigm of IT as a support function (cf. Kashanchi & Toland,
2006; Ward & Peppard, 1996). This thesis conceptualizes three types of IT (enterprise, embedded,
and consumer IT) and illustrates how multibusiness manufacturing companies are allocating IT
capabilities required within their organizational structures to offer IoT solutions. Six IoT
organizational archetypes were identified, with no ‘one size fits all’ solution. The case companies
in the sample perceived their existing IT culture as a core obstacle to IoT success and hence did
not empower their existing IT departments; rather they separated IoT activities into a dedicated
corporate or business IoT unit. Finally, archetype adoption is driven by certain influential factors,
partly depending on an organization’s IoT maturity.

7.2.3

Systematically Developing IoT Maturity

Depending on their current stack of capabilities, previous IoT experiences, the complexity of the
market, and their ability to transform processes, manufacturing companies are in different stages
of IoT adoption. Yet, for the successful provision of IoT solutions it is essential to acknowledge
a time dimension, referring to the systematic development of IoT maturity. The findings of this
thesis offer interesting insights in this regard, indicating the importance of path dependencies in
the IoT, referring to the evolutionary and sustainable generation of IoT know-how. In essence,
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companies are advised to implement IoT use cases, revenue models and organizational structures
according to their capabilities:
First, companies are advised to approach IoT use cases according to their capabilities. Hence, it
is important to acknowledge that not only the potential of certain value propositions is of
relevance, but also companies’ capabilities for implementing them. For instance, manufacturing
companies without any profound IoT experience cannot simply realize complex IoT initiatives,
such as predictive maintenance. Rather the successful implementation of such IoT field datadriven initiatives depends on the IoT maturity of a company and often requires the generation of
knowledge as part of a natural learning curve. While, of course, a certain amount of know-how
can be obtained through mergers and acquisitions, speeding up the overall process, the findings
at hand indicate that there is no fast track to deliberately and systematically understand the own
products, processes and applied technologies.
Second, the same argument holds true for the development of new revenue models. Companies
are advised to implement new revenue models according to their capabilities. The findings show
how manufacturing companies have to adjust their understanding and know-how of monetization
strategies, to manage fundamentally different logics of service business and indirect revenue
models. Take, for instance, the example of Konecranes and its newly introduced operating lease
model RENTALL (Konecranes, 2017). The Finnish lifting equipment manufacturer has slowly
approached new revenue models, carefully evaluating, profitability and market reactions.
Finally, the findings on IoT organization lead to the conclusion that companies should design
their structures according to their capabilities. The identified IoT organizational archetypes are
snapshots of setups at a specific point in time. In fact, the large majority of interviewees expected
them to be subject to change. For instance, there is early evidence that companies strive for more
synergies with increasing experience. Industrial B Inc., applying the Digital Lead archetype, has
integrated corporate IT into the IoT BU, to increase synergies. Automotive Supplier Inc., which
is currently applying the Digital Peer archetype, has considered splitting the central IoT BU and
moving domain-specific capabilities into BUs, and cross-BU expertise into corporate IT. A
further examples refers to Industrial A Inc. which recently decided to shift from a Coordinator
archetype to the implementation of a Digital Peer archetype. In addition, most companies in the
sample assumed that separation has a positive impact on value creation and efficiency, which are
both known antecedents of organizational performance (Rivard et al., 2006). However, initial
evidence was gathered that with a general diffusion of IoT-related capabilities the positive effects
of separation might diminish.
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7.3 Limitations and Future Research
Contributing to the growing body of IS and management literature on IoT business models, this
thesis has aimed to shed light on the question of how three central BM elements are affected by
the Internet of Things. More specifically, the existing knowledge base was broadened with respect
to how the IoT changes manufacturers’ ways and means of conducting business regarding (1)
their internal value propositions; (2) how they monetize their IoT solutions (value capturing); and
(3) how they restructure their organizations to adequately allocate required IT capabilities (value
creation). These questions were all addressed, based upon four individual studies, applying
qualitative comparative case studies.
The results of this thesis should be assessed in light of its limitations. This work is by no means
exhaustive, and further interesting and complementary insights may well be found by referring to
additional related research fields and studies as well as by collecting further data. The following
major limitations should be considered.
All studies forming the basis of the core findings of this thesis applied a qualitative research
approach and build on convenience samples. Hence, the theoretically sampled selections of
participating companies and their representatives were opportunistic and small. While restricting
the ability to generalize (Saunders et al., 2009; Kuhn & Poole, 2000), the researchers’ close
relationships to the case companies allowed them to obtain rich stories and in-depth data on timely
topics of interest to competitors (Lacity & Willcocks, 2017).
In addition, the described IoT use cases (on IoT field data innovation, revenue models, and
organizational archetypes) represent recent flagship initiatives of IoT-pioneering manufacturing
companies, including well-known global players such as Bosch, Heidelberger Druck, Toyota,
Procter & Gamble, Konecranes, and many more. Nevertheless, further analyses, either on the
basis of secondary data and additional interviews, may be useful, in order to further increase the
validity of the results (Yin, 2013). The same holds true for alternative methodological approaches,
including quantitative studies (Street et al., 2018).
Moreover, generalizations that rest on a limited number of cases to derive use cases, patterns, or
archetypes deserve a reflexive comment. The selection of in-depth cases throughout this thesis is
by no means exhaustive and requires further research. More specifically, following replication
logic, more cases, covering additional industries, company types, and sizes could further improve
the external validity of the results and strengthen the evidence of the findings (Yin, 2013).
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In fact, the insights presented here form a fruitful foundation for further interesting research. Each
of the three business model elements investigated offers various in-depth research avenues to
contribute to the field, including contingency factors that foster or hinder the successful
implementation of IoT data-driven process innovation initiatives at manufacturing companies, the
increasing importance of indirect IoT revenue models (Hildebrandt, 2016; Ojala, 2015;
Westerlund et al., 2014; Leminen et al., 2012; Carbone, 2009), and additional governance
mechanisms and their suitability to successfully manage IoT initiatives in multibusiness
manufacturing companies (cf. Joachim et al., 2013; Hadaya & Cassivi, 2012; Ping-Ju et al., 2015;
Wu et al., 2015). Finally, aiming to trigger new IoT business model research beyond the scope of
this thesis, the findings at hand encourage researchers to assess the impact of individual or a
combination of IoT business model elements on firm performance (cf. Kastalli & Van
Looy, 2013). Future research should explicitly reflect on different stages of IoT maturity as a
moderator of performance relationships.
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